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Zhe Li
Entwicklung und Analyse eines robusten Kanban-Systems
in einem unsicheren Umfeld
Das traditionelle Supply Chain Management hat das Ziel System billiger und schlanker
zu gestalten. Die Kanban-Steuerung ist dafür eine unterstützende Methode. Jedoch
hat die Kanban-Steuerung auch Beschränkungen. Einerseits reduziert sie die Kosten der
Operation für die Supply Chain, andererseits erhöht sie aber auch die Verletzlichkeit
des Systems. Insbesondere wenn die Umgebung nicht stabil sondern volatil ist, ist diese
Beschränkung offensichtlich. Moderne Supply Chain Operationen müssen verschiedene
Risiken eines unsicheren Umfeldes überstehen. Deshalb ist es sinnvoll eine robuste Supply
Chain, die mit den Unsicherheiten der Umwelt umgehen kann, zu entwickeln. Da dieses
Thema von großem Interesse ist, haben sich in den letzen Jahren viele Forscher und
Praktiker damit beschäftigt.
In dieser Arbeit wird eine robustes Kanban Modell vorgestellt. Das Modell zielt da-
rauf ab, das Supply Chain System mit einem Mechanismus für unterschiedliche Risiken
auszustatten und eine gute Leistung in einem unsicheren Umfeld zu erhalten. Die An-
wendung des hier entwickelten robusten Kanban Systems sind praktisch, und das Modell
kann leicht an ein breites Anwendungsspektrum angepasst werden. Die Arbeit besteht
aus vier Hauptteilen.
Zuerst, wird ein konzeptionelles Modell des robusten Kanban-Systems entwickelt.
Dann wird ein Simulationsmodell erstellt, um das konzeptionelle Modell umzusetzen.
In diesem Modell wird der Mechanismus zur Reaktion auf Risiken des unsicheren Um-
feldes bereits berücksichtigt. Durch Änderung der System-Konfigurationsparameter auf
drei Ebenen, kann das System schnell und effektiv auf unterschiedliche Risikosituatio-
nen reagieren. Die Änderung der Parameter können systematisch von über die operative
Ebene (z.B. Änderung der Kanban-Anzahl), zur taktischen Ebene (z. B. Änderung der
Maschinenbetriebszeit), bis hin zur strategischen Ebene (z. B. einen Ersatz-Anbieter oder
einen neuen Server auswählen) eskaliert werden, um die Risiko-Auswirkungen zu mindern
und die Störungen des Systems zu vermeiden.
Im zweiten Teil, werden Methoden der Parametrierung entwickelt, um geeignete Pa-
rameterwerte für den Risiko-Mechanismus zu finden. Die Parameter sind für die Kon-
figuration des robusten Kanban-Systems und die Umsetzung des Risiko-Mechanismus
auszuwählen. Ein MINLP (mixed integer nonlinear programming) Modell wurde en-
twickelt, um die Basiswerte und die Abgrenzung der 3-Ebene einstellbaren Konfigu-
rationsparameter zu wählen (einschließlich der Kanban-Anzahl, Maschinenbetriebszeit,
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Server-Anzahl und Ersatz-Lieferanten). Einige Ansätze wurden benutzt, um geeignete
Parameterwerte des Risiko-Mechanismus zu schätzen.
Im dritten Teil, wird ein vergleichendes Experiment mit den Kanban-System Sim-
ulationsmodellen vorgenommen. Einige Risikoszenarien werden angenommen, und an-
schließend wird die Leistung des hier vorgestellten robusten Kanban-Systems mit den
Leistungen von zwei aus der Literatur bekannten Kanban-Systemen (Traditional Toyota
Kanban-System, Inventory-based adaptive Kanban-System) verglichen. Basierend auf
den Vergleichsergebnissen, bestätigt sich, dass durch das robuste Kanban-System eine
Leistungssteigerung in einem unsicheren Umfeld gewonnen werden kann.
Im letzten Teil, wird ein Simulations-basiertes facktorielles Experiment durchgeführt,
um die Wahl der Basiswerte der Steuerparameter zu verbessern. Zunächst wird ein fak-
torielles Experiment entwickelt; dann werden sogenannte Response Surface Methoden
angewandt, um die optimalen Parameterwerte (optimal im Sinne des besten NetProfit
Ergebnis) herauszufinden. Mit den neuen Parameterwerten kann die Leistung des ro-
busten Kanban-System noch weiter verbessert werden.
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Abstract
Zhe Li
Design and Analysis of Robust Kanban System in an
Uncertain Environment
Traditional supply chain management focused on making the system cheaper and leaner.
In this direction, the Kanban mechanism is a representative control policy pursuing cost-
efficient features for the material flow system. However, the adoption of the Kanban
mechanism increases the system vulnerability while reducing the cost of operating the
supply chain, especially when the environment is not stable. Modern supply chains are
subject to various risks in an uncertain environment. Therefore, to build a robust supply
network, which can deal with the environment uncertainties, has obtained wide attention
among researchers and practitioners in recent years. In this study, we proposed a robust
Kanban system model for the supply chain system based on the Kanban mechanism. The
model aims at helping the supply chain system deal with various risks in an uncertain
environment. The proposed robust Kanban system model and its application methods
are practical to use, they can be easily extended to a wide range of applications.
The work in this dissertation is composed of four parts.
Firstly, a conceptual model of the robust Kanban system is designed, and then a
simulation model is built to implement the design ideas. The robust Kanban system
uses a risk-response mechanism to handle risks in an uncertain environment. The system
can respond quickly and effectively to a variety of risk situations by adjusting a series
of system configuration parameters. In order to mitigate the impact of risks and help
the system recover from disruption, the response actions are taken systematically from
an operational level (e.g. change Kanban number), a tactical level (e.g. adjust machine
service time), or a strategic level (e.g. use a backup supplier, start a new server).
In the second part, we introduce methods for determining suitable parameter set-
tings. The parameters are used for specifying the robust Kanban system configuration
and implementing the risk-response mechanism. A mixed integer nonlinear programming
(MINLP) model is developed to decide the basic values and ranges of 3-level configuration
parameters (including Kanban number, machine service time, server number, and backup
supplier supply proportion). And a set of estimation approaches are used to find suitable
values of the control parameters that are used in the risk-response mechanism.
In the third part, a comparative experiment is carried out based on Kanban system
simulation models. Given a variety of risk scenarios, we compare the performance of the
proposed robust Kanban system and two other Kanban systems from previous literature
(Traditional Toyota Kanban system, Inventory-based adaptive Kanban system). Based
v
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on comparison results, we confirm the performance improvement made by the robust
Kanban system in the uncertain environment.
In the last part, we perform another simulation-based experiment to find better set-
tings for the control parameters that are used in the risk-response mechanism. We design
a factorial experiment, then use response surface methods to determine optimal factor
setting (that generates maximum Netprofit in a given region). Using the new parameter
setting, the performance of the robust Kanban system can be further improved than using
the former estimation-based factor setting.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Traditional supply chain management featured cost-efficient policies, aiming to make sup-
ply chain activities leaner and cheaper. In this direction, the Kanban mechanism is a
representative control policy; it implements the pull mechanism under the Just-In-Time
philosophy. The Kanban mechanism is derived from Japanese Toyota Production System
(TPS) (Monden 1983; Ohno 1988) since 1950s. It has been widely used in manufacturing
and production systems. Using the Kanban policy, not only the movements of material
(e.g. to release, produce, and transport the product), but also the material inventory at
each stage can be controlled by Kanban cards. Besides, it is practical to implement the
Kanban mechanism without causing much operating cost. Due to these "lean" features,
the Kanban-controlled system works very well given a repetitive environment. However,
it can hardly remain at a high performance level when the environment is uncertain. A
main shortcoming of the Kanban system is the slow and limited response actions when
risks occur in the environment.
Modern supply chains are subject to a variety of risks, the supply chains often op-
erate in an uncertain environment. Especially in recent years, as the global competition
increases, as the customers require more product variety, customization and shorter deliv-
ery time, the companies are forced to form more complex and larger supply chain networks
in a worldwide range. This in turn leads to a highly volatile and uncertain environment
for modern supply chain management. There are various risks that could happen to the
supply chains. Some are small risks and happen frequently in daily supply chain activ-
ities, such as the customer demand fluctuation, the transport time delay, the machine
process time variation. Generally, the impacts of the small risks are slight, the system
can recover easily from these operational risks (Tang 2006a). By contrast, other risks
are more serious and could bring severe consequences to the system. These risks are also
referred to as disruptions, ranging from economic turbulence, natural disasters, plant fire
to man-made strikes. Although these disruptions occur with very low probabilities, once
they happen, the consequences are often catastrophic. It takes much more time for the
supply chain system to recover from such disruptions and go back to the normal level. In
the modern environment, supply chains have to face much more risks than before. Hence,
the requirement of building a robustly designed supply chain against the various risks has
become important and inevitable. Lee (2004) studied more than 60 leading companies,
and suggested that the design of a triple-A (agility, adaptability, and alignment) supply
chain was a crucial issue of successful supply chain management in the modern uncertain
environment. The supply chain risk management has become an important part of the
modern supply chain management; research in this field has received much attention in
recent years. Supply chain risk management refers to "the management of supply chain
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risks through coordination or collaboration among the supply chain partners so as to en-
sure profitability and continuity" (Tang 2006a). In order to build a robust supply chain
network and mitigate the impact of risks, a series of robust approaches is suggested and
developed by researchers. The robust approaches for supply chain risk management can
be classified into four primary types based on the management methods: supply manage-
ment, demand management, product management, and information management (Tang
2006b). For instance, the backup supplier, product dynamic pricing, production post-
ponement, and demand collaborative forecasting are four typical robust approaches from
the four management aspects.
In supply chain management, the decision making activities group into three lev-
els: strategic, tactical and operational levels (Ballou 1992; Schmidt and Wilhelm 2000)
Strategic-level decisions characterize the framework of the supply chain system and define
long-term plans, such as to determine the facility location or capacity, to select suppli-
ers. In the tactical level, decisions are connected to medium-term, medium-range supply
chain activities, like to plan the production schedule of a manufacturing plant for the next
month, allocate the workload for service facilities, and assign transport routes for distri-
bution centers. At last, the decisions at the operational level are about daily operation
activities of the supply chain; they are usually repetitive and short-term decisions. To
plan daily production schedules and transport activities, to forecast the daily customer
demand, to monitor and control the inventory level every hour, are all instances of the
operational-level decisions. Based on the 3-level framework, the robust approaches can
be developed from strategic, tactical, and operational levels as well for supply chain risk
management.
There is vast literature investigating robust models for modern supply chain design
and operation. Many robust models have focused on the robust approaches from the
strategic or tactical decision levels, such as to determine the facility location or the backup
plant capacity (Lim 2009). A small proportion of robust models is formulated at the op-
erational level, such as the modified Kanban system models, which can flexibly change
the Kanban number in response to customer demand fluctuation (Takahashi and Naka-
mura 1999; Takahashi 2003). Particularly in the area of Kanban-controlled supply chain
models, although some robustly designed Kanban system models have been presented in
previous literature, most of them just deal with a simple typical risk situation: customer
demand with slight fluctuation. Neither risk scenarios with severe demand fluctuation, nor
risk scenarios with supplier-side or process-side (e.g. supplier material shortage, process
machine breakdown) risks have been taken into consideration in the system operating
environment. Moreover, in most of the previous Kanban system models, only the ap-
proach of adjusting Kanban number is adopted as the response action to deal with risk
occurrences. To adjust the Kanban number can be seen as a typical robust approach for
mitigating risks from the operational level. However, the robust approaches from strategic
and tactical levels are seldom considered in these Kanban models.
From the literature study, we notice that there is a need to improve the design and
development of robust Kanban-controlled supply chain systems, which can deal with di-
verse risks in the modern uncertain environment. The objective of this dissertation is to
design a new robust model for a Kanban-controlled supply chain system. With the robust
mechanism, the Kanban system will be able to handle a variety of risks (slight or severe
2
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risks; from a demand, process, or supply side) systematically and retain a satisfactory
performance level, even in an uncertain environment.
1.2 Problem statement
The scope of study is a supply chain system which is operating based on Kanban-
mechanism and facing a variety of risks in an uncertain environment. The supply chain is
supposed to be a multi-stage single-product serial-line system. It contains five stages: a
supplier at the upstream side, three manufacturer stages located in a sequential form in the
middle, and a customer stage that generates demand orders randomly at the downstream
end of the supply chain. At each stage, two types of Kanban cards (Production Kanban,
Transport Kanban) are employed to move the material, transmit the information, and
control the inventory. The risks considered in the uncertain environment include: slight
or severe customer demand fluctuation (demand-side risk), raw-material supply shortage
(supply-side risk), machine process time variation (process-side risk). Since raditional
Kanban systems cannot achieve a good performance level in an uncertain environment
while the modern environment is full of uncertain risks, a new robust mechanism for the
Kanban-controlled supply chain system is proposed in this study with the goal of dealing
with various risks. We name the new model the "robust Kanban system", it aims to mit-
igate the impact of risks and enhance the Kanban system performance in the uncertain
environment.
Compared with previous Kanban system models, the risk scenarios considered in this
study are more various and extensive. Besides the typical risk situation "slight customer
demand fluctuation", other risks with slight or severe impacts, from a demand, process, or
supply side, are included in this study. To distinguish the various risk situations better,
we use four parameters to describe the risk features: location, extent, duration, and
probability. With the four parameters, risks can be clearly described and measured, then
proper risk-response actions can be taken referring to the risk parameters.
The proposed robust Kanban system features a newly designed risk-response mecha-
nism. The mechanism employs two monitor items (a rate-balance monitormi_rate and an
inventory-balance monitor mi_inv) to monitor the operating status and performance of
the Kanban system. When different risks occur in the environment, the system operating
status will be affected accordingly. The status changes are reflected by the rate-balance
or inventory-balance monitors. By observing the monitor values, the Kanban system can
firstly detect the status changes timely and be aware of the impact of risks on system
performance. Nextly, the Kanban system may adjust some of the system configuration
parameters (such as machine-capacity parameter) according to the observed monitor val-
ues. Essentially, the risk-response mechanism is an adjusting-parameters mechanism. The
robust Kanban system responds to different risk situations by dynamically adjusting a
series of system configuration parameters. These parameters are designed to be flexible
in the robust Kanban system; to adjust different parameters indicates the Kanban system
takes different robust approaches in response to risks.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are four basic aspects of robust approaches in
supply chain risk management (Tang 2006b): the supply, demand, information, and pro-
3
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duction management. Many robust approaches can be considered from the four aspects
to design the robust Kanban system. Since in this work we study a multi-stage single-
product serial-line system under Kanban control, the following robust approaches are
selected as optional risk-response actions for the robust Kanban system design. They are:
• From the supply aspect: main supplier and backup supplier. The robust Kanban can
shift material orders between a main supplier and a backup supplier. The backup
supplier is supposed to be more reliable but expensive.
• From the demand aspect: dynamical pricing for product. The change of product
price could affect the customer demand rate. So dynamical pricing is a method to
cushion the demand variability, or balance the demand and supply. (To be noted,
in this work the dynamical pricing method is not involved in the simulation model
of the robust Kanban system.)
• From the information aspect: information sharing among stages. The supply chain
partners can share the information about system operating status, such as inventory
levels, machine process rates, supplier material supply rates, and customer demand
rates.
• From the production aspect: 1) Flexible production rate. The Kanban system is
allowed to adjust the machine process speed, the number of servers. 2) Dynamical
inventory control. The number of cyclic Kanbans, buffer sizes, or inventory control
limits can be changed in response to risks.
Besides considering the four management aspects, when we design response ap-
proaches for the robust Kanban system, the three decision levels (Ballou 1992; Schmidt
and Wilhelm 2000) for supply chain activities are also taken into consideration. They are
strategic, tactical, and operational decision levels, as introduced in Section 1.1. Here we
employ the 3-level framework to classify the response approaches adopted in the robust
Kanban system. As mentioned in literature, there are many parameters that can charac-
terize the supply chain system configuration and measure its performance (Beamon 1999;
Gunasekaran, Patel and McGaughey 2004). For example, the cyclic Kanban number and
the inventory level are typical parameters used in Kanban systems. Since the objective
model in our study is a Kanban-controlled supply chain system, and considering the above
references, we select the following parameters as adjustable parameters used in the robust
Kanban system: 1) Kanban number at each stage; 2) Machine process speed at specific
stages; 3) Number of servers (service facilities) at specific stages; 4) Material supply pro-
portion from the backup supplier. The values of adjustable parameters are allowed to
change dynamically during the system operation; and the changes of the parameters cor-
respond to the response approaches taken by the robust Kanban system in response to
risks.
In Figure 1.1, we list the selected adjustable parameters (words in parentheses) based
on the 3-level framework. To adjust the Kanban number is an operational-level robust
approach taken from the production aspect. To adjust the machine process time is a
tactical-level action, and is from the production aspect too. To change the number of
servers is much more expensive than the former two approaches; it can be seen as a
higher strategic-level approach that is also from the production aspect. Lastly, to change
the material order proportion from the backup supplier is also a strategic-level action; it is
4
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from the supply aspect. Besides, when the robust Kanban system calculates the values of
rate-balance and inventory-balance monitors, it implies the information is shared among
supply chain partners, which is also a robust approach taken from the information aspect.
(e g Supply proportion from the backup supplier
Strategic‐level parameters
. .            ,
Number of service facilities)
Tactical‐level parameters
(e g Machine service time). .       
Operational‐level parameters
(e.g. Number of Transport Kanbans,       
Number of Production Kanbans)
Figure 1.1: The 3-level adjustable parameters in Robust Kanban System
The risk-response mechanism of the robust Kanban system changes the system ca-
pability through adjusting the 3-level parameters. Given different risk scenarios, dif-
ferent parameters could be selected and changed (to different extents) to mitigate the
risk impact. For example, when the risk situation is slight customer demand fluctuation
(the demand rate is increased by 5%), then the action of increasing the Kanban number
(operational-level parameter) will be a suitable response. If the demand rate is increased
by 80%, in this situation a strategic-level action of adding a new server will be more
effective to handle the risk. And between the two extreme risk situations, for a medium-
extent risk situation where the demand rate is increased by 20%, a tactical-level response
action of increasing the single-machine process speed will be a good choice. And when the
risk situation is machine breakdown, to repair the machine or start a new machine will
be selected as response actions. When the risk is material supply shortage, to purchase
material from a backup supplier will be an effective method. In sum, the robust Kanban
system can dynamically adjust a series of system parameters according to different risk
situations, thus the impact of risks can be mitigated by changing the parameter values
at the right time and to a suitable extent. Thus, the performance of the Kanban system
can remain at a satisfactory level even in an environment with many uncertainties. This
is the main difference and improvement made by the robust Kanban system, comparing
with other Kanban systems.
1.3 Overview of the study
The dissertation is composed of seven chapters. Except the introduction part in Chapter
1, the remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows.
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In Chapter 2, related literature is reviewed. We first review the robust approaches and
models suggested by researchers to deal with a variety of risks for supply chain systems.
Then the development of Kanban system models is reviewed in the second section. A
series of typical modified Kanban system models developed by researchers are listed.
The review of Kanban model development ranges from the traditional models that focus
on minimizing cost, to the recent complex variation models that pay more attention to
dealing with risks. At the end of this chapter, the limitations and extension of previous
research work on Kanban systems are pointed out, which also shed light on this study.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed description of the proposed robust Kanban system model.
With specifying the model assumptions and parameter notation, the robust Kanban sys-
tem structure and its risk-response mechanism are described in a more accurate manner
using mathematical notations and logical relationships. Then the conceptual model is im-
plemented in the simulation environment. The work about the simulation model design
and development is also presented in this chapter.
After the model formulation, we address how to decide suitable parameter values in
the robust Kanban system. The parameters include the system configuration parameters
and the risk-response mechanism-related parameters. The methodology for setting the
parameters is presented in Chapter 4. First, a mixed integer nonlinear programming
model (MINLP) is developed with the aim of determining suitable settings and ranges
for 3-level adjustable parameters. Then, the methods for estimating the monitor control
parameters used by the risk-response mechanism are introduced. Having defined suitable
parameter settings, the risk-response mechanism can be then implemented in the robust
Kanban system.
In Chapter 5 and 6, two experiments are designed and conducted respectively, based
on the simulation model of the robust Kanban system. In Chapter 5, we do a comparative
experiment. Three types of Kanban systems are built in the simulation environment: the
proposed robust Kanban system, the traditional Toyota system, and the inventory-based
adaptive Kanban system presented in previous literature. The aim of the experiment is to
compare the performance of the robust Kanban system with the performance of other two
Kanban systems when the environment is with risks. Through analyzing the experiment
results, we can confirm the performance improvement made by robust Kanban system in
a variety of risk scenarios.
In Chapter 6, we design a factorial experiment with the objective of improving the
risk-response mechanism setting, so that performance of the robust Kanban system can
be further improved. Response surface methods are applied in this experiment to approx-
imate the relationships between the response variable "Netprofit" (in this work we denote
the time-averaged net profit value gained by the Kanban system by "Netprofit") and the
factors "monitor control parameters" that are used by the risk-response mechanism. Based
on the response surface models, we can find optimal solutions for the factor value setting.
With the improved parameter setting of the risk-response mechanism, the performance of
the robust Kanban can be further improved in the uncertain environment.
Lastly, concluding remarks about this study are given in Chapter 7. We summarize
the research work in this dissertation, and suggest some guidelines for applying the robust
Kanban system in realistic problems.
6
2 Literature review
2.1 Supply chain risk management
Supply chain management has been extensively studied among researchers and practi-
tioners for decades. During the early decades, companies and researchers mainly focused
on how to make supply chains faster and cheaper to control the material flow. However,
in recent years, as the global competition and customer requirement increased, the sup-
ply chains have been brought into a more challenging environment, where more complex
network, product proliferation, and shortened product life are required. The modern en-
vironment contains various risks. Therefore, only pursuing faster and cheaper features is
not enough for a supply chain system to thrive, even survive.
Lee (2004) studied more than 60 leading companies, and observed that the best supply
chains were not just fast and cost-efficient; the design of a triple-A (agility, adaptability
and alignment) supply chain became a crucial issue for supply chains to achieve a satis-
factory performance in an uncertain environment. The supply chain risk management is
an important part of modern supply chain management. Particularly in last ten years,
there has been a large amount of research literature concerned with risk management.
Some researches are done from a strategic-level perspective; they provide comprehensive
frameworks for supply chain risk management, and propose strategic robust policies for
the supply chains to mitigate the impact of risks (Chopra and Sodhi 2004; Kleindorfer and
Saad 2005; Tang 2006b). Other researches are conducted from a tactical or operational
aspect; they focus on some specific risk types and suggest response methods for dealing
with the risks. For example, Jordan and Graves (1995) suggested tactical methods to im-
prove manufacturing process flexibility, so as to cope with product demand uncertainty.
Their work was further investigated by other researchers (Graves and Tomlin 2003; Tom-
lin and Wang 2005; Tomlin 2006; Hopp, Iravani and Xu 2010) to enhance the flexibility of
supply chain network. Tang and Tomlin (2008) followed the robust strategies framework
suggested by Tang (2006a) and further presented stylized models to show the improve-
ment gained by flexible methods. Moreover, in other aspects of supply chain management,
there are also many robust approaches and models developed by researchers to handle
the various risk situations, such as inventory control (Parlar 1997; Askin and Krishnan
2009), facility location (Snyder and Daskin 2006), material procurement or revenue shar-
ing contract (Cachon and Lariviere 2005; Martinez de Albeniz and Levi 2005). Note that
some robust approaches presented in literature can be classified as strategic, tactical, or
operational level methods, while other approaches are mixed with two or three levels’
policies.
Tang (2006a) stated that supply chain risks could be categorized into two types: oper-
ational risks and disruption risks, according to the risk characteristics (such as extent and
frequency). Operational risks refer to the inherent uncertainties such as daily customer de-
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mand fluctuation, material supply uncertainty, process or transport time variation. These
risks happen more frequently to a supply chain than disruption risks, but their impact
is relatively small. By contrast, disruption risks mean the large disruptions caused by
natural or man-made disasters, such as earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, terrorist attacks,
economic crises, and strikes. Although disruptions happen with a very low probability,
usually their effects are catastrophic. Tang’s risk classification provides a good reference
for the risk measurement in this study.
The supply chains designed with robust features will be more competitive and prof-
itable when working in the modern uncertain environment. Tang (2006a) pointed that
the application of robust approaches would be accepted by firms only if two conditions
are satisfied. The first is the system efficiency, which enables a firm to handle daily oper-
ational risks efficiently without causing much cost for backup policies. The second is the
system resiliency, which enables a firm to sustain its operation during severe disruption
risks and make it recover quickly from disruptions. The robust approaches applied in sup-
ply chain risk management can be also classified into several types. Tang (2006a) listed
four management aspects for classifying the robust approaches: demand management,
production management, supply management, and information management.
Supply
Management
Demand
Management
Information
Management
Production
Management
E.g.
Supplier selection, backup supplier,
supplier order allocation, revenue 
sharing contracts
E.g.
Information sharing about inventory control and 
demand forecast,  collaborative planning 
E.g.
Dynamic pricing and 
promotions, product substitution 
(to shift demand across time, 
product types or markets)
E.g.
Differentiation postponement, 
process sequencing, 
flexible manufacturing 
Figure 2.1: Robust approaches from 4 management aspects (revised based on Tang(2006))
In Figure 2.1, we illustrate the four basic management aspects and typical robust
approaches of each aspect (the diagram is revised based on Tang’s study (Tang 2006a)).
For example, to set backup suppliers, to allocate material supply orders between different
suppliers according to their prices or reliability, to make revenue-sharing contracts be-
tween the supplier and the manufacturer to improve their cooperation, are typical robust
approaches in the supply management aspect. The changes of the product price and the
sale promotion are both familiar measures the customers can see in the market, they are
actually the robust approaches in the demand management aspect. In the production
management aspect, especially when using the assembly line or mixed-model produc-
tion line, the robust approaches such as the postponement of the differentiation point,
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the flexible process sequence or manufacturing modules will benefit the manufacturer’s
performance in the uncertain environment. The robust approaches in the information
management aspect contain also a variety of types, the most famous and basic approach
is information sharing. To share the information about the inventory status, the ma-
chine processing status, the customer demand changes among the supply chain members,
will significantly reduce the bullwhip-effect (Lee, Padmanabhan and Whang 1997) and
enhance the supply chain partners collaboration, finally improve the performance of the
entire supply chain. The role of information sharing is especially important and valu-
able when the environment contains uncertainties. More information about the robust
approaches from the four aspects can be found in Tang (2006a).
2.2 Development of Kanban systems
Different from the current trend of designing robust features for supply chains, over the
past decades, traditional supply chains pursued fast and cost-effective features to control
the material flow. For example, the Just-in-time (Groenevelt 1993) philosophy derived
from Japanese Toyota Production system (TPS) (Monden 1983; Ohno 1988) since 1950s
is a typical control policy in this direction. Kanban policy was designed with the purpose
of reducing the waste and improving the production system efficiency. Later in western
industries, the concept "Just-in-Time" was extended to a comprehensive philosophy "lean"
(Krafcik 1988; Womack, Jones, Roos and Technology 1990; Zipkin 1991; Askin and Gold-
berg 2002; Arnold and Furmans 2006), with emphasis on improving efficiency of material
flow, decreasing waste, preserving values with less work. Lean philosophy includes a set
of lean manufacturing tools, such as cellular manufacturing, pull mechanism, total quality
management, rapid setup, production leveling and so forth. The famous Kanban control
policy (Kimura and Terada 1981; Zipkin 1989) is essentially a tool of the pull mechanism.
Toyota Production System uses Kanban to control the material flow in a production line;
Kanban cards are employed to authorize the production and release material into each
production stage.
In a pull system, the supply or process at the upstream stage is determined by down-
stream demand information. By contrast, in a push system, the upstream-side production
is decided depending on the demand forecast and former production plans. Comparing
the pull and push systems, several advantages of the pull system can be observed over the
push system. First, the pull system is easier to implement than the push system, because
the push system requires forecast information and production plans in advance while the
pull system does not. Secondly, the inventory can be easily controlled and bounded by
the number of Kanbans in the pull system. Thirdly, there is less congestion in the pull
system. So once some failures or changes occur in a pull system, to detect the changes is
much easier than in the push system. More details about the comparison between pull
and push systems can be found in Spearman’s research (Spearman and Zazanis 1992;
Spearman 1992).
Generally, the researches on Kanban-controlled systems (Berkley 1992; Dallery and
Gershwin 1992; Huang and Kusiak 1996; Akturk and Erhun 1999; Kumar and Panneersel-
vam 2007) are concerned with the following issues: model a Kanban system using different
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techniques, compare pull Kanban systems with push systems, compare different variations
of Kanban systems, determine optimal parameter settings of Kanban systems, investigate
the Kanban system application in realistic problems, and so on.
The modeling approaches of Kanban-controlled systems can be classified into three
basic types: deterministic model (e.g. mathematical programming, Toyota formula (Mon-
den 1983)), stochastic model (e.g. queueing model, Markov chains), and simulation model.
For example, Rees Philipoom et al (1987) investigated the factors which could affect the
number of Kanbans in a production system; the number of Kanbans was determined
depending on the Toyota formula. Then, Rees (1987) extended the Toyota method; it
used the estimated lead time to adjust the Kanban number dynamically. Bitran (1987)
formulated a mathematical programming model to determine the optimal parameter set-
ting for a deterministic multi-stage assembly-structure Kanban system. Berkley (1991)
considered the serial line dual-Kanban system as a generalized tandem queue, thus the
queueing theory can be used to measure approximately the Kanban system performance.
Buzacott (1989b) developed a linked queueing network model to describe Kanban system
behavior. Hodgson Deleersnyder et al (1989) developed a discrete-time Markov process
model to analyze the operation of the Kanban mechanism. George Mitwasi Askin et al
(1993) built a continuous-time Markov model for a multi-stage multi-product JIT sys-
tem; through analyzing the steady state of the model, the optimal Kanban number can
be then determined. Frein Di Mascolo et al (1996) modeled a queueing network with
synchronization mechanisms for a single-product multi-stage serial line Kanban system.
They proposed practical approximation methods to determine the parameters of each
stage by considering each stage as a sub-system. Baynat, Dallery et al (2001) treated the
Kanban system as a multi-class queueing network, and developed analytical approxima-
tion methods which can be used to analyze more general Kanban systems. Wang and
Sarker (2006) modeled a multi-stage supply chain system which was operated under the
JIT delivery policy as a Kanban system, then formulated a mixed-integer nonlinear pro-
gramming (MINLP) model to the determine the optimal Kanban number, optimal batch
size, and other parameters of interest.
Many analytical models and methods for Kanban systems, as mentioned above, are
accompanied with simulation-based validation or experiment work. Besides, there exist
also pure simulation-based researches concerned with Kanban systems. The simulation
approach is quite useful when the studied model or problem is too complex, such as com-
paring the push and pull systems, comparing different variations of Kanban systems, or
measuring the impact of different control factors in the Kanban system (Huang, Rees
and Taylor 1983; Krajewski, King, Ritzman and Wong 1987; Philipoom, Rees, Taylor
and Huang 1987; Bonvik, Couch and Gershwin 1997). King, Krajewski et al (1987) con-
ducted comprehensive experiments based on simulation models to investigate the impact
of various control factors in Kanban systems. Factors like setup time, lot size, production
rate, worker flexibility, production structure and degree of standardization were suggested
as high-impact factors by Krajewski; while inventory record inaccuracy, machine failure
and vendor reliability were found less important than the former factors according to the
simulation observation. These results suggest that the inherent nature of the manufac-
turing system is more important the production control methods in affecting the system
performance. Couch Bonvik et al (1997) performed also extensive simulation experiments
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to compare the performance of several pull mechanism policies, including Kanban, bases
tock, CONWIP, hybrid Kanban-CONWIP policies. Their study was carried out with
a serial-line production system model; the environment contained constant or changing
demand rates. After the experiments, they concluded that the hybrid policies would
generally give better performance than other policies.
The success of Toyota Production System has triggered various development of the
pull mechanism-based system. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, we summarize the development
using a framework. The various modified pull systems are classified into different groups in
the diagram. Among them, the "Kanban policy" (denoted by K) and "base-stock policy"
(denoted by B) are two basic control mechanisms of pull systems. The other control
mechanisms can be seen as variations based on the two basic mechanisms; they added
some new features to the two basic mechanisms. In the following text, we will introduce
the various pull systems with more details.
Lean manufacturing/Just In Time 
Pull control mechanism
Kanban policy (K) Base-stock policy (B)
K+:             CONWIP,CONWIP-Kanban
K+B:          extended Kanban control system
                   generalized Kanban control system
K+time:      reactive Kanban control system
                   adaptive Kanban control system
K+B+time: extended-CONWIP-Kanban control system
K+time+service rate monitor: 
                    robust Kanban system (proposed in this study)
ĂĂ
Figure 2.2: Variations of Kanban-controlled systems based on the pull mechanism
The Kanban policy is known as the most famous and typical tool of implementing the
pull mechanism. Besides, many other control policies are also developed based on the pull
mechanism. For example, the famous inventory control policy "base stock", is considered
as an important policy of the pull mechanism as well. The base stock policy is derived
from traditional inventory control models (Clark and Scarf 1960; Kimball 1988; Axsaeter
2000). It can be seen as a special case of (s,S) policy (for the case s=S). In a pull system,
the inventory in the output buffer of a stage is controlled within a specific range if using
the base stock policy. Once the current inventory is found lower than the target level
(base stock level), the upstream production or supply will be triggered to fill the gap.
The Kanban policy (K) and the base stock policy (B) are two basic and important
tools of implementing the pull mechanism. Both of them have some advantages and dis-
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advantages. With the Kanban control policy, the inventory at each stage is bounded by
the number of Kanbans at that stage, and the production pace is controlled by Kanbans,
too. Due to these features, the production cycle time and the inventory level can be easily
maintained at a suitable level under Kanban control. These are the advantages of the
Kanban policy. However, the disadvantages of Kanban systems also exist. Although the
Kanban system can work well in a repetitive or stable environment, in the uncertain envi-
ronment where the demand rate or process time is varying, the traditional Toyota Kanban
system cannot retain a satisfactory performance level any more. It is because the Kan-
bans at each stage play two roles simultaneously: to limit the amount of Work-In-Process
(WIP), and to provide inventory in the buffer to cushion the demand variability. When
the environment is repetitive, the Kanban system can select a small Kanban number to
operate the system in an efficient manner. Thus, the system can keep a low inventory
level to cover the demand variability with achieving a high service level; and the inventory
holding cost can be maintained at a low level due to the limited WIP amount. There-
fore, the Kanban system can work efficiently in a stable environment. However, when
the environment is uncertain like high variability is involved in demand or process, the
Kanban system need to hold a high inventory level in the buffer to cushion the supply
or demand changes. It therefore requires a large Kanban number. While on the other
side, the requirement of reducing inventory cost still calls for a small Kanban number.
The two opposite requirements about the parameter Kanban number cannot be satisfied
together; therefore the Kanban system cannot perform well in the uncertain environment.
In addition, the risk-response actions taken by the Toyota Kanban system could be slow
and not effective, because the downstream demand information can be only transmitted
upstream (from neighbor to neighbor) through the number and arriving rate of Kanban
cards. If the behavior of moving Kanbans is not quick enough, or the number of Kanbans
is limited which cannot reflect the entire demand change, the response action delay will
be inevitably caused. Also, as Lee (1997) stated, if we make inventory control decisions
only based on the demand of the immediate downstream stage, the real demand change
of customers will be distorted. Namely the Bullwhip effect will be caused. Besides, the
response actions adopted by Kanban systems could be not effective for only the releasing
or halting Kanbans actions can be taken in response to risks, which cannot significantly
change the service rate.
The advantages of the base stock policy are also obvious. This policy can avoid the
delay in transmitting the demand information from downstream to upstream stages (this
is a disadvantage of the Kanban system), because the information about each demand
order can be immediately sent to every stage upon its arrival at the customer stage.
Then, the system can immediately adjust the current inventory level according to the re-
ceived demand information. The response action can be taken quickly in response to the
changes in the environment. This is the advantage of the base-stock policy. Nevertheless,
the disadvantage of it is also noticeable. The amount of inventory at each stage cannot
be bounded within an expected range when using the base-stock policy. This may cause
the waste of keeping high-level inventory, especially when the environment is uncertain.
Imagine that when a stage in the supply chain is blocked due to risks like machine break-
down. In this situation, the upstream stages will still produce redundant goods, regardless
of the goods congestion occurring in front of the blocked stage; the redundant inventory
will cause much cost of holding unnecessary inventory.
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Seeing the advantages and limitations of the Kanban policy and the base-stock pol-
icy in the uncertain environment, many variations of the pull system are developed to
combine the merits of Kanban and base-stock policies, with the aim of achieving a better
performance level in the uncertain environment. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, a series of
modified pull systems is given in the diagram. All the modified systems are designed
based on the two basic mechanisms (Kanban, Base-stock) and meanwhile involving some
new design features, such as to combine Kanban and base-stock policies (K+B), to use
Kanban policy with considering the time factor (K+time), to integrate the Kanban and
base-stock policies and the time factor together (K+B+time). In the following text, we
will explain the design motive and control techniques of the Kanban system variations
with more details.
Denoted by K+ in Figure 2.2, it means the modified Kanban systems that are built
mainly based on the Kanban mechanism plus some small modifying features. The main
disadvantage of the Kanban system is the delayed and limited response actions taken by
the upstream stages when changes occurred in the downstream side. To overcome the
limitations, Woodruff and Spearman et al. (1990) proposed a CONWIP (constant Work
In Process) Kanban model. This new model can be seen as a special case of the original
Kanban system, because it considers the entire manufacturing system as a single-stage
Kanban system. Thus, the total number of WIP (Work In Process) is kept constant
by the number of Kanbans which are cycling in the whole system. In the single-stage
Kanban system, the demand information from downstream customers can be immediately
transmitted to the upstream stages, then it triggers the release of new material into the
system. Using the CONWIP mechanism in the Kanban system, the delay in transmitting
downstream demand information can be avoided. However, with such centralized control
policy, the operating details of each stage cannot be observed. It is to some extent like
a push system, just the demand forecast information used in the push system is now
replaced by the demand data in the CONWIP system. Therefore, the CONWIP system
has the same shortcoming with the push system. Couch, Bonvik et al (1997) proposed a
CONWIP-Kanban model combing the Kanban system and CONWIP together; but there
still remains the shortcoming of demand information delay, especially when the customer
demand is uncertain.
Based on the K+ systems, more complex and flexible pull system models were devel-
oped in the consideration of combining Kanban and base-stock policies (denoted by K+B
in Figure 2.2), such as extended Kanban control systems (Frein, Di Mascolo and Dallery
1995; Dallery and Liberopoulos 2000) and generalized Kanban control systems (Buzacott
1989a). In these modified Kanban systems, the positive features of Kanban and base-
stock policies can be combined. The production at each stage is now controlled by two
parameters: the Kanban number and the target inventory level (base-stock level). The
control mechanism of the extended Kanban control system is relatively less complex than
the generalized Kanban control system. The demand information flow in the extended
Kanban system is directly transmitted to each stage as global information. By contrast, in
the generalized Kanban system, the demand information is transmitted from downstream
stages to upstream stages one by one; thus the information delay is inevitably incurred
(this is the limitation of the generalized Kanban system). However, the extended Kanban
system has also drawbacks. For example, the value of parameter "Kanban number" at
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a specific stage should be greater than the value of parameter "base stock level" at the
same stage, to ensure that the available Kanban number at that stage is above zero. This
constraint to some extent narrows the range of Kanban number, because the Kanban
number should be set always larger than the inventory level. In contrast, in the more
complex generalized Kanban system, there are not such constraints.
In general, the modified pull systems are more complex than the systems using pure
Kanban or pure base-stock policies in both design and application phases. Seeing the
prosperous development of Kanban system variations, a lot of study concerned with com-
paring the Kanban system variations also emerged (Bonvik, Couch and Gershwin 1997;
Duri, Frein and Di Mascolo 2000; Karaesmen and Dallery 2000; Liberopoulos and Dallery
2000; Geraghty and Heavey 2005). Karaesmen and Dallery (2000) did a performance
comparison study about four pull systems: the Kanban system, the base stock system,
the generalized Kanban system, and the extended Kanban system. It was claimed that
the latter two systems did not necessarily perform significantly better than the former two
systems for a specific scenario, because in some stable scenarios the two simple control
policies (Kanban, base-stock) are very efficient in application. Nevertheless, the extended
Kanban and generalized Kanban systems can achieve a good performance level over all
scenarios. Namely, they are more robust than the two simple policies in an overall view.
Afterwards, Boonlertvanich (2005) developed a more general and deliberate Kanban
model using also combined policies, it is called Extended-CONWIP-Kanban (ECK) con-
trol system. The ECK system uses Kanban, base stock, and CONWIP policies simulta-
neously to control the material flow. In the system, the parameters "base stock level" and
"number of Kanbans" are designed to be adjustable during the system operation, which
implies that the time factor is taken into account. Thus in Figure 2.2, this model is de-
noted by the type "K+B+time". Through comprehensive simulation-based comparisons
and analysis, it was concluded that, with providing a more flexible and robust adjusting
mechanism, the Extended-CONWIP-Kanban control system could perform better (higher
service level, lower inventory level, less sensitive to the changes in the environment) than
the previous modified Kanban system models. Boonlertvanich’s Kanban system model is
more flexible and robust than the previous Kanban models for it contains the good merits
of them.
However, there remain limitations of the ECK system. For example, the mechanism
of adjusting-two parameters (total Kanban number, base stock level) used in the single-
stage ECK system model can only response to some demand-side risks. The ECK system
can change parameters "Kanban number" and "base stock level" as response actions to
deal with the demand fluctuation risks. However, the environment may include not only
demand-side risks, there are many risks from process and supply sides, such as the machine
processing time variation, material supply shortage. Furthermore, although changing the
parameters "Kanban number" and "base stock level" can help the system deal with slight
operational risks, only adjusting the two parameters is not effective for handling larger
disruptions. The limitations motivate the study in this dissertation. We propose a new
robust mechanism for the Kanban-controlled supply chain system to deal with risks. The
new model considers not only demand-side but also process-side or supply-side risks from
an uncertain environment, and the risks include both disruptions and operational risks.
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Except combining the Kanban policy and base-stock policy, other methods for de-
signing more robust pull systems are also studied in vast literature.
Sanchez Moeeni at al (1997) employed the Taguchi robust parameter design method-
ology to determine the control factors and parameters for a multi-stage Kanban system
which is operated in an uncertain environment. The study is carried out based on simu-
lation, the techniques of experiment design and analysis are applied to analyze the factor
effects on system performance. Variations in demand time, process time and material
supply time are selected as noise factors for the experiment; the control factors are Kan-
ban number, review period and container size at each stage. Depending on simulation
experiment results, the robust parameter configuration for the Kanban system can be ac-
cordingly determined. Moeeni’s work provided a new perspective for the decision-making
on Kanban parameters. However, unlike other modified pull systems that add new fea-
tures to the operating mechanism, Moeeni’s model did not modify the original working
mechanism of the traditional Toyota Kanban system. The model just selected the best pa-
rameter setting out of different possible combinations. It can be seen as a static parameter
design method with the aim of optimizing the expected performance results across a range
of risk scenarios, for the parameter values are held fixed during the system operation.
Different from the above static parameter design methods, some researchers developed
dynamical parameter design methods for building robust Kanban systems. If the Kanban
system can dynamically change parameters as the risk situation varies, the system perfor-
mance would be robust to the risks in the uncertain environment. Thus, to design such a
dynamical robust mechanism will be a promising direction for Kanban systems working in
the modern uncertain environment. The researches from Takahashi et al (1999, 2003) and
Tardif and Maaseidvaag (2001) followed this direction of dynamical parameter design. In
both researches, the number of Kanbans is designed as a flexible parameter, which can
be dynamically changed during the system operation. In another word, they consider the
parameter "Kanban number" and the factor "time" simultaneously as control factors when
running the Kanban system. The symbol "K+time" in Figure 2.2 just corresponds to this
type of Kanban systems.
Takahashi and Nakamura (1999) firstly proposed a reactive Kanban system, which
can dynamically change the Kanban number when monitoring the demand data series
(exponentially smoothed demand interarrival time). They employed the concept "control
limits" from traditional statistical control charts to define the upper and lower bounds of
the normal demand interarrival time values. Later, Takahashi (2003) modified his demand
time-based reactive Kanban control mechanism to build a new inventory-based reactive
Kanban system. In the new Kanban system, the Kanban number is also supposed to
be able to change dynamically in response to unstable changes in demand, just the data
monitoring is taken depending on smoothed and scaled inventory level of finished goods.
Control limits are also employed to define the normal range of the inventory level. If the
inventory level is detected being outside the normal range, an unstable change is thought
to be happening to the system; and the reactive Kanban system would correspondingly
add/extract a Kanban into/from the Kanban system as the risk-response action.
Tardif and Maaseidvaag (2001) proposed another dynamical model, named inventory-
based adaptive Kanban control system. The system can change the Kanban number at
some time points. Upon each demand arrival, it will check the inventory backlog level
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of finished product, then decide whether to change the Kanban number. Similar to the
above reactive Kanban system, in the active Kanban system there exist also an upper
bound (Kanban extract threshold) and a lower bound (Kanban release threshold) for
determining when to extract or release Kanban from/into the current Kanban system.
Through numerical experiments, it was shown that the adaptive Kanban system could
achieve a better performance level than the traditional Toyota Kanban system, if the
Kanban system is built as a single-stage M/M closed queue model (M/M means the service
time and demand interarrival time are both exponentially distributed). Sivakumar and
Shahabudeen (2009) continued the study on adaptive Kanban system with extending the
single-stage model to a multi-stage Kanban system, and they obtained similar conclusions.
The Kanban system models designed with dynamical parameters, such as the above-
introduced adaptive and reactive Kanban systems, have attracted more research attention
in recent decades. Nevertheless, the Kanban systems with dynamical parameter design
have both pros and cons. The advantages of dynamical Kanban systems are obvious: the
system parameters can be dynamically changed in response to different risk situations.
However, the disadvantages of them are also noticeable: the parameters like "control
limits" (to control the inventory level, or control demand interarrival time) can be set
properly only when sufficient information is given. The information could be a large
amount of simulation experiment results, or historical data in practice.
For example, in the above two dynamical Kanban system models, before one can suc-
cessfully apply the adaptive or reactive Kanban systems, many simulation results need to
be collected. In the reactive Kanban system, a great number of simulation runs should be
conducted for each possible demand rate scenario, to generate the control limits curves.
The experiment work is time-consuming, which makes the control limit parameters diffi-
cult to obtain. In the adaptive Kanban system, the thresholds of releasing and capturing
Kanban (or the control limits of inventory level) are also determined based on enormous
simulation results.
In general, a lot of experiment or simulation work will be done for determining the
control limits. Especially when the working conditions are not sufficient (e.g. the working
time is urgent, or the information of demand time and process time data are limited), the
shortcomings of the dynamical Kanban system models will become more obvious. This is
the main disadvantage of the above dynamical Kanban systems. Except the requirement
of enormous simulation results, other shortcomings may also exist. For instance, the
adaptive Kanban system is designed to adjust the Kanban number depending on the
observation of the exact inventory level, but not the smoothed inventory level (which
was used in the former reactive Kanban system). However, the observation of the exact
inventory level may lead to over reactions in response to risks, because the exact inventory
level may vary strikingly in a wide range. If we observe the exact inventory data just for
a short time, the conclusion of detecting unstable demand changes could be wrong due to
some accidental demand fluctuation. In contrast, if we observe the inventory data for a
longer period with using some smoothing or average calculation methods, the smoothed
inventory level will remain in a relatively small and stable range, then the information
distortion caused by the demand variability can be reduced. Thus, we can get a more
accurate judge on the inventory change and the system operating status. In sum, only
observing the exact inventory level is not a good method for judging the system status,
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it may distort the real varying trend of customer demand. Hence, there is room for
improvement for the current inventory-based monitor method.
As discussed above, the requirement of enormous simulation or experiment work in
these dynamical Kanban system models limits their application in practice. On the other
side, the limitation also provides a good direction for the future development of robust
Kanban models. Can we design and apply a robust mechanism for Kanban systems to
handle a wider range of risks, with less simulation work? This question is the motivation
of the work in this dissertation. It sheds light on the work of developing a "lighter" (with
less simulation experiments) robustly designed Kanban system, which can systematically
and dynamically changing system parameters to hedge against more risks in the uncertain
environment. The notation "K +time +service rate monitor" in Figure 2.2 just denotes
the new robust Kanban system model proposed in this study. We will present the design
and development procedures of the robust Kanban system model in the following chapters.
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formulation
In this chapter, we first introduce the design procedures of the robust Kanban system
model, then explain how a Kanban system works with the proposed risk-response mech-
anism. The model is a multi-stage single-product supply chain system working based on
the Kanban mechanism; a variety of risks is incorporated in the system operating environ-
ment. We first design a conceptual framework of the robust Kanban system, then build
a simulation model to study its performance.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 3.1, we give a brief
introduction of the background knowledge about the Kanban-controlled supply chain,
and list questions about developing the risk-response mechanism. These can be seen
as preparation work before the model formulation. Nextly, in Section 3.2, we describe
the conceptual model of the robust Kanban system. The system structure and the risk-
response mechanism are explained in detail. At last, in Section 3.3, we introduce the
procedures of building the simulation model of the robust Kanban system.
3.1 Preliminary
3.1.1 Kanban-controlled supply chain system
Although the Kanban control mechanism was originally applied in production lines, it
can be adopted in a wider range across the entire supply chain. As can be seen in Figure
3.1, a typical production line and a typical supply chain have similar system structures: a
serial line composed of several functional stages. Both systems can be operated under the
Kanban control mechanism. The main difference between them is that the supply chain
system works in a more volatile environment with more risks. The supply chain spans a
wider range across companies and factories. By contrast, the production line is located in
a manufacturing plant where the environment is relatively stable. Since we aim to study
a model of a Kanban-controlled supply chain system, a variety of risks is considered in
the environment.
In this study, we use an abstract model to describe the Kanban system. Either
the production line or the supply chain system can be seen as a special case of the
abstract Kanban system model. The model is assumed to be a single-product multi-stage
serial-line supply chain system under the Kanban mechanism; two types of Kanban cards
(Production Kanban and Transport Kanban) are used at each stage.
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Material flow
Information flow
Supplier Work station 1 Work station 2 Work station 3 Customer
(a) a production line with 5 workstations
DistributorManufacturer Retailer CustomerSupplier
(b) a supply chain with 5 stages
Figure 3.1: Examples of real-world Kanban systems
Figure 3.2 shows the abstract model of the robust Kanban system. Figure 3.2a)
presents an overall structure of the Kanban system; and Figure 3.2b) shows the detailed
mechanism inside Process-stage 3, it can be seen as a complex queueing network.
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Figure 3.4 The detailed queueing model of the robust Kanban system (dual-Kanban mechanism)
prod Customers
Figure 3.2: The abstract Kanban system model (serial line with 5 stages)
The Kanban system is composed of 5 sequential stages. The first stage (upstream
side) is the supplier; it supplies material to its downstream manufacturer stages. The end
stage (downstream side) is the customer, it generates demand orders of finished product.
Inbetween are process stages. Each process stage involves a group of machines and workers
to process the material; we call the functional group a "Workcell". Between adjacent stages
exist an input buffer (for storing the halted material) and an output buffer (for smoothing
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the conflict between material supply and demand). All kinds of material movements in the
system, (such as to release, to process, to deliver, and to halt the material) are controlled
by Production Kanbans and Transport Kanbans.
Take a specific stage i as an example to demonstrate the dual-Kanban working mecha-
nism (refer to Askin (2002)). The material is first released from the preceding stage i-1 to
stage i and stored in the input buffer waiting for the process authorization. Then, with a
Production Kanban’s authorization, the material can be processed at stage i, then stored
in the output buffer waiting for downstream demand orders delivered by Transport Kan-
bans. Finally, the material will be delivered to the succeeding stage i+1 upon a demand
arrival. The material-transport between stage i and stage i+1 is defined as the transport
module of stage i. Thus, each stage of the Kanban system contains two work modules:
production module (wki, to process the material at Workcell i), and transport module
(tri, to transport the material from Stage i to Stage i+1). The maximum inventory level
in each buffer (namely the buffer size) is bounded by the number of cyclic Production
Kanbans or Transport Kanbans at that stage. In particular, the size of input buffer i is
limited by the number of Transport Kanban i-1; and the size of output buffer i is limited
by the number of Production Kanban i.
The performance is even worse in a Kanban-controlled supply chain than in a Kanban-
controlled production line, because the supply chain spans a wider range across different
companies, more risks could happen in the environment. Therefore, the scope of our
study is decided to be a Kanban-controlled supply chain system incorporating a variety
of risks in the system operation environment. We aim to design a robust mechanism to
help the Kanban system hedge against the various risks in the uncertain environment, to
overcome the limitations of the traditional Kanban system.
3.1.2 Design questions for risk-response mechanism
In order to design the risk-response mechanism of the robust Kanban system, we should
address the following questions as preparation work:
• "What kind of robust approaches should be adopted in the Kanban-controlled supply
chain system?" We are concerned about how to select the suitable robust approaches
for the system in a general view.
• "Which parameters of the system should be designed as adjustable parameters?" The
values of such parameters are supposed to be able to change dynamically during the
system operation in order to mitigate the risk impact.
• "How to change the adjustable parameters?" We are concerned about when and
how much we should change the parameters, and what decision criteria should be
followed.
If we can answer the above questions, the basic framework of the risk-response mech-
anism can be thus developed for the robust Kanban system.
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Question 1: What kinds of robust approaches should be adopted in the Kanban
controlled supply chain system?
To answer the first question, some robust approaches from literature are taken into consid-
eration. Based on the four basic aspects of supply chain risk management (demand, sup-
ply, information and production management), we select the following robust approaches
as preliminary for the robust Kanban system.
1. From the supply aspect: main supplier and backup supplier. Since the material
supply shortage and interruption are potential risks, the dual-sourcing supply policy is
selected as a robust approach to deal with supply-side risks. We assume that the material
supply orders can be allocated between a main supplier and a backup supplier in the
robust Kanban system, and the order proportion can be adjusted depending on the risk
situation. The main supplier supplies material with a lower price but longer supply time,
its supply is supposed to be uncertain with shortage or interruption. By contrast, the
backup supplier is more reliable with shorter and reliable supply time, but its material is
sold at a higher price. The backup supplier is seen as a strategic-level robust approach.
2. From the demand aspect: dynamical pricing. We can set dynamical prices for
finished product sold in the customer market. Thus, the customer demand can be reduced
or increased by the higher or lower prices, which could cushion the conflict between supply
and demand. (It should be noted that, the dynamical pricing is suggested here as an
optional robust approach for the conceptual model of the robust Kanban system, but not
executed in the simulation model.)
3. From the information aspect: information sharing among supply chain partners.
The robust Kanban is designed to be able to share the information, such as inventory
status, production status, supplier supply rates, and customer demand rates, among dif-
ferent supply chain partners. Thus, the information of any new changes at each stage can
be transmitted timely to related stages, which improves the cooperation between supply
chain partners.
4. From the production aspect: 1) Flexible production rates. The robust Kanban
system is designed to adopt flexible production rates, which means it can dynamically
change the machine service time and the number of servers (within a specified range)
during system operation. When the environment varies, to adjust the production rate
will be a good approach to reduce the conflict between supply and demand. 2) Dynamic
inventory control. This method is executed based on the Kanban mechanism. When
the environment varies, the number of Kanbans at each stage can be changed, thus the
amount of inventory in buffers are changed in response to risks.
Some of the above robust approaches are more practical and economical in application.
For example, to adjust the number of Production Kanbans in a workcell will cause much
less cost and efforts than setting a new server (service facility) in the workcell. Different
robust approaches have different control ranges and effects on the system. According to
the decision ranges and effects, the supply chain activities can be divided into three levels:
strategic, tactical and operational (Ballou 1992; Schmidt and Wilhelm 2000). Referring to
the 3-level framework, we divide the proposed robust approaches into three levels as well
(see Figure 1.1). Generally, the tactical-level or operational-level approaches are relatively
easier and economical to carry out than the strategic-level approaches. The actions taken
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at the more detailed level will cause less implementing cost, and have smaller impacts on
the system operation. For example, adding a new server is considered as a strategic-level
approach, and increasing the number of cyclic Kanbans is an operational-level approach.
In between, reducing the machine process time can be seen as a tactical-level approach.
Question 2: Which parameters of the system should be designed as adjustable
parameters?
In order to apply the proposed robust approaches in the robust Kanban system, some
system parameters are designed to be adjustable during system operation. To change
the values of the adjustable parameters means some system elements are modified corre-
spondingly, which implies that related robust approaches are adopted in the system.
As demonstrated in Figure 1.1, the adjustable parameters of the robust Kanban sys-
tem are selected from the strategic, tactical, and operational levels. The operational-level
adjustable parameters are the number of Production Kanbans and the number of Trans-
port Kanbans at each stage. To adjust the Kanban number is easier to execute and it
costs less than adjusting other levels’ parameters. Meanwhile, it can be seen as a robust
approach taken from the production management aspect. In the tactical level, the ma-
chine service time is designed to be flexible. We assume that the machine service time
can be changed within a reasonable narrow range. Through increasing or decreasing the
machine process speed (the reciprocal of single-machine service time), the production rate
at the stage can be accordingly modified in a small range, to cushion the conflict between
supply and demand. The flexible production rate also represents a production-aspect
robust approach. Different from the detailed operational- or tactical-level parameters,
the strategic-level parameters characterize the entire Kanban system configuration. In
the strategic level, the decision is about such as deciding a suitable supply proportion
for backup suppliers, determining a reasonable number of service facilities or their loca-
tions. The change of strategic-level parameters has larger influences on the entire system.
Implementing the strategic-level decisions will cost much more than implementing the
operational- or tactical-level decisions. The adjustable parameter "supply proportion of
the backup supplier" can be seen as a supply-aspect robust approach; and the adjustable
parameter "number of service facilities" corresponds to a production-aspect robust ap-
proach.
Besides the design of 3-level adjustable parameters, in the robust Kanban system, the
information about the system operating status (including the demand rate, supply rate,
process rate at each stage, inventory and backlog level at each stage) is allowed to be
shared among supply chain partners. Thus, the unusual changes and risks happening to
the system can be detected and transmitted in time. This is an information-aspect robust
approach; it is a very important and widely used approach in robust supply chain design.
In the robust Kanban system model, we plan to adopt the newly designed robust
mechanism, called the risk-response mechanism, to control the operation of the system,
and help the system deal with the risks in the uncertain environment. In sum, the risk-
response mechanism is essentially an adjusting-parameter mechanism. It changes the
3-level adjustable parameters as response actions to mitigate the impact of risks, thus
the Kanban system can still perform well in the uncertain environment. The behav-
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iors of changing the 3-level adjustable parameters in the abstract robust Kanban system
model can be interpreted as practical approaches in the real-world supply chain. The
relationships between the adjusting actions in abstract and real-world Kanban systems
are summarized in Table 3.1.
In abstract Kanban system In Kanban-controlled supply chain
Change Kanban number Catch/release a Kanban container
Change single-machine service
time
Change machine process speed, overtime work
Change number of servers Start/stop a machine or other service facilities
Choose a backup supplier Shift material orders among suppliers, make a con-
tract with new suppliers
Table 3.1: Risk-response actions in abstract Kanban system vs. in Kanban-controlled
supply chain
Question 3: How to change the adjustable parameters?
After selecting the adjustable parameters for the robust Kanban system, we nextly address
the third question: how to adjust the 3-level parameters at the right time and to a proper
extent, namely when and how much to adjust the parameters? What are the criteria for
us to make the changing-parameter decisions?
We employ two monitor items in the risk-response mechanism to observe and record
the system operating status. They can provide useful references for the decision making
on adjusting parameters. The first monitor item is inventory-balance monitor (mi_inv),
it regularly monitors and records the inventory and backlog level of finished product at
the customer stage. The second monitor item is the rate-balance monitor (mi_rate), it
is defined as the ratio of demand rate to bottleneck-stage service rate (bottleneck stage is
the stage with slowest process rate among all supply chain partners) .
We expect to keep a low inventory level as well as a sufficient supply rate (the supply
rate is larger than the customer demand rate) through monitoring the inventory and rate
data. The two monitors can reflect real-time system operating status; by using them, the
Kanban system is able to detect the risks in time. Then based on the monitor information,
we further decide how to change the 3-level adjustable parameters. The decision includes
whether or not to change the parameters, which parameters should be changed and to
what extent. Through comparing the observed monitor values with predefined control
limits parameters, we can finally decide how to change the parameters in response to
risks.
During system operation, the information required by two monitors is collected con-
stantly. The procedures of comparing monitor values with their control limits and se-
lecting response actions are taken regularly at the beginning of each review period. A
review period is a specific time length, during which the system status will be examined
once. It could be set such as one hour, two days, or other values based on the manager’s
requirement. At the beginning of each review period, the decision "how to adjust 3-level
parameters" will be made, then the selected response actions will be carried out from this
time point till the beginning of the next review period.
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Calculate monitor value: 
mi_rate, mi_inv
Implement response decisions
(to perform response actions)
Periodic review starts
Step1
Step3
Step2
Make risk-response decisions
 ( to adjust 3-level parameters or 
keep parameters unchanged 
according to mi_rate, mi_inv info)
Operate Kanban system 
with determined parameter setting
Figure 3.3: Flow chart of the working mechanism of Robust Kanban System
A brief flow chart is given in Figure 3.3, to demonstrate the working principle of the
risk-response mechanism of the robust Kanban system. The details about the monitors
and decision criteria of the mechanism will be described in Section 3.2.3, after introducing
the parameter notation.
In this section, we have answered three questions for designing the risk-response mech-
anism of the robust Kanban system. With the answers, the framework of the robust
Kanban system can be established. In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we will give a more detailed
and systematical description of building the robust Kanban system model.
3.2 Conceptual model description
Now we describe the conceptual model of the robust Kanban system in a mathematical
form, so that the logic and quantitative relationships of system elements and the working
mechanism can be interpreted more accurately. In Section 3.2, we first list the assumptions
and restrictions used in the model. Then we introduce the parameters and variables
that are used for the model formulation. Lastly, the working steps of the risk-response
mechanism are explained in detail.
3.2.1 Assumptions
The assumptions used in the robust Kanban system are as follows:
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—Overall assumptions
1 The supply chain system is a single-product, multi-stage (5-stage in the simulation
model, including a supplier stage and a customer stage), serial-line system.
2 The system is operated in a finite time horizon, e.g. 5000 time units (in simulation
clock).
3 This supply chain system is operated based on the Kanban control mechanism. Two
types of Kanbans are used at each stage: Production Kanban and Transport Kanban.
4 At each stage, the number of Production Kanbans and the number of Transport Kan-
bans can be set arbitrarily. Different stages could use different Kanban numbers. The
number of Kanbans at each stage is defined as an adjustable parameter in the robust
Kanban system.
5 A demand order or a product unit will be attached with one Kanban card, namely, the
Kanban container size is 1.
—Demand assumptions
6 Customer demand is generated at the customer stage (the end of the supply chain).
The demand interarrival time is distributed in a stochastic and independent form, for
example, the exponential distribution, uniform distribution, gamma distribution, etc.
Every customer orders only one unit of product; bulk demand arrivals are not allowed
in this model.
7 The customer demand order will be backlogged, if it cannot be satisfied immediately.
The backlog order will be suspended in the waiting queue, until available product ar-
rives.
—Supply assumptions
8 The origin of the material flow is the supplier stage. The supplier generates raw material
and supplies it to the downstream manufacturer stages. The supplier material supply
time is supposed to be either in a stochastic independent distribution like the demand
interarrival time, or in a deterministic form with a constant value.
9 Two suppliers are supposed to be able to supply material in the robust Kanban sys-
tem. One is the main supplier with a lower purchase price but longer material supply
time; the other is the backup supplier with a higher purchase price but shorter material
supply time. The robust Kanban system is allowed to change the material order pro-
portions of the two suppliers. The supply proportion of the backup supplier is defined
as an adjustable parameter in the robust Kanban system model.
—Process assumptions
10 The process time and transport time at each process stage (manufacturer) are supposed
to be distributed either in a stochastic independent form like the demand interarrival
time, or in a deterministic form with a constant value.
11 The setup time and setup cost are not considered in the robust Kanban system model.
There is no batch production; the product is processed singly.
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12 Each process stage contains two inventory buffers: an input buffer and an output
buffer. The input buffer is put in front of the workcell, it is used to store the material
that is delivered from the preceding stage and attached with Transport Kanbans. The
output buffer is put behind the workcell for collecting the processed product that is
attached with Production Kanbans. The input buffer size is bounded by the number of
cyclic Transport Kanbans, and the output buffer size is limited by the number of cyclic
Production Kanbans.
13 Each process stage includes two tasks: to process the product in the workcell, and to
transport the product from the current workcell to the next workcell. Each task takes
specific time and cost.
14 Each workcell is a functional group; it could contain some machines (servers) to process
the product. All machines at the same workcell are supposed to have identical capacities
in normal status. The number of machines at a specified stage (usually the bottleneck
stage) and the single-machine service time are designed as adjustable parameters in the
robust Kanban system.
—Risk assumptions
15 The risks occurring in the robust Kanban system could be from three sources: demand
side, process side, and supply side. A risk situation is measured with four parameters:
location, extent, duration, and probability.
The aim of designing the robust Kanban system is to help the system deal with
the various risks in the uncertain environment. Therefore, the risks situations should
be clearly defined and described. We use four parameters to describe a risk situation:
location, extent, duration, and probability. Using the four parameters, the various risk
situations can be clearly distinguished and measured. Hence, a variety of risk situations
can be assumed by giving different values to the four parameters.
The detailed explanations of the four risk-measure parameters are summarized in
Table 3.2. The parameter "location" indicates the source of the risk; it tells us the risk
is from the supplier, the manufacturer, or the customer side. The "extent" means how
severe the risk is when comparing it to its normal level. For example, the unusual machine
process speed is only 40% of the normal speed (we set Extent=40%). The parameter
"duration" specifies how long a risk event will last consecutively. And the parameter
"probability" measures how often the risk will occur, it means the proportion of the total
risk-occurring time to the entire system operating time. The value of "probability" is
dependent on how many times the risk events occur and the "duration" of each event. For
example, a risk event "supply interruption" happened to the system. Suppose the system
operating time is one year. If the risk event occurred 4 times during a year, and each time
the interruption lasted 10 days, namely the "duration" is 10 days, and the "probability"
is 10 days*4/365days=10.96%. Another example, if the "supply interruption" happened
once in the year, and the event "duration" was 40 days, then the "probability" is 40
days*1/365days=10.96%. Although the total risk-occurring time in the two examples is
the same, the impact of the "supply interruption" risks in the two examples could be
quite different. If the "supply interruption" lasts for a consecutive 40 days, the order
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Parameter Definition Descriptive example
Location Where the risk occurs, from
the supplier, process, or cus-
tomer stage
Unusual supply rate at the supplier stage,
Unusual demand rate at the customer
stage, Unusual produce rate at the process
stage.
Extent How severe the risk is (com-
paring to its normal level),
slight, serious, or catas-
trophic
Normal demand rate =10 /hr; disrupted
demand rate=12 /hr (slight risk 120%
of the normal level); disrupted demand
rate=30 /hr(severe risk, 300% of the nor-
mal level).
Duration How long the risk lasts, the
lasting time of consecutive
risk events
The consecutive unusual demand orders
(with shorter or longer interarrival time)
last 100 hr, namely the risk duration is
100hr.
Probability How often the risk occurs,
the proportion of total risk-
occurring time to the total
system operating time
Suppose the system operating time =5000
hr ; the risk (consecutive demand orders
with unusual interarrival time) occurs 2
times, each time the risk duration is 100 hr.
Thus the probability is 100*2/5000=4%.
Table 3.2: Four risk-measure parameters in risk situation description
backlog level (number of unfinished demand orders) will be much higher, than in the
case where "10 days interruption" and "normal supply" alternate to appear for four times.
Therefore, we use both "duration" and "probability" parameters to measure the time of
risk occurrence.
Risk source Risk example Characteristic pa-
rameter
Supply side (up-
stream)
Uncertain material supply rate, mate-
rial supply shortage or interruption
Supplier material sup-
ply time
Process side
(bottleneck
process stage)
variation of machine service time, ma-
chine breakdown
Machine service time
Demand side
(downstream)
Customer demand rate variability Demand interarrival
time
Table 3.3: Three risk sources considered in the robust Kanban system
Using the four risk-measure parameters, we nextly define the typical risk situations
that may happen to the robust Kanban system. As mentioned in Assumpion 15, the
risk scenarios considered in the robust Kanban system can be classified into three types:
demand-side, process-side, and supply-side. And as listed in Table 3.3, the demand rate
fluctuation at the customer stage, the machine service time variation at the bottleneck
process stage, and the material supply rate variation at the supplier stage are selected as
typical risk situations from the three sides. The location, extent, duration, and probability
parameters of each risk situation can be specified, then we add the risk features into the
normal demand, process, and supply data series. For example, we make some changes on
the data series of customer demand interarrival time (e.g. in a short time length, we set
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the decreased demand time as 50% of the original demand time), thus the risk occurrence
is reflected by the unusual changes of the demand time data.
With the above assumptions and parameter specification, the basic system structure
and operating environment of the robust Kanban system have been defined. In the follow-
ing text, we will systematically describe the system configuration and the risk-response
mechanism, after introducing the parameter notation.
3.2.2 Parameters and variables
The notation of parameters and variables is introduced in this section. The notation lists
1, 2, 3, 4 present respectively the information of parameters, decision variables, status
variables (including performance measures), and special parameters and variables used in
the risk-response mechanism.
Notation list 1: parameters
Indices:
i Index of supply chain stages, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I, c}
sc Index of risk scenarios, sc ∈ ScenariosSet
Deterministic parameters:
T Total system operating time
treview Review period length
Ttri Time of transporting product from stage i to stage i+1
maxKpi Maximum number of Production Kanbans at stage i
minKpi Minimum number of Production Kanbans at stage i
maxKti Maximum number of Transport Kanbans at stage i
minKti Minimum number of Transport Kanbans at stage i
priceinmain Material purchase price per product unit from the main supplier
priceinbackup Material purchase price per product unit from the backup supplier
priceout Finished product sell price, per product unit
hi Inventory holding cost per product unit per time unit at stage i
bi Backlog penalty cost per product order per time unit at stage i
cKpi Cost of keeping a Production Kanban cyclic at stage i for one time unit
cKti Cost of keeping a Transport Kanban cyclic at stage i for one time unit
cStimei Cost coefficient of using the given machine process speed per time unit
at stage i
cServeri Cost of operating a server per time unit at stage i
cSupplier Cost of changing the backup supplier supply proportion each time
sl0 Target customer service level (=number of customer orders filled without
delay / total number of customer orders)
Stochastic parameters:
td Demand interarrival time at the customer stage, e.g. td follows an ex-
ponential distribution with mean tmeand
tsi Disrupted single-machine service time at stage i
tsumain Material supply time (per product unit) of the main supplier
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tsubackup Material supply time (per product unit) of the backup supplier
As can be seen in Figure 3.2a), the robust Kanban system model is composed of 5 sequen-
tial stages, including a supplier stage and a customer stage. Let i index the system stages,
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I, c}, where i = 0 indicates the supplier stage, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., I indicates the
i-th process stage of the supply chain, and i = c signifies the customer stage.
Except the customer stage that is responsible for generating demand orders, each of
the remaining stages contains two functional modules: the process module (denoted by
Workcell wki) and the transport module (denoted by tri).
Generally, we use deterministic parameters to specify the system configuration. The
cost coefficients of operating service equipment (cKanban, cstime, cserver, csupplier) are de-
signed as deterministic parameters. The inventory holding cost rate (hi) and order backlog
penalty cost rate (bi) at stage i are also deterministic. Moreover, the allowable ranges of
adjusting the 3-level parameters, the baseline machine service time (Ts0i) are defined as
deterministic parameters, too. Their values are given based on practical situations or the
designer’s requirement. A complete summary of the deterministic parameters used in the
robust Kanban system is given in Notation list 1.
We also employ stochastic parameters and variables to describe the risk situations
in the robust Kanban system. A variety of risk situations is considered to represent the
uncertain environment; they are indexed by the parameter sc, where sc ∈ ScenariosSet.
We select some typical risk scenarios to compose the Scenarios Set. In this set, for example,
demand+ signifies a "demand rate increase" scenario, supply- represents a "supply rate
decrease" scenario. Since the risks could be from demand, process, and supply sides, we
assume related characteristic parameters such as the demand interarrival time (td), actual
machine process time at stage i (tsi), supplier material supply time (tsumain, tsubackup) as
stochastic parameters. The stochastic parameters used in the robust Kanban system are
also summarized in Notation list 1.
Notation list 2: decision variables
Kpi Number of Production Kanbans at stage i
Kpi ∈ [minKpi,maxKpi], integer, e.g. Kpi ∈ [5, 10]
Kti Number of Transport Kanbans at stage i
Kti ∈ [minKti,maxKti], integer, e.g. Kti ∈ [4, 12]
Tsi Standard single-machine service time at stage i
si ∈ {Tsmin, T s0, T smax}, discrete value, Ts0 is a baseline value (con-
stant) of the machine process time, e.g. Tsi ∈ {80%Ts0, T s0, 120%Ts0}
Nsi Number of in-use servers at stage i
Nsi ∈ [Nsmin, Nsmax], integer, e.g. Nsi ∈ [1, 3]
prbackup Material supply proportion from the backup supplier,
prbackup ∈ [prlow, prhigh], continuous value, e.g. prbackup ∈ [0, 0.5]. De-
fine Tsu = prbackup · tsubackup + (1− prbackup) · tsumain, then Tsu means
the actual material supply time at the supplier stage
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The variables used in the robust Kanban system include two types: decision variables and
status variables. Decision variables refer to the variables whose values should be decided
by the manager. In the robust Kanban system, four types of variables are designed as
decision variables, they correspond to the formerly selected 3-level adjustable parameters.
They are the Kanban number (Kpi, Kti), standard single-machine service time (Tsi),
number of servers (Nsi) at stage i, and the material supply proportion from the backup
supplier (prbackup) . The information of the decision variables is summarized in Notation
list 2.
Notation list 3: status parameters and variables
Status parameters:
t Current operating time, t ∈ [0, T ]
n Index of generated customer demand orders,n ∈ {1, . . . , N}
Status variables (directly observed):
N(t) Number of generated customer orders at time t
B(t) Number of unfinished customer orders (Backlog) at time t
I(t) Inventory level (of finished product) at customer stage at time t
IB(t) Inventory-backlog level of finished product at customer stage at time t,
IB(t) = I(t)−B(t)
Iini(t) Input buffer inventory level at stage i at time t
Iouti(t) Output buffer inventory level at stage i at time t
Ii(t) Ii(t) = Iini(t) + Iouti(t)
wtn Waiting time of the n-th customer order
td(n) Demand interarrival time of the n-th customer order
Qmain(t) Number of orders supplied by the main supplier
Qbackup(t) Number of orders supplied by the backup supplier
Kpi(t) Value of Kpi at time t
Kti(t) Value of Kti at time t
Tsi(t) Value of Tsi at time t
Nsi(t) Value of Nsi at time t
Nsu(t) Counts of changing backup supplier proportion till time t
Tsu(t) Actual supplier material supply time at time t
Status variables (calculated):
N(t)−B(t) Number of accomplished customer orders at time t
Nnodelay(t) Number of customer orders filled without delay(waiting time=0) till time
t
Nnodelay (t) =
n=N(t)∑
n=1
Yn, where Yn =
{
1, if wtn = 0
0, if wtn > 0
sl(t) Actual customer order fill rate at time t (proportion of the customer
orders filled without delay), sl(t) = Nnodelay(t)N(t)
wt(t) Mean waiting time of customer orders at time t,
wt (t) =
∑n=N(t)
n=1 wtn
N(t)
B(t) Mean backlog level of customer orders at time t,
B (t) = ∫
t
0 B(y)dy
t
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I(t) Mean inventory level of finished product (at customer stage) at time t,
I (t) = ∫
t
0 I(y)dy
t
Iini(t) Mean inventory level in the input buffer at stage i at time t, Iini(t) =
∫ t0 Iini(y)dy
t
Iouti(t) Mean inventory level in the output buffer at stage i at time t, Iouti(t) =
∫ t0 Iouti(y)dy
t
Ii(t) Ii (t) = Iini (t) + Iouti(t)
costinv Time-averaged inventory holding cost of the entire system
costinv =
i=I∑
i=1
hi[Iini(T ) + Iouti(T )] + hc · I (T )
costbacklog Time-averaged backlog penalty cost of the entire system
costbacklog = bc ·B (T )
Kpi Time-averaged value of Kpi(t) over the whole operating time T , Kpi =
∫T0 Kpi(t)dt
T
Kti Time-averaged value of Kti(t) over the whole operating time T , Kti =
∫T0 Kti(t)dt
T
Tsi Time-averaged value of Tsi(t) over the whole operating time T , Tsi =
∫T0 Tsi(t)dt
T
Nsi Time-averaged value of Nsi(t) over the whole operating time T , Nsi =
∫T0 Nsi(t)dt
T
costKanban Time-averaged operating cost of Kanban
costKanban =
I∑
i=1
cKpi ·Kpi +
I∑
i=0
cKti ·Kti
coststime Time-averaged operating cost of machine service rate
coststime =
I∑
i=1
cStimei
Tsi
costserver Time-averaged operating cost of in-use servers
costserver =
I∑
i=1
cServeri ·Nsi
costsupplier Time-averaged operating cost of changing supplier proportions,
costsupplier = cSupplier ·Nsu(T )/T
costchange3level Time-averaged operating cost of 3-level adjustable parameters,
costchange3level = costKanban + coststime + costserver + costsupplier
costpurchase Time-averaged cost of purchasing material from suppliers,
costpurchase = [priceinmain ·Qmain(T ) + priceinbackup ·Qbackup(T )]/T
Incomemean Time-averaged total income, from selling finished product to customers,
Incomemean = priceout · [N (t)−B (t)]/T
Netprofitmean Time-averaged total net profit of operating the robust Kanban system,
Netprofitmean = Incomemean−costpurchase−costchange3level−costinv−
costbacklog
Different from decision variables, status variables need not to be determined arbitrarily,
their values are dependent on other parameters and variables. The status variables are
used for describing the system operating status. We can calculate their values based on the
relationships between system elements and the values of related parameters or variables.
The system performance measures, such as the inventory level and the customer waiting
time, are examples of status variables. If we simulate the Kanban system operation, some
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output data of system elements can be seen as status variables. For example, the number
of product units stored in the customer input buffer, can be recorded as the status variable
"inventory level of finished product". Besides the directly observed status variables, the
values of some status variables can be known only after calculation, such as the total
operating cost, which is a sum of several detailed operating cost items.
In Notation list 3, we summarize the status parameters and variables involved in the
robust Kanban system model. Some status variables of them are selected as performance
measures for the system, more explanations will be given in the following text.
In order to observe the system behavior, some status variables are selected as quanti-
tative performance measures. Some are direct output data of system elements, and others
are summary statistics. The performance measures are selected from two aspects. The
first is the manufacturer’s requirement. Manufacturers aim to minimize the cost of op-
erating the entire Kanban system (e.g. costpurchase, costchange3level, costinv) and maximize
the gained net profit. In the following work, we denote the net profit data by a response
variable "Netprofit" (also Netprofitmean), which refers to the time-averaged net profit
obtained from operating the robust Kanban system. By contrast, the second aspect is
the customer’s requirement. The customers care about whether the system can provide
satisfactory service. Here we define the order fill rate as the customer service level (β-type
service level), namely, the ratio of the number of customer orders filled without delay to
the total number of demand orders. The average customer waiting time wt(t), average
order backlog level B(t), and the service level sl(t) are the performance measures in view
of customer’s requirement. In Notation list 3, we listed all the status variables. Since some
of them are selected as performance measures, we briefly summarize the information of
performance measures in Table 3.4 for the sake of readability.
Aspect Performance measures
Manufacturer’s re-
quirement
Main performance measure: Netprofitmean = Incomemean −
costpurchase − costchange3level − costinv − costbacklog (to maximize)
Detailed performance measures:
Kpi,Kti, T si, Nsi,
Nsu(T )
T ,
Qmain(T )
T ,
Qbackup(T )
T , I(T ), B(T )
Customer’s re-
quirement
Mean customer service level sl(T ) (to increase or maintain)
Mean customer waiting time wt(T ) (to decrease)
Mean order backlog level B(T ) (to decrease)
Table 3.4: Summary of performance measures in the robust Kanban system
Notation list 4: risk-response mechanism related parameters and variables
Last but not least, we list the special parameters used in the risk-response mechanism.
Here we first give a list of all the special parameters. Their functions and application
methods will be introduced systematically in Section 3.2.3.
Status variables in the risk-response mechanism:
mi_rate Rate-balance monitor, mirate(t) means the value of mi_rate observed
at time t
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mi_inv Inventory-balance monitor, miinv(t) means the value of mi_inv ob-
served at time t
T˜demand(t) Exponentially smoothed value of demand interarrival time, for calculat-
ing mi_rate
T˜supplier(t) Exponentially smoothed value of supplier material supply time, for cal-
culating mi_rate
T˜process(t) Exponentially smoothed value of bottleneck-stage process time, for cal-
culating mi_rate
T˜transport(t) Exponentially smoothed value of bottleneck-stage transport time, for
calculating mi_rate
I˜(t) Exponentially smoothed value of inventory level at customer stage, for
calculating mi_inv
B˜(t) Exponentially smoothed value of backlog level at customer stage, for
calculating mi_inv
Parameters in the risk-response mechanism:
sf Safety factor used to control the rate balance (sf = 1 + ε ≥ 1, ε is a
small positive value )
sfdt Smoothing weight factor of demand interarrival time,sfdt ∈ [0, 1]
sfpr Smoothing weight factor of single-machine service time, sfpr ∈ [0, 1]
sfsu Smoothing weight factor of supplier material supply time, sfsu ∈ [0, 1]
sfinv Smoothing weight factor of inventory and backlog level, sfinv ∈ [0, 1]
ss Safety stock level, baseline control limit of mi_inv
sslow Lower bound of ss, lower control limit of mi_inv
sshigh Upper bound of ss, upper control limit of mi_inv
LCLK Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing Kanban number
UCLK Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing Kanban number
LCLTs Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing machine service time
UCLTs Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing machine service time
LCLNs Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing server number
UCLNs Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing server number
LCLsu Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing backup supplier proportion
UCLsu Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing backup supplier proportion
3.2.3 Risk-response mechanism
With the parameter notation, we can describe the working mechanism of the robust
Kanban system better. The working mechanism contains two parts: the basic dual-
Kanban mechanism, and the new risk-response mechanism.
The basic dual-Kanban working mechanism of the robust Kanban system is similar
to that of a traditional dual-Kanban system. The difference is, some system parameters
(decision variables Kpi, Kti, T si,Nsi, prbackup) are designed to be flexible in the robust
Kanban system. Through adjusting the parameter values, the system capacity can be
dynamically changed during operation to mitigate the impact of risks.
Recall the three questions about how to design the robust Kanban system: 1) Which
robust approaches to apply? 2) Which parameters to change? 3) When to change and
how much to change?
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In Section 3.1.2, the first and second questions have been answered. A risk-response
mechanism was proposed to solve Question 3, but it was only briefly discussed. Now,
after introducing the parameter notation, we will present a detailed description of the
risk-response mechanism.
N א[N N ]
To adjust 3‐level parameters:
St t i l l t
Backup supplier supply proportion (prbackup),
Number of servers (Ns)
s smin,  smax   
prbakcupא [prlow, prhigh]
ra eg c‐ eve  parame ers
LCLNs, UCLNsLCLsu,  UCLsu
Tactical level parameters
Machine service time (Ts)
Tsא{Tsmin, Ts0, Tsmax} 
     
LCLTs, UCLTs
Operational level parameters
Number of Transport Kanban (Kt), Kt,Kpא[Kmin, Kmax]
Number of Production Kanban (Kp)
LCLK,UCLKsslow, ss, sshigh
Control limits for mi_inv Control limits for mi_rate
Figure 3.4: The risk-response mechanism of Robust Kanban System: to adjust 3-level
parameters
Figure 3.4 gives us a general introduction of the risk-response mechanism. All im-
portant elements of the mechanism (including the 3-level parameters, the two monitors
mi_rate and mi_inv, and the control limits parameters of monitors) are listed in the
figure.
The 3-level adjustable parameters include not only the widely used parameter Kan-
ban number (operational level), but also higher-level parameters like machine service time
(tactical level), number of servers, and supplier order proportion (strategic level). Essen-
tially, the risk-response mechanism is an adjusting 3-level parameters mechanism. Its
working principle is to adjust the right parameters of the Kanban system at the right
time and to a right extent, so as to reduce the impact of risks from the uncertain environ-
ment. Therefore, to know when to change and how much to change the 3-level parameters
is a crucial issue of applying the mechanism.
In order to make proper decisions for adjusting the 3-level parameters, we employ a
rate balance monitor (mi_rate) and an inventory monitor (mi_inv) and corresponding
"monitor control limits" parameters (LCL,UCL series, ss series) in the risk-response
mechanism. Recall the flow chart in Figure 3.3, the decision making process includes
three steps in each review period: 1) observe the current system status to calculate
mi_rate and mi_inv; 2) make decisions on how to change the 3-level parameters; 3)
adjust selected parameters and continue to operate the system. Figure 3.5 illustrates the
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Figure 3.5: Control logic of the risk-response mechanism
control logic and decision criteria of the risk-response mechanism. They will be explained
in detail in the following text.
Step 1. Calculate monitor values
At the beginning of each review period, the system will collect required information, then
calculate up-to-date values of mi_rate and mi_inv. The monitors are used for detecting
unusual changes of system operating status in time. Required information includes the
current inventory or backlog level of finished product, the slowest supply or process rate
among all stages, and the current demand rate (or demand forecasting information).
The monitor mi_rate is defined as the ratio of the demand rate to the service rate:
mi_rate = demand rate
bottleneck service rate
= (smoothed) bottleneck service time(smoothed)demand interarrival time
And the monitor mi_inv is defined as the inventory and backlog level of finished product
in the customer input buffer:
mi_inv = (smoothed) inventory and bakclog level of finished product
During the system operation, the values of mi_rate and mi_inv are regularly examined
and updated in each review period.
Most Kanban system models presented in previous literature use only inventory-based
indicators to monitor the system operating status. However, we employ two monitor items
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simultaneously in the risk-response mechanism to observe the system. This is a new
feature of the robust Kanban system. We choose "inventory-balance" and "rate-balance"
monitors to cooperate, because only using one monitor cannot reflect the system operating
information sufficiently, and may mislead the decision on adjusting parameters.
For example, when enough inventory remains in the current period, a high value of
mi_inv can be observed, which indicates no adjusting action need to be taken. However,
at this moment a risk event "supplier material shortage" happens, thus another monitor
mi_rate generates an unusual high value (because a low value of bottleneck-stage service
rate is caused). If we only look at the monitor mi_inv, the risk event cannot be detected
quickly, because the finished product inventory (which is monitored by mi_inv) will be
able to reflect "supplier material shortage" only after the inventory shortages at all middle
stages have been caused. Only after a long time can we detect the risk and take risk-
response actions. Thus, the potential risk of order backlog will be increased, due to the
delay of risk-response actions. By contrast, if we use mi_rate and mi_inv together to
monitor the system status, we can still detect the supplier risk quickly. This benefits from
the mi_rate that shares the process rate information among all stages.
From the above example, we can see that the monitor mi_rate can compensate the
drawbacks of monitor mi_inv when monitoring the system status. Similarly, the monitor
mi_inv can also supplement the rate information observed by mi_rate. Still use the
"supplier material shortage" example. If we only observe the value of mi_rate, a response
action of selecting the backup supplier is suggested to handle the risk, which may also
take much operating cost. However, if sufficient inventory is stored in the system, to use
the backup supplier may be not so necessary or urgent at this moment. At least we can
wait until the next period, to see whether the material shortage is getting higher, then
take suitable response actions. Therefore, if we can combine the information offered by
mi_rate and mi_inv, a more suitable decision can be derived in response to unusual
changes of system operating status.
Therefore, to avoid making biased decisions, we use two monitor items mi_rate and
mi_inv simultaneously in the risk-response mechanism, to collect comprehensive infor-
mation about the system operating status.
The calculation methods of two monitors are as follows:
mirate(t) =
max{T˜supplier (t) , T˜process (t) , T˜transport (t)}
T˜demand(t)
(3.1)
miinv(t) = I˜ (t)− B˜ (t) = I˜B (t) (3.2)
The parameters with tilde, such as T˜supplier (t) , T˜process (t) , T˜demand (t) in Formula 3.1, and
I˜ (t) , B˜ (t) in Formula 3.2, stand for the exponentially smoothed values (Holt 2004) of
relevant system status data. Here we use exponentially smoothed data but not exact
data to calculate the monitor values, because the smoothed data vary in a narrower range
in comparison with the exact output data. The varying range of the smoothed data is rel-
atively stable. If the smoothed data is found varying beyond the normal range, it is more
reasonable to conclude that unusual changes have happened to the system. By contrast,
the variation of exact data is much larger than that of the smoothed data, the variation
may distort the true varying trend of the output data and lead to a wrong conclusion
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about detecting the risk.
"Rate-balance" monitor
Three parameters T˜supplier (t) , T˜process (t) , T˜demand (t) (we suppose the parameter T˜transport(t)
is constant) are involved in Formula 3.1 to calculate the value of mirate(t).
T˜demand(t) signifies the exponentially smoothed value of customer demand interarrival
time at time t. Suppose at time t, the number of generated demand orders is N(t) = n,
T˜demand(t) can be denoted in another form T˜demand(n) based on counting N(t). T˜demand(n)
is calculated as shown in Formula 3.3:
T˜demand(1) = td(1) (3.3a)
T˜demand (n) = (1− sfdt) · td (n) + sfdt · T˜demand (n− 1) , n = 2, 3, . . . (3.3b)
where td(n) is the exact demand interarrival time of the n-th customer order (current
data); T˜demand(n− 1) is the last smoothed value of T˜demand(t) at N(t) = n− 1 (historical
data); and sfdt is the smoothing weight factor used in the exponential smoothing method,
it indicates the weight of historical demand-time data in the calculation. The domain of
sfdt is [0,1], its value is usually set at 0.7, 0.8, or 0.9 in practice. It is suggested that the
value of sfdt be decided depending on the realistic situation of the problem.
T˜supplier(t) (also denoted by T˜supplier(n)) means the smoothed value of supplier material
supply time at time t. It is calculated in the similar way of calculating T˜demand(t). In
Formula 3.4, sfsu is the smoothing weight factor of supplier supply time; tsu(n) is the
observed material supply time of the n-th material order at time t; the selected supplier
could be either the main supplier or mixed with the backup supplier.
T˜supplier (0) = tsumain (3.4a)
T˜supplier (n) = (1− sfsu) · tsu (n) + sfsu · T˜supplier (n− 1) , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (3.4b)
As shown in Formula 3.5, T˜ si(n) represents the smoothed value of single-machine
service time at process stage i at time t, suppose n service tasks have been accomplished
at time t. Hence, it is also denoted by T˜ si(t). We calculate T˜ si(n) using an exponential
smoothing method as well, where sfpr is the smoothing weight factor.
T˜ si(0) = Tsi(0) (3.5a)
T˜ si(n) = (1− sfpr) · Tsi (n) + sfpr · T˜ si (n− 1) , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (3.5b)
Based on the obtained value of T˜ si(n), we can further estimate the average single-
machine process time (the time for serving one product unit on a machine) for the entire
workcell i by T˜ si (t) /Nsi(t), suppose there are Nsi(t) in-use servers at Workcell i at time
t. The workcell with the maximum T˜ si (t) /Nsi(t) value is considered as the bottleneck
workcell. Then, T˜process (t), the smoothed average process time of the bottleneck workcell,
is calculated by Formula 3.6:
T˜process (t) = max
i
{T˜ si (t) /Nsi(t)} i = 1, 2, ..., I (3.6)
Similarly, we can estimate the average transport interarrival time of the slowest trans-
port module using Formula 3.7,
T˜transport (t) = max
i
{Ttri/Kti(t)} i = 1, 2, ..., I (3.7)
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In conclusion, after knowing the values of T˜supplier(t), T˜process(t), T˜demand(t) and
T˜transport(t), the value of monitor mi_rate at time t (mirate(t)) can be finally calculated
using Formula 3.1. Given a time point t in the total operating time, we first compare the
service rates of different supply chain stages (including supplier, and all process stages
with workcell and transport modules), to find out which part of the system is the bottle-
neck. The service time generated by the bottleneck part is then divided by the customer
demand time, the obtained ratio is namely the value of mi_rate. Using mi_rate to
monitor the system status, the risk source and extent can be perceived easily; it provides
important reference for the final decision on adjusting 3-level parameters.
"Inventory-balance" monitor
Except the "rate-balance" monitormi_rate, another monitor "inventory-balance"mi_inv
(miinv(t)) is employed in the robust Kanban system as well to reflect the inventory status.
The monitor mi_inv functions as the supplement to mi_rate, the value of miinv(t) is
calculated by Formula 3.2, where I˜(t), B˜(t) signify the exponentially smoothed inventory
level and backlog level, respectively. The calculation of I˜(t), B˜(t) is similar to that of
T˜ si(t), an exponential smoothing method is used with the inventory data series. Formula
3.8 and 3.9 give the calculation methods for I˜(t), B˜(t) respectively. Here I(t), B(t) are
the exact inventory level and backlog level observed at time t, and sfinv is the smoothing
weight factor.
I˜ (t) = (1− sfinv) · I (t) + sfinv · I˜ (t− 1) (3.8)
B˜ (t) = (1− sfinv) ·B (t) + sfinv · B˜ (t− 1) (3.9)
So far, we have explained the work of Step 1. It showed how the monitors mi_rate
and mi_inv are calculated and updated during the system operation. Note that the
smoothing weight factors are used here as predefined deterministic parameters, which
implies their values should be decided before operating the system. The domains of the
smoothing weight factors sfinv, sfdt, sfsu, sfpr are defined between 0 and 1. Take sfdt
as an example. When sfdt=0, the smoothed result is equal to the exact newest data.
When sfdt=1, the result is always the oldest data. Except the two extreme cases, in other
cases with 0<sfdt<1, the exponential smooth method will generate different results under
different sfdt values. The values of smoothing weight factors can be set freely between
0 and 1 depending on the designer’s opinion; this enhances the flexibility of monitor
calculation.
Step 2. Decision making criteria
In Step 2, we compare the observed monitor values to their control limits. If the monitor
value is found beyond the normal range, it implies that some unusual changes have hap-
pened to the system and made the system deviate from the normal operating status. In
this situation, we can adjust some system parameters to mitigate the impact of risks.
Different risk situations (slight or severe, long-term or short-term) could result in
different impacts on system operating status, the monitor values will accordingly deviate
in different manners. We therefore should select suitable parameters to change as the
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risk-response actions. In consideration of different influences on system performance, we
set different monitor control limits for adjusting the 3-level parameters.
As shown in Figure 3.4, we have four pairs of control limits (LCLK , UCLK),
(LCLTs, UCLTs), (LCLNs, UCLNs), (LCLsu, UCLsu) for judging the mi_rate value; and
a set of control limits (sslow, ss, sshigh) for judging the mi_inv value. LCLK and UCLK
signify the lower and upper control limits for adjusting the operational-level parameter
"Kanban number Kpi, Kti"; LCLTs, UCLTs mean the lower and upper bounds for chang-
ing the tactical-level parameter "machine service time Tsi"; LCLNs, UCLNs are the lower
and upper limits for modifying the strategic-level parameter "number of servers Nsi"; and
LCLsu, UCLsu are the lower and upper control limits for changing the strategic-level pa-
rameter "supply proportion from the backup supplier prbackup". In addition, sslow, sshigh
are defined as lower and upper bounds of the safety stock level of finished product, they
define a normal range for judging mi_inv value. And ss indicates a target normal safety
stock level, its value should be set within the normal range. To apply the risk-response
mechanism, the control limits should be determined properly before starting the system
operation. Here we assume that the control limits for mi_rate should have the following
relationships:
LCLNs < LCLTs < LCLK < UCLK < UCLTs < UCLNs
and LCLsu < LCLK < UCLK < UCLsu.
It is reasonable to assume that the control limits obey such orders, because adjusting
a higher-level parameter (here we mean the strategic level is the highest level, and opera-
tional level is the lowest level among the three decision levels) needs more efforts and cost
than adjusting a lower-level parameter. So we define wider ranges for higher-level param-
eters. Within the wider ranges, the higher-level parameters should be kept unchanged,
no adjustment is suggested. By contrast, we specify narrower ranges for lower-level pa-
rameters; within the narrower ranges, the current lower-level parameters should be held
unchanged. Such setting makes the adjustment of higher-level parameters much more
difficult than that of lower-level parameters. Only when serious risks occur will mi_rate
indicate a higher-level adjusting decision, which is more expensive but more effective to
deal with the risks. Similarly, we also have the relationship: sslow < ss < sshigh.
The decision cases in Step 2 are categorized as follows (see Figure 3.5 for reference).
In short, the decision making process (Step 2) in each case contains three parts: 1) com-
pare mi_rate to its control limits; 2) compare mi_inv to its control limits; 3) compare
the additional cost of adjusting system parameters costchange with the potential risk cost
caused by keeping the current parameters unchanged costnotchange.
Operational-level response: to adjust the parameter Number of Kanbans K
Case 0: when mi_rate ∈ (LCLK , UCLK)
If mi_inv ∈ (sslow, sshigh), keep current parameters unchanged;
If mi_inv ≤ sslow and costchange ≤ costnotchange, add a Kanban (K=K+1);
If mi_inv ≥ sshigh and costchange ≤ costnotchange, extract a Kanban (K=K-1);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Case 1: when mi_rate ∈ [UCLK , UCLTs]
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If mi_inv ≤ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, add a Kanban (K=K+1);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Case 2: when mi_rate ∈ [LCLTs, LCLK ]
If mi_inv ≥ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, extract a Kanban (K=K-1);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Tactical-level response: to adjust the parameter Single-machine service time Ts
Case 3: when bottleneck=process machine, mi_rate ∈ [UCLTs, UCLNs]
If mi_inv ≤ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, decrease the service time
(Ts=Ts*90%);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Case 4: when bottleneck=process machine, mi_rate ∈ [LCLNs, LCLTs]
If mi_inv ≥ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, increase the service time
(Ts=Ts/90%);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Strategic-level response: to adjust the parameters Number of servers Ns, Backup
supplier material order proportion prbackup
Case 5: when bottleneck=process stage, mi_rate ∈ [UCLNs,+∞)
If mi_inv ≤ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, increase the number of servers
(Ns=Ns+1);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Case 6: when bottleneck=process stage, mi_rate ∈ (0, LCLNs]
If mi_inv ≥ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, decrease the number of servers
(Ns=Ns-1);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged;
Case 7: when bottleneck=supplier stage, mi_rate ∈ [UCLsu,+∞)
If mi_inv ≤ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange, increase the material order
proportion from the backup supplier (prbackup=prhigh);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Case 8: when bottleneck=supplier stage, mi_rate ∈ (0, LCLsu]
If mi_inv ≥ ss and costchange ≤ costnotchange , decrease the material order
proportion from the backup supplier (prbackup=prlow);
Otherwise, keep current parameters unchanged.
Case others: keep current parameters unchanged.
When carrying out the response actions of each case, some exceptional situations
are considered as well. For example in case 1, when the response action K=K+1 is
selected whereas the cyclic Kanban number is already the maximum (K = Kmax), which
indicates the adding-Kanban action cannot be executed actually, then other action could
be adopted instead in response to risks. In this situation, if the order backlog level is
sufficiently high, then the formerly selected adding-Kanban action will be switched to a
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higher-level response action like to decrease the machine service time, Ts= Ts*90%. It
means, for the exceptional cases, an auto-upgrade mechanism (operational level→tactical
level) will take effect to switch the response action from operational-level to tactical-level.
Similarly, in cases 3 and 5, the auto-upgrade mechanisms are also used when exceptional
situations take place. In case 3, a "tactical level→strategic level" auto-upgrade action can
be used. When the decreasing-service time action (Ts=Ts*90%) is selected whereas the
current service time is already minimum (Ts = Tsmin), then the selected response action
will be upgraded to a higher-level action. A strategic-level response action, to increase the
number of servers (Ns=Ns+1), will be adopted in place of the current decreasing-service
time action, providing that the current order backlog level is sufficiently high. For the
exceptional situation in case 5, where the response action of increasing the number of
servers (Ns=Ns+1) is selected but the servers in use has already reached the maximum
capacity (Ns = Nsmax), an auto-upgrade mechanism (strategic level→all levels) will take
effect as well. Although in case 5, the strategic level action of increasing the number of
servers cannot be switched to a higher-level action, we can still enhance the process speed
slightly by setting all 3-level parameters at full power. Thus, the system can reach the
maximum service capacity to deal with the risk occurrence.
Following the above decision criteria, the robust Kanban system will generate the
final decision "how to change the 3-level adjustable parameters in response to risks". The
values of the control limits parameters (LCL and UCL series, ss series) should be properly
defined before applying the risk-response mechanism, because it will strongly affect the
final decision. Here we just briefly introduce the definitions and functions of the control
limits. The methods for deciding suitable values for them will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Compare costchange and costnotchange
The items costchange and costnotchange refer to the cost resulting from changing or not
changing the 3-level parameters. In each decision case, we not only compare the monitor
values to their control limits, but also compare costchange with costnotchange which are
estimated on average, to see whether the additional cost of changing (e.g. adding a new
server) 3-level parameters is less than the potential risk cost (e.g. inventory or backlog
cost) if keeping parameters unchanged. We compare costchange with costnotchange, because
if the cost of adding a new server (costchange) is very high, then keeping the current
parameters unchanged will be a more economical decision, even though some backlog
order penalty cost (costnotchange) may occur. With such comparison, the system can avoid
unreasonable changing-parameter decisions. The calculation methods for costchange and
costnotchange are interpreted as below.
In the robust Kanban system, we expect to keep the inventory of finished product,
which is held in the customer input buffer, at a safe and economical level. With the safety
stock, the system can cushion the conflict between supply and demand, and mitigate the
impact of demand or supply variability. We denote the target normal safety stock level of
finished product by ss. The parameter ss is a necessary item used to calculate costchange
and costnotchange, it can be seen consist of two parts, as shown in Formula 3.10:
ss = ssbase + ssvar (3.10)
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Formula 3.10 is developed based on the concept: safetystock=µ+ z · σ, where µ and
σ are respectively the mean value and stand deviation of the inventory level (including
both positive inventory level and negative backlog level) observed in the customer input
buffer, and z is the multiplier of σ. A high value of z can lead to a higher service level of
filling customer orders without delay. In Formula 3.10, ssbase (corresponding to µ) refers
to the basic inventory amount required to cover an average demand rate for a period; and
ssvar (similar to z · σ) indicates the additional inventory amount required to cover the
variation of demand or supply.
The item ssbase is calculated by Formula 3.11:
ssbase = (ratedemand − rateservice)+ · treview (3.11)
This formula implies when rateservice ≥ ratedemand, we havessbase=0; and when
rateservice < ratedemand,ssbase = (ratedemand − rateservice) · treview.. When rateservice <
ratedemand, the service (including both process and supply) rate is not sufficient to
meet the demand rate. If we want to avoid order backlog, enough inventory should
be stored in advance. Hence we want to hold the safety stock level at least above
(ratedemand − rateservice) · treview.. Under this condition, even without increasing the cur-
rent service rate, the Kanban system is still be able to cover the demand for the coming
review period.
The second item ssvar is the extra inventory amount used to cover the variation of
uncertain demand or supply (such as stochastic demand time or process time). Here, we
develop two estimation methods for deciding the suitable value of ssvar, we use Formula
3.12 (a,b) to calculate the parameter ssvar.
ssvar = z · σinv (3.12a)
ssvar = Koptimal −Kmean (3.12b)
In the first method (Formula 3.12a), σinv is the standard deviation of inventory level
observed in the customer input buffer, it can reflect the data variability; and z is the
multiplier of σinv. σinv value is estimated based on historical inventory data or simulation
output data. z value means the width of the inventory variability range the system
intends to cover with abundant inventory, so as to avoid backlog occurrences. It means
how likely the system can avoid the backlog occurrence. We can define z value arbitrarily
according to the required customer service level or the manager’s opinion. Different
z values correspond to different service level. If the inventory probability distribution
is known, it is easy to calculate the corresponding z value for a given service level. For
example, in a standard normal distribution, z=3 will lead to a probability Pr{inventory ≤
µ+ z · σinv} around 99%.
In the second method (Formula 3.12b), Kmean is the Kanban number required to
cover the average demand rate, and Koptimal is the Kanban number that can generate the
optimal result (minimum cost or maximum Netprofit). The parameterKmean is calculated
by Kmean = timeKanbancollection/mean(td), and the parameter Koptimal is obtained using
simulation or mathematical methods (see Chapter 4). If the distribution of demand
interarrival time and inventory level are known, the suitable value of ssvar can be easily
calculated using Formula 3.12. But the parameter ssvar value obtained from Methods a)
and b) could be different. Because Method a) aims at reaching the required service level,
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whereas Method b) aims at generating the minimum cost, different objectives may result
in different parameter value decisions.
Using Formula 3.10-3.12, the control parameter ss value can be calculated accordingly.
With these parameters, we can further calculate costchange and costnotchange.
In cases 1, 3, 5, response actions are about enhancing the service capacity. When we
change the 3-level parameters, additional cost will be caused for operating a new server,
speeding up the machine process rate, or adding more Kanbans. Therefore, the cost
function of changing the 3-level parameters is defined in Formula 3.13.
costchange = cKanban ·∆Ki + cstime ·∆ 1
Tsi
+cserver ·∆Nsi + λd ·∆priceinsupplier
(3.13)
To be noted, Formula 3.13 is just an approximation method to estimate costchange. The
total cost incurred during the review period includes also other cost items such as the
inventory holding cost and slight order backlog cost. But usually in realistic situations
(e.g.P&G(2011)), if the system operates stable with a sufficient service capacity, the
inventory related cost is much lower than the cost of changing 3-level parameters (for
equipment capacity). Therefore, here we use Formula 3.13, which only considers the
changing 3-level parameters cost, to estimate costchange.
In contrast to the changing-parameter decision, we wonder what the result could be if
the response action is not taken. Imagine that if the system keeps the previous parameter
setting unchanged, then the cost of enhancing service capacity as given in Formula 3.13
will not occur. However, on the other hand, the potential risk of order backlog is increased
due to the unchanged limited service capacity. In short, not to change parameters may
cause more order backlog penalty cost, even though the changing service equipment cost
is saved. We suppose the order backlog will cause the loss of customer goodwill; and
comparing with abundant inventory occurrences, we prefer to reduce or avoid product
shortages for the Kanban system. So the backlog penalty cost rate at the customer stage
(bc) is assumed to be much higher than the inventory holding cost rate (hi, i = 1, 2, ..., I)
(generally we have bc ≥ 50hi in this work). Hence, the costnotchange is mainly composed of
backlog penalty cost caused per time unit. Due to this reason, we use the backlog penalty
cost to estimate costnotchange approximately. The calculation of costnotchange is as follows.
First, using the value ofmi_inv obtained in Step 1, we examine the result ofmi_inv−
ssvar. Define ssbase′ = mi_inv − ssvar, written in another form, it is mi_inv = ss′base +
ssvar. Consider that in cases 1, 3, 5, the system is under the condition mi_inv < ss =
ssbase + ssvar, then we always have ss′base < ssbase for the three cases that are relevant
to increasing service capacity. We denote the currently observed demand rate by λd, the
service rate by λs, the review period length by treview.
Secondly, we classify the calculation of costnotchange into three cases according to
different value ranges of ss′base: a) ss′base < ssbase = 0; b) ss′base < 0 < ssbase; c)
0 < ss′base < ssbase. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, the area of the shaded part in each
case refers to the total order backlog amount during the review period. Multiply the area
by bc (the backlog penalty cost per product unit per time unit), the result means the
total backlog cost incurred during the entire review period. Then the total backlog cost
divided by treview is used as the approximation for costnotchange.
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The methods for calculating costnotchange each case are presented as below.
Figure 3.6: Three cases of calculating costnotchange
Case a: when ss′base < ssbase = 0
In case a), we have ssbase = (λd − λs)+ · treview = 0, it is inferred that λd − λs ≤ 0.
To calculate costnotchange, we define a new item t1 = ss
′
base
λd−λs > 0 (ifλd − λs 6= 0), and
t2 = treview − t1. As demonstrated in Figure 3.6 a1) or a2), the area of shaded part in
an entire review period divided by treview corresponds to the value of costnotchange. When
t1 ≤ treview or t1 > treview, the calculation of costnotchange is of slight difference, as presented
in Formula 3.14. Besides, when λd − λs = 0, the costnotchange is in a simpler form, it is
also given in Formula 3.14.
costnotchange =

bc · |ss′base|, if λd−λs=0
bc · |ss
′
base|
2 ·
t1
treview
, if λd−λs<0, t1≤ treview
bc · |ss
′
base|
2 ·
(
2− treview
t1
)
, if λd−λs<0, t1>treview
(3.14)
Case b: when ss′base < 0 < ssbase
In case b), since ssbase = (λd − λs)+ · treview > 0, we infer that λd − λs > 0. Calculate
the area of the shaded part in Figure 3.6b), then multiply it by the backlog penalty cost
rate bc, and then divide it by treview, we can obtain the value of costnotchange, as given in
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Formula 3.15.
costnotchange = bc[|ss′base|+ (λd − λs)
treview
2 ] (3.15)
Case c: when 0 < ss′base < ssbase
In case c), we can obtain the similar inference λd − λs > 0 based on the condition
0 < ssbase = (λd − λs)+ · treview. As shown in Figure 3.6c), the area of the left shaded
triangle represents the total amount of abundant inventory during the review period, and
the area of the right shaded triangle signifies the total amount order backlog during the
same review period. Multiply the left area by inventory cost rate at the customer stage hc,
multiply the right area by backlog penalty cost rate bc, then add the two results together;
the sum we got is the total cost incurred during the review period. The total cost includes
both inventory holding cost and backlog penalty cost; its value divided by treview is used
as the approximation for costnotchange in this case. We still define t1 = ss
′
base
λd−λs > 0, and
t2 = treview − t1. The calculation of costnotchange is shown in Formula 3.16.
costnotchange = [hc · t1 ss
′
base
2 + bc · t2
(λd − λs) t2
2 ]
1
treview
(3.16)
So far, we have interpreted the calculation methods for costchange (Formula 3.13) and
costnotchange (Formula 3.14 to Formula 3.16). After estimating the values of costchange
and costnotchange, we further compare them to find out which decision is cheaper. If the
comparison result is costchange ≤ costnotchange, which means that to change the parameters
is a more economical choice, then we will perform the changing-parameter action. Other-
wise, if costchange > costnotchange, which implies not to change the current parameters will
cost less in the current review period, then we prefer to keep the old parameter settings
unchanged until the next review period comes.
Different from the above cases, in cases 2,4,6 we have the condition mi_rate <
LCLK < 1. Namely, the system service rate is faster than the demand rate. This
implies that the current production or supply capacity is redundant for satisfying the
current customer demand rate. In addition, if the condition mi_inv > ss is also reached
in these cases, the parameter adjustment related to decreasing service capacity will be
selected as risk response actions. The condition mi_inv > ss means the inventory stored
in the customer input buffer is above the expected safe level; hence, redundant inventory
may exist. Redundancy is also a type of waste for the system, because it could cause
unnecessary cost of operating extra machines or keeping too much inventory. Therefore,
we also need to reduce redundant service capacity, and make efforts to keep the service
rate at an economical and sufficient level.
In cases 2,4,6, all the decisions are connected to decreasing the service capacity. The
calculation of costchange and costnotchange here is slightly different compared with cases
1,3,5. Whenmi_rate < LCLK (or LCLTs, LCLNs, LCLsu) and meanwhilemi_inv > ss,
a response action of decreasing the Kanban number, the machine process rate, the number
of servers, or the supply proportion of the backup supplier will be selected to handle the
risks. Whether to perform the response action will be decided after comparing costchange
and costnotchange, the decision with lower cost will be eventually selected and performed.
costnotchange = 0 (3.17)
In cases 2,4,6, the monitor condition mi_rate < LCLK < 1 indicates λd < λs, then
ssbase = (λd − λs)+ · treview = 0. With this we have ss = ssbase + ssvar = ssvar. Thus
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the condition mi_inv > ss is actually mi_inv > ssvar. This implies that only when the
product stored in hand is more than the specified inventory variation ssvar, it is safe for
the Kanban system to reduce the service capacity.
costchange =costsave3level + costmorebacklog + costsaveinventory (3.18a)
costsave3level =cKanban ·∆Ki + cstime ·∆ 1
Tsi
+ cserver ·∆Nsi
+ λd ·∆priceinsupplier (< 0) (3.18b)
costmorebacklog =bc ·∆Bmean (> 0) (3.18c)
costsaveinventory =hc ·∆Imean (< 0) (3.18d)
For the sake of simplicity, we set costnotchange = 0 (in Formula 3.17) as a baseline if
none of the system parameters is changed in cases 2,4,6. In contrast, when a response
action is performed, the additional cost incurred or saved by changing the system pa-
rameters is estimated on the basis of the baseline cost. Namely, costchange is defined as
the value difference between the cost of changing parameters and the cost of keeping
parameters unchanged (see Formula 3.18).
As presented in Formula 3.18, costchange is caused by three types of changes in the
Kanban system. Firstly, the action of removing redundant service equipment will save
some operating-equipment cost (named costsave3level, with negative value). Secondly, the
adjusted lower service rate will increase the risk of order backlog, so the backlog penalty
cost is increased (named costmorebacklog, with positive value). Lastly, due to the reduced
service capacity, the amount of inventory in the buffer is decreased, hence related inventory
holding cost is reduced (named costsaveinventory, with negative value).
The calculation of costsave3level is similar to Formula 3.13. The calculation of
costmorebacklog and costsaveinventory depend on the backlog level difference ∆Bmean and
inventory level difference ∆Imean, as shown in Formula 3.13c) and d). In practice, it is
difficult to calculate the exact value of ∆Bmean or ∆Imean; but based on historical data
or simulation data, we can approximately estimate the value of ∆Bmean and ∆Imean be-
tween different service capacity conditions. Moreover, when the system service capacity
is sufficient or even redundant, the backlog level is quite low which makes the backlog
cost become trivial. Thus, the item costmorebacklog can be estimated as 0. Another item
costsaveinventory can be also estimated by
∆Imean = michangeinv −minotchangeinv ≈ ss−minotchangeinv (3.19)
Note that the value of minotchangeinv can be observed during the system operation, and ss
is a deterministic parameter. Thus with knowing their values, the estimation of ∆Imean
can be finally accomplished.
Step 3. Perform response actions
Step 3 is to perform the response actions selected in Step 2. The robust Kanban system
will use the new parameter setting till the end of the current review period. Then at the
beginning of the next period, the risk-response mechanism will repeat the three steps.
The three steps will be regularly executed in each review period in the robust Kanban
system. With the risk-response mechanism, a variety of risks can be detected quickly and
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suitable response actions can be selected to mitigate the impact of risks, thus the robust
Kanban system can achieve a high performance level in the uncertain environment.
3.3 Simulation model construction
With the conceptual model of the robust Kanban system, we further study the operation
of the robust Kanban system through building simulation models. In Section 3.3, we
present the procedures of building the simulation model for the robust Kanban system.
3.3.1 Preliminary
Simulation is a very powerful modeling technique (Law 2007). It is widely used among
researchers and practitioners, and becoming more and more popular as the computer
power is growing fast in recent decades. Simulation is also a suitable approach to model
and analyze complex systems, especially when uncertain factors are included in the envi-
ronment and the system structure or working mechanism is complex. If we use analytical
models to study the complex systems, many simplifying assumptions and restrictions are
often required, which makes the model too different from the realistic situation, and the
solutions could be consequently inadequate and inferior. Therefore, in realistic problems,
using analytical models is often not able to generate sufficiently good results because of
the complexity and uncertainty in realistic problems. In these situations, simulation could
be a better approach for modeling and analyzing the complex systems.
The robust Kanban system model in this work is a relatively complex system. The
system is supposed to be working in an uncertain environment with various uncertainties
(risk factors); and the working mechanism is a risk-response mechanism with complex
operation rules and flexible system structures. Therefore simulation is an appropriate
approach for the robust Kanban model formulation.
In this study, we use the Matlab-Simulink (Mathworks 2012) software package to
develop the simulation model of the robust Kanban system. Since it is known that the
queueing system is a typical application example of discrete-event simulation (Law 2007),
and the studied Kanban system is actually a complex queueing system, we choose the
discrete-event simulation approach to construct the robust Kanban system simulation
model.
Choosing Matlab-Simulink as the simulation language is driven mainly by two rea-
sons. First, the studied robust Kanban system model is an abstract and general model.
Detailed characteristics of system elements are not considered in the model, like the inner
structure of the machine, forklift truck, and conveying belt. Therefore, a very profes-
sional logistics or manufacturing simulation tool is not necessary. The functions provided
by the general engineering software Matlab-Simulink are already sufficient. Second, the
working mechanism and control logic of the robust Kanban system are quite complex
and flexible. When performing the risk-response mechanism, the complex control logic
requires more flexibility in programming from the simulation software. Moreover, when
assuming risk scenarios for the Kanban system, the stochastic input data series such as
demand interarrival time, machine process time should be generated according to the
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predefined probability distribution types; this requires powerful mathematical functions
from the simulation software. The Matlab module can provide both powerful mathe-
matical functions and flexible programming techniques; and the Simulink module can
offer many convenient simulation blocks. Due to the above reasons, we finally choose the
Matlab-Simulink software as the simulation language to build the robust Kanban system
model.
The rest of Section 3.3 is organized as follows. First, we give an overall description
of the robust Kanban system simulation model. Then we sequentially discuss the model
constructing procedures, including the design of the system structure, the specification of
input and output data, and the realization of the risk-response mechanism in simulation
environment. Lastly, the verification and validation of the Kanban simulation model are
presented with numerical examples.
3.3.2 Model construction
Process stage 2
Figure 3.7: Simulation model of Robust Kanban System (dual-Kanban mechanism)
As shown in Figure 3.7, we build a simulation model to implement the robust Kanban
system. The simulation model is built based on the conceptual model framework shown in
Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.7, the upper part presents the root layer of the simulation model;
and the lower part is the second layer of Process-stage 2. The second layer depicts the
detailed mechanism inside Process-stage 2, such as the system elements (servers, buffers)
and operation details using Production Kanbans and Transport Kanbans. Here we just
take Process-stage 2 as illustration, other stages have similar mechanisms.
Recall in the conceptual model of the robust Kanban system, some parameters are
defined to characterize the system structure and the operating mechanism. Correspond-
ingly, these system parameters can be specified in the simulation model as well. In each
simulation element block (such as a server or a buffer block), some property parameters
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need to be input to define the element’s structure or capacity. For example, in the N-
server block "Workcell 2", the number of servers is a property parameter, and we can
input its value directly in the element’s property window. Similarly, the values of all the
3-level adjustable parameters (Kpi, Kti, T si, Nsi, prbackup) in the robust Kanban system
can be defined by specifying property parameters in the simulation element blocks. But
there are also some parameters in the robust Kanban system conceptual model, like the
control limits parameters for mi_rate and mi_inv (LCL,UCL series, ss series), cannot
be specified by using the property parameters of simulation elements. We need to define
them in the simulation programming code that is running background.
Before we start the simulation, we should determine suitable values for all system
parameters. It should be distinguished, in the robust Kanban system, the control limits
parameters for mi_rate and mi_inv (LCL,UCL series, ss series) are not allowed to be
changed during the simulation; whereas the values of the 3-level adjustable parameters
can be adjusted dynamically during the simulation in response to risks.
Above is a general description of the simulation model. Nextly we will give a detailed
introduction of the simulation components (such as simulation elements, input data, out-
put data) and the control logic.
The simulation components include the simulation clock, events, entities, input data,
output data, terminating conditions, and so on. As mentioned earlier, the robust Kan-
ban system model is a discrete-event simulation model. The system is operated as a
chronological sequence of events, and the simulation clock is event-driven. We suppose
the simulation will be terminated arbitrarily when a planned time horizon (e.g. 4000 time
units in simulation clock) is reached.
The entities in the simulation model can group into four types: the product entity
(material), customer entity (demand order), Kanban entity (Production Kanban and
Transport Kanban), and server entity (process server and transport server). The material
flow in the Kanban system is essentially the product entity flow accompanied by Kanban
entities (Only at the customer stage the product entity is accompanied by customer
entity). And the server entity has two concrete types: the process server and the transport
server.
The events in the simulation model include: customer order arrival, customer order
departure with finished product, to attach a Kanban to product, to detach a Kanban
from product, to generate product at the supplier stage, to process product in a workcell,
to transport product between workcells.
The input data involves random variables and deterministic parameters. The input
data information is summarized in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6. In Table 3.5, the variables
are classified into three types depending on the risk sources: supply side, process side, or
demand side. And in Table 3.6, the parameters are divided and introduced in a similar
way.
The output data in the simulation model refer to the observed status variables and
summary statistics about the system operating status and performance. There are many
status variables and statistics that can be recorded in simulation. The output data of
interest are selected as performance measures of the robust Kanban system.
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Location Random
Variables
Indicated risks
Supply
side
Supplier material sup-
ply time (given proba-
bility distribution)
material supply interruption or shortage.
Related parameters: risk measure param-
eters and probability distribution parame-
ters.
Process
side
Machine service time
(given probability dis-
tribution)
machine breakdown or service time varia-
tion. Related parameters: risk measure pa-
rameters and probability distribution pa-
rameters.
Demand
side
Customer demand
interarrival time (given
probability distribu-
tion)
demand rate fluctuation. Related parame-
ters: risk measure parameters and proba-
bility distribution parameters.
Table 3.5: Simulation model input data (part 1): random variables
The system status variables that are directly observed include: the inventory and
backlog level in each buffer (especially in the customer input buffer), waiting time of
each customer order, recollection time of each Kanban, demand interarrival time, service
completion time of each task, and so on. Every time the status variable value changes,
the simulation model will record the new value and the occurrence time. Thus, in the end
of simulation, we can obtain the output data series of the status variables.
Parameters
Demand side Demand interarrival time probability distribution type and param-
eters (e.g. µ, σ)
Process side Number of Kanbans (adjustable) and its adjusting range. Probabil-
ity distribution type and parameters of machine service time (e.g.
µ, σ). Baseline machine service time (adjustable) and its adjust-
ing range. Number of in-use servers (adjustable) and its adjusting
range. Setup time(=0), transport time.
Inventory holding cost rate, backlog penalty cost rate, product sell
price, product purchase price, cost coefficient of changing Kanban
number, cost coefficient of changing machine service time, cost co-
efficient of changing server number, cost coefficient of changing sup-
plier proportion cost
Supply side Probability distribution type and parameters (e.g. µ, σ) of supplier
material supply time, supply proportion from the backup supplier.
Risk-response
mechanism re-
lated
sf, sfdt, sfst, sfinv,sslow, ss, sshigh, LCLK , UCLK ,
LCLTs, UCLTs,LCLNs, UCLNs, LCLsu, UCLsu. (see Nota-
tion List 4 in Section 3.2.2 for parameter specification)
Simulation set-
ting
simulation terminating time, warm up time, risk measure parame-
ters (location, extent, duration, probability) for different risk sce-
narios.
Table 3.6: Simulation model input data (part 2): deterministic parameters
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Performance measure Status variable
Manufacturer
view
Daily average net profit,
Daily average operating
cost, Daily average risk-
response actions cost, Av-
erage inventory level at
customer stage, Average
backlog level at customer
stage, Average Work-In-
Process level at each work-
cell.
Real-time inventory and backlog
level in each buffer data series,
In-use Kanban number data se-
ries, Machine service time data se-
ries, Server number data series,
Backup supplier proportion data se-
ries, Number of completed customer
orders, Number of purchased mate-
rial orders from the backup supplier,
Number of purchased material or-
ders from the main supplier.
Customer view Average waiting time of
customer orders, Customer
service level (order fill rate
without delay).
Waiting time of each customer order
data series
Risk-response
mechanism
related
Recovery time after each risk event,
Monitor value related data series
(for monitor mi_rate, mi_inv, in-
cluding: Real-time supply rate
data series, Real-time process rate
data series, Real-time demand rate
data series, Real-time inventory and
backlog level at customer stage data
series).
Table 3.7: Simulation output data of robust Kanban system
Except the directly observed status variables, another type of output data, the sum-
mary statistics, is also of interest in the simulation. Summary statistics cannot be observed
directly, they have to be calculated using other output data and statistical methods. Take
the mean waiting time of all the customer orders as an example, we cannot observe the
mean value directly because it is a summary statistic. Instead, we have to calculate the
mean value of waiting time after collecting every customer’s waiting time data, which is
a directly observed status variable. In this simulation model, the summary statistics are
used as performance measures of the robust Kanban system. The statistics include such
as the average waiting time of customer orders, the average inventory level and backlog
level in the input buffers, the percentage of customer orders that are filled without delay
(the customer service level), the net profit, and the total cost of operating the Kanban
system.
The information about simulation output data is summarized in Table 3.7. The
output data are classified into three classes according to their functions in the robust
Kanban system. Some performance measures, such as the total net profit and average
inventory level, are selected for the manufacturer’s requirements. While other performance
measures, such as the average waiting time of customer orders, are designed for the
customer’s requirements. In addition, we record a set of special output data used in the
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risk-response mechanism, to check whether the mechanism is applied correctly; they are
also included in Table 3.7.
Recall Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5, the control logic of the risk-response mechanism
of the robust Kanban system has been described detailedly in these figures. Now we
implement the control logic in the simulation model by programming in Matlab language.
The 3 steps of applying the risk-response mechanism are executed periodically (in each
review period) during the simulation, till the terminating time (e.g. 4000 time unit in
simulation clock) is reached.
So far, the simulation model of the robust Kanban system with its risk-response mech-
anism has been completely established. Nextly, we want to check whether it is a useful
and correct simulation model to represent the conceptual model, the model verification
and validation work is then performed.
3.3.3 Model verification
Model verification is an important step of the simulation model development. It aims at
answering the question: "Are we building the model right?" In this study, the verification
of the Kanban simulation model is to find out whether the risk scenarios and the work-
ing mechanism of the robust Kanban system are correctly represented in the simulation
model. Especially, it is of great concern whether the proposed risk-response mechanism
is accurately implemented by the simulation model as designed in the conceptual model.
In order to observe the operation details of the simulation model, simulation anima-
tion is used to show the dynamic status changes of system elements during the system
operation. Animation data include such as the data series of the inventory level and back-
log level in the customer input buffer (see Figure 3.8), data series of monitor mi_rate
and mi_inv values (see Figure 3.9a,b), and data series of 3-level adjustable parameters
values (see Figure 3.9c,d). These data can provide very useful information for the model
verification (and validation). With these data we can gain more insights into the system
operation.
The verification work of the simulation model contains two parts. First, we examine
whether the basic dual-Kanban control mechanism is operated correctly. Second, we
verify whether the advanced risk-response mechanism, which can dynamically change
3-level system parameters, is implemented correctly.
Verification work part 1
We first set fixed values for all the parameters in the robust Kanban system, thus the
robust Kanban system can be seen as a normal Toyota Kanban system. Then we run
the simulation model and analyze output data, to check whether the dual-Kanban mech-
anism is working correctly. The plots in Figure 3.8 illustrate the dynamic changes of
the important output data during simulation. The output data include not only status
variables but also summary statistics (performance measures). For example, Plot a) and
b) display the real-time inventory and backlog levels of finished product in the customer
input buffer. Plot g) and h) show the average inventory backlog level over the past time,
and the average waiting time of customer orders (as performance measures). The other
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(a) Customer Order Backlog (b) Inventory of finished product
(c) Transport Kanban2 Backlog (d) Production Kanban2 Inventory
(e) Demand interarrival time (f) Smoothed demand interarrival time
(g) Average inventory and backlog level of fin-
ished product
(h) Average waiting time(per customer order)
(i) Average total WIP level (j) Number of completed orders
Figure 3.8: Typical simulation output data (system status and performance measures) vs.
Time in Robust Kanban System, given fixed-value parameters
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plots in Figure 3.8 also provide useful information about the system behavior. With the
output data plots, the system operating status can be visually represented. Every time
a simulation event occurs, values of relevant variables and parameters can be recorded in
the output data series. Then through analyzing the output data, we can know whether
the dual- Kanban mechanism is implemented correctly in the simulation model. For in-
stance, when a demand order arrives at the customer stage, we check the values of the
status variable "inventory and backlog level" before and after the demand arrival. When
a service completion event occurs at a workcell, we check whether the "inventory and
backlog level" in the input or output buffer is changed correctly. When analyzing the
simulation output data (as shown in Figure 3.8), we found that the observed behavior
and results of the dual-Kanban mechanism in the simulation model is in line with the
prediction given by the conceptual model. Hence, we conclude that the simulation model
is operating the dual-Kanban mechanism correctly.
Verification work part 2
In the second part, we aim to verify whether the risk-response mechanism can correctly
change the 3-level adjustable parameters (K,Ts, Ns, Tsu) in response to risks, as the con-
ceptual model designed.
Recall in Figure 3.5, we have listed all possible decision cases the robust Kanban
system may face. Following the control logic, we examine the actual response actions
taken by the simulation model when different risk events happen. If it is observed that
the output responses of simulation models are in accordance with the responses generated
by the conceptual model, we can then conclude that the risk-response mechanism of the
robust Kanban system is implemented correctly by the simulation model.
The second-part verification work was performed through a series of simulation ex-
periments. The output results and related analysis are presented as below.
We select some simulation output results as sample data to analyze. As an example,
Figure 3.9 shows some value change records of the monitors (mi_rate and mi_inv )
and the 3-level adjustable parameters (K,Ts, Ns, Tsu). They are collected from a single
simulation run of the robust Kanban system in a demand++ (severe demand increase)
risk scenario. The time spans of all the data fragments are identical, from 225 to 3000
in simulation clock, and the total operating time is 5000 time units in simulation clock.
Figure 3.9a) illustrates the value change of mi_rate as the simulation time passes. In ad-
dition to mi_rate, other items which account for the mi_rate value are also presented in
Figure 3.9a), including the smoothed machine service time, smoothed demand interarrival
time, and smoothed material supply time. And in Figure 3.9b), the smoothed inventory
level and backlog level of finished product, which are contributing factors of mi_inv, are
displayed in the same time span. As a supplement, the dashed line marks the inventory
upper control limit (we set UCL=4 in this example) in the same plot for reference.
Besides recording the value changes of monitors, we also observe the value changes
of the 3-level adjustable parameters during simulation. Figure 3.9c) presents the value
records of Kanban number K and Figure 3.9d) is about other adjustable parameters (Ma-
chine service time Ts, Server number Ns,Material supply time Tsu) in the same demand++
risk scenario.
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Figure 3.9: Value change records of monitors (mi_rate, mi_inv ) and 3-level adjustable
parameters (K,Ts, Ns, Tsu) in demand++ risk scenario (example data are from
a single simulation run)
By comparing the monitors’ value changes with the 3-level parameters’ value changes,
we find that the 3-level parameters are adjusted reasonably according to the observed
monitor values. For example, in Figure 3.9a) we observed that a sudden decrease of
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smoothed demand interarrival time (the green line) occurred around time 1000, which
caused an increase in mi_rate value. Then the smoothed backlog level in Figure 3.9b)
increased shortly after time 1000 due to the increased demand rate. To deal with the
demand-increase risk, the risk-response mechanism decided to take the response actions
of increasing the service capacity. The selected actions (the adjusted parameters) can be
observed in Figure 3.9c) and d). From Figure 3.9c), we can see that the Kanban number
gradually increased since the demand-increase risk occurred around time 1000. On the
other hand, the machine service time (in Figure 3.9d)) accordingly declined at the same
time. When the demand-increase risk was gone, the deviated monitor value gradually
went back to the normal range, and the 3-level parameters were correspondingly adjusted
back to the normal level too. Based on this observation, we can verify the risk-response
mechanism control logic is correctly implemented by the simulation model.
In conclusion, it is reasonable to conclude that the simulation model of the robust
Kanban system is a correct implementation of the conceptual model; the risk-response
mechanism of the robust Kanban system is accurately executed in the simulation envi-
ronment.
3.3.4 Model validation
Model validation is to find out whether the model is an accurate representation of the real
world system. It intends to answer the question: "Are we building the right model?" In
this study, the robust Kanban system is a newly developed model; no existing real system
can be observed and compared with the simulation model. Therefore, the validation of the
simulation model is mainly performed from two aspects: 1) analyze the simulation model
based on common sense in real life; 2) compare the simulation model with other existing
Kanban system models. The detailed validation work is presented in the following parts.
Validation work part 1
In Part 1 of the validation work, we conduct some simulation runs and collect their output
data to examine whether the output results are in line with the common sense (including
related theories and actual behaviors in real world). This is a basic and important step
of the model validation. If the result is satisfactory, further validation work can be done.
Otherwise, if the simulation results are inconsistent with reality, it can be inferred that
the model is not an appropriate representation of the real system; more adjustments are
required to improve the model formulation.
Here we did two common sense-based validation tests through running a series of
simulation experiments. We assume a set of different input parameters, then analyze the
output results to check whether the model behavior is in accordance with the real-life
behavior or common sense.
The first test is to run the Kanban system under a stable scenario. The output
results are shown in Figure 3.8. Take Figure 3.8g) and h) as an example to analyze.
These results are obtained from a simulation run in a stable scenario, where the demand
is stably distributed and the service rate is sufficient to cover the demand. From the
plots we can observe that, as the operating time passes, both the mean inventory backlog
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level and the mean waiting time tend to remain at stable levels, which implies the system
reached a stable operating status in the long run. This observation is consistent with the
theoretical knowledge about the queueing system. And in real world, it is also common
and reasonable for a production system with a sufficient service capacity and a stable
demand type to achieve a stable state, if the operating time is sufficiently long. Thus, the
first common sense-based validation test is passed.
The second test is to run the Kanban system in a series of different scenarios. Given
a series of different parameter conditions, the simulation model is run respectively under
each condition. We adjust the values of parameter K (Kanban number) and Ts (machine
service time) in each simulation run, but keep other parameters unchanged. In a single
simulation run, the values of parameters K and Ts are fixed over the entire operating
time, thus the robust Kanban system is equal to a traditional Toyota Kanban system.
But in different runs, the values of parameters are changed systematically as input condi-
tions. After a series of simulation runs, we can collect output results of interest (such as
mean net profit, mean inventory and backlog level) under each input condition (different
combinations of K and Ts values). Through analyzing the output data, we judge whether
the simulation model behavior is reasonable in real life.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the results of the second test. In this test, a series of simulation
runs is performed with parameter K ranging from 4 to 14 (integers), and Ts ranging from
1.4 to 1.8 time units (discrete values: 1.4, 1.6, 1.8). Since the mean value of demand
interarrival time is supposed to be 2 time units (tmeand =2), the average traffic intensity ρ
(ρ = λ/µ = Ts/tmeand ) is consequently ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 (discrete values: 0.7, 0.8,
0.9). The plots a)-e) in Figure 3.10 present the simulation results of related performance
measure.
In Figure 3.10a), we can observe that for each ρ (or Ts) value (ρ=0.7,0.8,0.9, indicating
Ts=1.4, 1.6, 1.8), the mean Netprofit data form an "arch" curve as parameter K (Kanban
number) changes from 4 to 14. There exists a peak point in each curve, and the peak
points are achieved with differentKvalues under different ρ (or Ts) values. The "arch"
form of the Netprofit curves is consistent with real world experience. Because when using
a small Kanban number in the system, the production rate and machine utilization are
limited at a low level; this could cause the risk of backlog orders and penalty cost. On the
contrary, when a large Kanban number is adopted, additional cost could be incurred due
to too much inventory stored in the buffers. Hence, there must be a better point between
the two extreme points, which can generate the lowest cost or the highest Netprofit value.
For example, as can be seen in Plot a), given ρ=0.8 (Ts=1.6), the maximum Netprofit
value (around 95) is reached at K=6. Given ρ=0.9 (Ts=1.8), the optimal Netprofit value
is 30 with K=8. And given ρ=0.7 (Ts=1.4), the optimal Netprofit value (around 75)
is achieved at K=5. Comparing the three Netprofit curves under different ρ values, we
can select the global optimal Netprofit value and its corresponding control parameters
K and Ts among all input parameter combinations. In this example, the global optimal
Netprofit value is around 95, which is reached atK=6 and Ts=1.8 (ρ=0.8). This numerical
example also suggests a simulation-based method to find the optimal setting of the 3-level
parameters.
In Figure 3.10b), we found that the mean inventory level has a linear relationship
with Kanban number. This is also a reasonable phenomenon. The inventory level is
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Figure 3.10: Simulation output results of validation test 2
limited by the Kanban number at that stage. The total number of Kanbans minus the
transport-underway Kanban number is the number of Kanbans remaining in the buffer,
which means the inventory level in that buffer. If the transport-underway Kanban number
is relatively stable (given stable demand rate and transport time, the transport-underway
Kanban is then stable), it is no surprise that the inventory level and Kanban number form
a linear relationship.
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Figure 3.10c) and d) show us the relationship between the mean order backlog level
and the Kanban number. Plot c) is a normal plot, while Plot d) is a semi-log plot (Y-axis is
log(Backlog level value), X-axis is normal Kanban number value). The linear relationship
observed in semi-log plot d) implies that an exponential function is a good approximation
for the "Backlog level vs. Kanban number" relationship. In this example, the customer
demand interarrival time is assumed to be exponentially distributed, and the machine
service time is constant, this is a special input condition with the exponential feature. It
is wondered whether the exponential-relationship conclusion obtained from this semi-log
plot can be extended to other cases, such as the cases with a gamma, uniform or other
general distribution of demand interarrival time and service time. Further investigation
of this problem is carried out in the following study; it can be found in Section 4.1.3.
Lastly, Figure 3.10e) presents the changes of customer service level as the Kanban
number increases. The observation is also parallel to common sense: the more Kanban
cards we use (implying more inventory is stored in the buffer), the more probably the
customer order is filled without delay. To be noted, the customer service level (order
fill rate without delay) is increasing as the Kanban number increases, but the marginal
increasing rate is becoming lower and lower. There seems to be a "saturation point" for
the Kanban number, and there also exists an upper limit 1 for the service level, which
can be never exactly achieved.
Validation work part 2
Since there is no existing robust Kanban system in real world, we cannot compare the
simulation model with real systems. Therefore, we consider comparing the new simulation
model with other existing Kanban models as part 2 of the validation work.
The robust Kanban system is a flexible system, if we define specific system structures
and parameters for the system, some other Kanban systems can be built as special versions
of the robust Kanban system. For example, if all 3-level adjustable parameters are kept
constant, the robust Kanban system is identical to a traditional Toyota Kanban system
(standard Kanban system). If only the Kanban number is allowed to change, the robust
Kanban system can be seen as an adaptive Kanban system (Tardif and Maaseidvaag
2001). Therefore in this study, we select two Kanban system models presented in literature
(DiMascolo, Frein and Dallery 1996; Tardif and Maaseidvaag 2001) as comparison objects
for the robust Kanban system model. We model the structures and working mechanisms
of the two object models based on modifying the parameters of the robust Kanban system
model. We set the same input data in the two object models as the data used in literature,
then run the models in the simulation environment to see whether the output results are
identical to the results given in literature. If the results are identical, it can be inferred
that the robust Kanban system with the specified configuration is a correct representation
of the Kanban models from literature. This can be seen as a kind of validation for the
robust Kanban system simulation model.
The two Kanban system models we selected from literature are typical Kanban mod-
els in the Kanban systems development history. The first model is the traditional Toyota
Kanban system which uses a constant Kanban number (refer to DiMascolo(1996)). The
second model is an inventory-based adaptive Kanban system model where the Kanban
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Number
of
stages
Number
of Kan-
bans
Demand
rate λ
Backlog
level(from
*1)
Backlog
level(this
work)
Relative error =
(Rsim −Rlit)/Rlit
3 5 0.100 0 0 0
3 5 0.500 0.033 0.0325 -1.52%
3 5 0.625 0.230 0.2211 -3.91%
3 5 0.800 4.260 4.2650 0.12%
Table 3.8: Results comparison for traditional Kanban system: data from literature*1 vs.
data from robust Kanban system simulation model (*1: DiMascolo, Frein et
al. 1996)
KERC Total cost Z Total cost Z Relative error
(Kanban
Code in*2)
(from *2) (this work) = (Rsim −Rlit)/Rlit
6000 6.3903 6.3905 0.00%
6100 6.2658 6.2663 0.01%
6200 6.2505 6.2553 0.08%
6300 6.2443 6.2455 0.02%
5134 6.1096 6.1144 0.08%
4634 5.6122 5.6302 0.32%
Table 3.9: Results comparison for adaptive Kanban system: data from literature*2 vs.
data from robust Kanban system simulation model (*2: Tardif and Maaseid-
vaag 2001)
number can be dynamically changed (refer to Tardif (2001)). Based on modifying some
parameters of the robust Kanban system simulation model, we rebuilt simulation models
for the two object models, with following their configuration given in literature. The
traditional Kanban system model is a 3-stage production system using only Production
Kanban. And the inventory-based adaptive Kanban system model is a single-stage system
using only Production Kanban. Accordingly, when rebuilding the two models, the Trans-
port Kanban function in the robust Kanban system model is blocked, and the number
of stages in the robust Kanban system model is modified. After specifying the system
configuration, we conduct simulation experiments for the two rebuilt simulation models,
and then compare the output results with the results from literature.
The output results of the two rebuilt simulation models and the original results from
literature are summarized in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9. Comparing the simulation and lit-
erature results, we can see that the results of simulation models obtained by the modified
robust Kanban system model are basically consistent with the results given in literature.
The relative errors between simulation results and literature results are all within ac-
ceptable ranges. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the traditional Kanban system
and the adaptive Kanban system can be modeled correctly by the robust Kanban system
simulation model. The conclusion implies the robust Kanban system is comparing well
with the two typical Kanban systems (although not real world systems). Thus the second
part of the validation work is accomplished.
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So far, the two parts of the validation work have been accomplished. From the
validation results, some basic behavior rules of the robust Kanban system can be observed
and summarized. This is helpful for our further study. Although there is no existing
real world system for us to compare as validation, the comparison between the robust
Kanban system simulation model and real world experience, or other Kanban models
from literature, can still provide useful information as validation.
In this chapter, we have described a detailed conceptual model, and built the simu-
lation model for the robust Kanban system. The parameters with respect to the system
configuration or the risk-response mechanism implementation are introduced in this chap-
ter with describing their functions, but the methods for determining their values are not
discussed yet. The methods will be discussed in the next chapter.
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In order to apply the robust Kanban system, the values of two types of parameters need
to be carefully determined. The first-type parameters are related to determining the con-
figuration of the robust Kanban system. For instance, the 3-level adjustable parameters
(Kanban number, machine service time, server number, and backup supplier proportion)
are of the first type. The second-type parameters are related to the risk-response mech-
anism application. The smoothing weight factors used in monitor value calculation, and
the control limit parameters involved in decision-making criteria, belong to the second
type.
In Chapter 3 we have introduced the basic functions of the parameters. However, the
methods about how to determine suitable values for them are not discussed yet. In this
chapter, we aim to solve the parameter-setting problem. The remainder of this chapter is
organized as follows. First, in Section 4.1, the methods for deciding the 3-level adjustable
parameters (for system configuration) are introduced; the parameter setting is derived
based on mathematical programming. Nextly in Section 4.2, the estimation methods for
setting the control parameters used in the risk-response mechanism are explained.
4.1 Decision of 3-level adjustable parameters
When the environment is stable or repetitive, the traditional Kanban system can perform
well with using a fixed Kanban number. Hence, in stable scenarios, we can use deter-
ministic or simple stochastic models to determine a set of constant parameter settings
for the Kanban system. It is more convenient and practical to obtain solutions in these
models than in a complex stochastic model. Although some simplifying assumptions and
restrictions are included in the deterministic or simple stochastic models, they can still
provide useful information. In this study, it is supposed that the environment is uncertain,
various risks may happen to the system. Hence, to investigate the behavior of the robust
Kanban system in the uncertain environment, we select a series of typical risk scenarios to
represent the uncertain environment. Each risk scenario can be seen as a stable scenario
with some embedded risk events. Thus, we first study the parameter setting methods for
the robust Kanban system in a stable scenario. Then, referring to the results, we further
analyze the parameter-setting problem in risk scenarios.
In this work, if all the parameters and variables used in a scenario are known with
certainty, we consider it as a "stable scenario". The parameters and variables could be
either deterministic or stochastic but with certain distribution types and parameters. For
example, a stable scenario can have an exponentially distributed customer demand inter-
arrival time. Although the demand interarrival time is a random variable, the distribution
type and scale parameter (mean demand rate) of demand interarrival time are constant.
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So it is seen as a stable scenario. Other scenarios with uncertain values or distributions
of the parameters and variables are classified as risk scenarios, from which we select some
typical risk scenarios to do further study.
The work in Section 4.1 is to find the suitable values for 3-level adjustable parameters
(Kanban number, machine service time, server number, and backup supplier proportion),
which characterize the basic structure of the robust Kanban system. We developed a
mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model to help determine the 3-level pa-
rameters. The solutions obtained from the MINLP model can be thought of as the optimal
parameter setting for the robust Kanban system in the stable scenario. Meanwhile, the
MINLP model solutions can also provide useful reference for parameter-setting decisions
in other risk scenarios. The MINLP-model solutions can be used as the baseline (and ini-
tial) parameter setting, when operating the robust Kanban system in other risk scenarios.
4.1.1 Introduction of decision model (MINLP)
In order to determine suitable values of the 3-level adjustable parameters, we formulate
a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model by using the AIMMS language
package (Bisschop 2006).
Through implementing the MINLP model, the optimal solutions of the 3-level ad-
justable parameters setting can be obtained. Given a specific stable scenario, the MINLP
model can help the robust Kanban system select an optimal parameter setting that gen-
erates minimum total cost. Then, in other risk scenarios (where risk events are added
into the stable scenarios), the optimal solutions of the stable scenarios can be used as
baseline-setting, which is important reference for the parameter-setting in other risk sce-
narios.
The objective of the MINLP model is to minimize the total cost of operating the
robust Kanban system. The total cost consists of inventory holding cost, order backlog
penalty cost, and the cost of changing 3-level parameters. Decision variables in the MINLP
model are the 3-level adjustable parameters. To formulate the model, the relationships
between model objective and decision variables need to be figured out. In reality, it is
usually difficult to develop accurate functional relationships between the total cost and
decision variables; hence approximation methods are adopted here to formulate the cost
functions. Moreover, the constraints about system elements’ relationships and the ranges
of adjusting parameters are also contained in the MINLP model.
We do the following steps to build and apply the MINLP model. First step, the
information about the system operation features should be collected as preliminary, in
order to specify the input conditions of the model. The information includes such as
the system structure, the adjusting ranges of machine service capacities, cost coefficients
of operating service equipment, the probability distribution of demand interarrival time.
Second step, the decision variables, and related parameters used in the MINLP model
should be clearly defined; we should make the model simple but never too simple. Third
step, the constraints should be well considered and formulated. Forth step, the formulas
of calculating the inventory cost, backlog cost, changing and operating 3-level parameters
cost, need to be identified to generate the objective cost function. Lastly, the MINLP
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model is then implemented and solved using AIMMS language package. The solution
results can be conveniently obtained by running the AIMMS model in a computer.
A verbal statement of the MINLP model is summarized as follows:
Objective: to minimize the total cost of operating the robust Kanban System
Totalcost = costinventory + costbacklog + costchange3levelparameters
Subject to (constraints):
Rate constraints:
supply rate>= demand rate
process rate>=demand rate
transport rate>= demand rate
Capacity constraints
Respective domains of 3-level decision variables
Service level constraints(optional):
Probability {demand order waiting time is 0} ≥ target service level
The above verbal model is subsequently formulated as a mathematical model. The
variables and parameters used in the MINLP model are summarized as below:
Indices:
i Index of stages i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I, c}
Variables:
Kpi Number of Production Kanbans at stage i,
Kpi ∈ [minKpi,maxKpi], integer
Kti Number of Transport Kanbans at stage i,
Kti ∈ [minKti,maxKti], integer
Tsi Single-machine service time at stage i,
e.g. Tsi ∈ [80% Ts0i, 120% Ts0i], where Ts0i is a baseline value
(constant)
Nsi Number of in-use servers at stage i, e.g. Nsi ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Tsu Material supply time required at the supplier stage, Tsu > 0
prbackup Material supply proportion from the backup supplier, e.g.
prbackup ∈ [0, 0.5]
Parameters:
sl Target service level (order fill rate without delay), 0 < sl < 1
td Customer demand interarrival time (could be a stochastic parame-
ter, e.g. td ∼ exp(1/tmeand ))
tmeand Mean value of td
tsld Critical value of demand time, which makes Pr
{
td ≤ tsld
}
= sl
hi Inventory holding cost per product unit per time unit at stage i
bi Backlog penalty cost per product unit per time unit at stage i
cKpi Cost of operating a Production Kanban per time unit at stage i
cKti Cost of operating a Transport Kanban per time unit at stage i
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cStimei Cost coefficient of adopting the selected machine service time at
stage i
cServeri Cost coefficient of operating a server per time unit at stage i
cSupplieri Cost coefficient of changing the supplier proportion contract each
time
Kmeani Number of Kanbans required at stage i to cover the mean demand
rate
sf Safety factor which makes demand rate
service rate
≤ 1
sf
≤ 1
Tci Kanban collection time at stage i,
Tci = max{Tcproductioni , T ctransporti }
Tcproductioni Time of collecting a Production Kanban at stage i
T ctransporti Time of collecting a Transport Kanban at stage i
I i Estimated mean inventory level at stage i,
I i = Ki −Kmeani
Bi Estimated mean order backlog level at stage i
To be noted, here we add a simplifying assumption in the Kanban system: we assume
Kpi = Kti at stage i. Thus for the sake of simplicity, the decision variables Kanban
number Kpi, Kti can be rewritten by dropping the subscript as Ki. In the following text,
the notation Ki will be used instead of Kpi or Kti. Suppose a specific stage i is the
bottleneck stage, then Ki signifies the number of Kanbans used at the bottleneck stage i.
4.1.2 Constraints
The constraints in the MINLP model can group into two types: rate constraints and
capacity constraints. In addition, another optional service-level constraint can be also
added into the model depending on the decision maker’s requirement. The reasons and
methods for formulating the constraints are explained as below.
Rate constraints
• supply rate ≥ demand rate
• process rate ≥ demand rate
• Kanban collection rate (or called transport rate) ≥ demand rate
The robust Kanban system model is essentially a complex queueing network. There-
fore the stable condition in queueing theory ( ρ = λ/µ < 1 ) can be applied to the robust
Kanban system model as well. The rate constraints in the MINLP model are designed
based on the stable condition. In the condition formula ρ = λ/µ < 1, λ means the average
customer demand rate, µ signifies the average service rate of the bottleneck stage (the
slowest stage), and ρ is the traffic intensity of the queueing system. The queue is stable
only if ρ < 1 , namely λ < µ, which means the service completion rate is larger than the
demand arrival rate. Otherwise ρ ≥ 1, the waiting queue will grow indefinitely long, and
the system cannot achieve a stable state. In the robust Kanban system model, the service
rate µ could have different interpretations. The material supply rate at the supplier stage,
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the goods transporting rate between stages, and the processing rate in the workcell, all
these rates could affect the final service rate of the Kanban system. Therefore, the stable
condition is interpreted in the robust Kanban system using three rate constraints: supply
rate≥demand rate; process rate≥demand rate; and Kanban collection rate (or transport
rate)≥demand rate.
Write the first constraint "Supply rate≥ Demand rate" in another form, it is: "Supplier
material supply time ·sf ≤ Demand interarrival time". Here we add a safety factor sf
(sf = 1 + ε > 1, εis a small positive) in the constraint formula to ensure that supplier
material supply time is strictly less than customer demand interarrival time, because
ρ = λ/µ should be strictly less than 1 in the stable condition. It can be inferred that,
higher sf values will lead to lower probability of order backlog. Usually the sf value is
set slightly above 1. Here we set the safety factor sf=1.01 as an initial estimation. Then,
we rewrite the verbal supply rate constraint in a mathematical form, as shown in Formula
4.1.
Tsu · sf ≤ tmeand (4.1)
The second constraint "Process rate ≥ Demand rate" is interpreted as "Machine
time/Server Number ·sf ≤Demand interarrival time" in the robust Kanban system model.
We estimate the average process time of the entire workcell by dividing the single-machine
service time by the number of servers. The average process time of a workcell should be
less than the mean demand interarrival time, if the system can reach a stable state.
Formula 4.2 is the mathematical formula for the process rate constraint.
Tsi · sf ≤ tmeand ·Nsi (4.2)
The third constraint "Kanban collection rate ≥ demand rate" is related to the Kanban
cycling rate; it is represented by "Kanban collection time/Kanban Number ·sf ≤ Demand
interarrival time". The time consumed to recollect a Kanban into its buffer is called
Kanban collection time. For a Transport Kanban, the time includes the transporting-
underway time and the waiting time spent at the blocked output buffer. For a Production
Kanban, the time includes machine process time and waiting time spent at the blocked
input buffer. We consider the arrival of a Kanban card in the buffer as an arrival event;
thus, the Kanban collection time divided by Kanban number can be seen as the mean
Kanban interarrival time. The Kanban interarrival time is supposed to be less than the
average demand interarrival time, because if the Kanban number is not sufficient to make
the Kanban interarrival rate cover the demand rate, the customer waiting queue will grow
infinitely long. This constraint is represented by Formula 4.3.
Tci · sf ≤ tmeand ·Ki ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I} (4.3)
Capacity constraints
• Domain of Kanban number Ki
• Domain of single-machine service time Tsi
• Domain of server number Nsi
• Domain of supplier material supply time Tsu
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The capacity constraints refer to the domains of decision variables. Namely, which val-
ues (or ranges) are available for the decision variables to take. The domain constraints are
considered because the capacity of machines or other service facilities is always bounded
in practice. For example, if only two servers can be maximally located in a workcell due
to the economic capacity, the domain of Nsi is consequently {1,2}. If the process ma-
chine has only three optional speed levels (e.g. speed=1, 2, 3 product units/min) to work,
the domain of Tsi is then {1,1/2,1/3}. The capacity constraints are given arbitrarily
depending on the practical situation of relevant service equipment.
Service level constraints (optional)
• Probability{order waiting time=0} ≥ target service level
The service level constraint is an optional constraint in the MINLP model, as a supple-
ment to the above-mentioned constraints. The rate and capacity constraints are included
with considering the average operation level. With the rate and capacity constraints, it
can be ensured that the Kanban system can operate without indefinite congestion and
reach a stable state in the long run. The model objective is to minimize the total cost.
If we use only the rate and capacity constraints in the MINLP model, optimal solutions
that generate the minimum cost can be already derived. However, if a specific service
level is required by the customers (e.g. order fill rate is expected to be above 90%), only
using the rate and capacity constraints is not sufficient. In this situation, the service level
constraint should be taken into consideration, to guarantee the system can reach a 90%
customer service level. The service level constraint in the MINLP model is a probabilis-
tic constraint, it means "Probability{customer order waiting time is 0} ≥ service level"
(denoted by Service Level Constraint-a).
In the model, the customer demand interarrival time td is supposed to be a stochastic
parameter with a specified probability distribution. The cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of td is roughly known for calculation in the probabilistic constraint. The prob-
abilistic constraint is not easy to solve. Hence, to solve it, we first consider a stricter
interpretation of Service Level Constraint-a): "Prob{Kanban interarrival time ≤ demand
interarrival time} ≥ target service level" (denoted by Service Level Constraint-b). Write
Constraint-b in a mathematical form, it is (see Formula 4.4):
Prob{Tci
Ki
≤ td} ≥ sl (4.4)
In Constraint-b, the probability that Kanban interarrival time is less than demand
interarrival time, is supposed to be above the required service level sl. However, it should
be noted that, Constraint-b is stricter than the original Service Level Constraint-a, be-
cause there is usually Kanban inventory remaining in the buffer. In the robust Kanban
system, each stage has an output buffer. Usually some product stocks are stored in the
buffer as inventory, waiting for demand arrivals. Imagine two extreme situations of the
inventory level. If the inventory level is always maintained around 100 stock units in the
buffer, then seldom will an unsatisfied demand order (order backlog) occur. By contrast,
if the inventory level is controlled to be no more than 1 product unit, then the order back-
log will happen much more frequently. From the two extreme situations, we can see the
important functions of the buffer and inventory. The inventory can cushion the conflict
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between demand and supply, the smoothing effect is especially obvious when the demand
or supply is with high variability. When holding sufficient inventory in the buffer, the
customer service level can be significantly improved as a result. In the robust Kanban
system, each stage holds an input buffer and an output buffer. Suppose the bottleneck
stage of the system is stage i. Now we focus on stage i. On average, Ki−Kmeani product
units (with Transport Kanbans i ) are remaining in the input buffer of stage i+1, and
waiting for demand order arrivals. It is not necessary to require that each Kanban inter-
arrival time should be less than demand interarrival time as Constraint-b stated. Instead,
a relaxed but still sufficient constraint interpretation of the original Constraint-a can be:
Probability{time of recollecting Ki − Kmeani consecutive Kanbans ≤ time of consuming
Ki −Kmeani consecutive Kanbans}(denoted by Service Level Constraint-c).
We write Constraint-c in a mathematical form, it is represented by Formulas 4.5.
Pr{Tci
Ki
· (Ki −Kmeani ) ≤
Ki−Kmeani∑
j=1
tjd} ≥ sl (4.5a)
i.e. Pr{Tci
Ki
≤
Ki−Kmeani∑
j=1
tjd
Ki −Kmeani
= X
Ki −Kmeani
} ≥ sl (4.5b)
Further, Tci
Ki
≤ Xsl
Ki −Kmeani
=
(
Ki−Kmeani∑
j=1
tjd
)
sl
Ki −Kmeani
(4.5c)
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce a symbol X in Formula 4.5b) to denote the
sum of Ki −Kmeani consecutive td value (X =
Ki−Kmeani∑
j=1
tjd ). Suppose a specific situation,
where the random variable td is exponentially distributed with mean value tmeand , i.e.
td ∼ exp( 1tmean
d
). Then it can be reasoned that X is a random variable following the
Erlang distribution: X ∼ Erlang
(
Ki −Kmeani , 1tmean
d
)
. In order to solve Formula 4.5b),
the probability distribution of td and X should be roughly known as preliminary. In this
"exponential demand time distribution" example, we can obtain td ∼ exp( 1tmean
d
) and X ∼
Erlang
(
Ki −Kmeani , 1tmean
d
)
which is convenient for further calculation. Nevertheless, in
other general cases, the probability distribution of td and X may be difficult to acquire.
In these situations, we can collect a set of important quantile points of td distribution
(e.g. 50%, 75%, 80%, 90% data points) to get a big picture of td distribution for further
calculation.
The item Xsl in Formula 4.5c) means the critical value of X which leads to Pr{X ≤
Xsl} = sl. Like Formula 4.5b) and c), the constraint formula using an exact probability
distribution is usually too complicated to calculate in practice. To overcome the lim-
itation, an approximation method is used to calculate Formula 4.5c). The right hand
item Xsl
Ki−Kmeani
is replaced by a simpler approximation item Xsl
Kiapproximate−Kmeani
. Here
Kiapproximate is a constant, hence the service level constraint using XslKiapproximate−Kmeani
instead of Xsl
Ki−Kmeani
is much simpler for the MINLP model to solve. The value of
Kiapproximate should be appropriately determined. For example, when we solve the
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MINLP model with considering only the rate and capacity constraints, the obtained
optimal Ki solution is a good value for Kiapproximate. And the mean inventory level in
the buffer is now estimated by Kiapproximate − Kmeani . The distribution of X is simpli-
fied as: X ∼ Erlang
(
Kiapproximate −Kmeani , 1tmean
d
)
, where the original shape parameter
Ki −Kmeani is replaced by a constant parameter Kiapproximate −Kmeani . After the simpli-
fying procedures, now Formula 4.5c) can be approximately calculated in a simpler form
as shown in Formula 4.6.
Tci
Ki
· sf ≤ Xsl
Kiapproximate −Kmeani
(4.6)
Comparing the previous exact Formula 4.5a) with the simplified approximation For-
mula 4.6, we can find that only the variable Ki is included in Formula 4.6, all other items
are constant parameters. The approximation makes the calculation of the service-level
constraint much easier than using Formula 4.5a).
4.1.3 Objective function
The objective of MINLP model is to minimize the total cost. The total cost is composed of
three cost items: inventory cost, backlog cost, and the cost of changing 3-level parameters.
Inventory cost is a function of inventory level, and it reflects the production efficiency.
Backlog cost is a function of the order backlog level (the number of unfinished customer
demand orders) or a function of customer waiting time, and it can indicate customer
service quality. The probability of satisfying demand orders without delay (customer
service level) is affected by how much inventory is stored in the buffer as safety stocks,
when other service capacity parameters are fixed. The more inventory stocks the buffer
stores, the more probably the demand order is satisfied without delay (no backlog order
is incurred). However, the goal of decreasing the backlog level is achieved at the price of
increasing the safety stock level. There is a trade-off relationship between inventory cost
and backlog cost.
The third cost item is the cost caused by changing 3-level parameters, including the
parameter Ki (Kanban number), Tsi (machine service time), Nsi (server number), and
prbackup (material supply proportion of the backup supplier). The 3-level parameters char-
acterize the capacity of service equipment in the robust Kanban system. It is reasonable
to assume that, working with small-capacity equipment will cause less operating cost.
There is also a trade-off relationship between the change 3-level parameters cost and the
backlog cost. Compared with using a sufficient machine capacity, to operate the Kanban
system using a tight machine capacity will save more operating cost. Nevertheless, the
potential risk of order backlog will increase at the same time; more backlog cost will be
caused.
To sum up, the objective function of the MINLP model is to minimize "Total cost", the
total cost function is shown in Formula 4.7, where Costinventory, Costbacklog, Costchange3level
represent respectively the inventory cost, backlog cost, and the cost of changing 3-level
parameters.
Costtotal = Costinventory + Costbacklog + Costchange3level (4.7)
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The calculation methods of the secondary cost items Costinventory, Costbacklog,
Costchange3level will be sequentially discussed in the following parts.
Inventory cost function
As mentioned earlier, the inventory cost is designed as a function of the inventory level
I i. In a Kanban system, the inventory is controlled by the number of Kanbans at that
stage, hence the mean inventory level can be approximately calculated by the function:
I i = finventory(·) = Ki −Kmeani (4.8)
Kmeani = Tci/tmeand (4.9)
Here I i represents the mean inventory level at stage i, Ki is the actual Kanban number
working at stage i, and Kmeani means the Kanban number required to satisfy a mean
demand rate. Kmeani also implies there are on average Kmeani Kanbans that are not stored
in the buffer but transported underway. Therefore, the total Kanban number Ki minus
the underway Kanban number Kmeani is equal to the average Kanban number suspended
in the buffer as inventory, namely, I i = Ki−Kmeani . Based on this analysis, the inventory
cost is designed as a function of the inventory level. The total inventory cost is a sum of
inventory cost caused at each stage, its calculation is presented by Formula 4.10. hi is the
inventory holding cost rate (the holding cost per product unit per time unit) at stage i.
Costinventory(·) =
i=I∑
i=1
hi · I i =
i=I∑
i=1
hi · (Ki −Kmeani ) (4.10)
The inventory cost shown in Formula 4.10 is a function of a series of parameters Ki.
To investigate the effects of Kanban number at the bottleneck stage, we add a simplifying
assumption into the Kanban system model: the cyclic Kanban number at other stages
is parallel to the Kanban number at the bottleneck stage, namely, all Ki = K. Thus
Cinventory(·) can be simplified as a function of a single parameter K, instead of a series of
parameters Ki. It is shown in Formula 4.11.
Costinventory(K) =
i=I∑
i=1
hi · (K −Kmeani ) (4.11)
Change 3-level parameters cost function
The cost of changing 3-level parameters is relevant to the cost of operating the service
equipment controlled by the 3-level parameters. We assume that the relationship between
the operating cost and 3-level parameters is linear. The cost function is presented in
Formula 4.12.
Costchange3level(·) = CostKanban + Coststime + Costserver + Costsupplier
= cKanban ·K + cstime · 1
Ts
+ cserver ·Ns + csupplier · 1
Tsu
(4.12)
The parameters cKanban, cstime, cserverandcsupplier are cost coefficients of related decision
variablesK,Ts, Ns, Tsu. The cost coefficients should be specified according to the practical
situation of the factory or the decision maker’s opinion.
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Backlog cost function
Backlog cost is designed as a function of the customer order backlog level Bi. The order
backlog level is the shortage of finished product in the input buffer of the customer stage;
it is an important performance measure. In this model we just focus on the backlog
level at the customer stage, the remaining stages’ backlog orders are not included in the
calculation of backlog cost. The backlog cost function is shown by Formula 4.13, where
Bfinalis the mean order backlog level at the customer stage, and bc is the backlog cost
coefficient (the penalty cost per product unit per time unit).
Costbacklog(·) = bc ·Bfinal (4.13)
The calculation of Bfinal is not as simple as the calculation of I i, because the rela-
tionship between Bfinal and the 3-level parameters (the decision variables in the MINLP
model, including K,Ts, Ns, Tsu) is not explicit. It was difficult to find a direct analytical
function to represent the relationship. In this study, the calculation of Bfinal is mainly
based on approximation or simulation-based methods. Namely, we use the data from
simulation experiments to determine the backlog cost function. Given a stable scenario,
the value of Bfinal is dependent on the 3-level parameters that characterize the system
service capacity. The values of parameters like Kanban number K, machine service time
Ts, and server number Ns may affect the order backlog level. If we treat K as a variable,
and keep Ts and Ns as fixed-value parameters, then the function of mean backlog level
can be described as
Bfinal = fρbacklog (K) (4.14)
where ρ = λ
µ
= Ts/Ns
tmeand
(4.15)
Here the parameter ρ is the service traffic intensity, and the values of Ts, Ns and
tmeand are known in advance as deterministic parameters. As can be seen in Formula 4.15,
the value of ρ is determined by the demand parameter tmeand and other service-capacity
parameters except Kanban number K. Therefore, when different ρ values are given, the
Kanban system configuration (except Kanban number K) is already specified. Further,
when the value of K is specified, the performance of the Kanban system is accordingly
determined as a certain result.
To develop the Bfinal function, we consider two methods: analytical method and
simulation-based method.
If the analytical function for the relationship between Bfinal and 3-level parameters
can be developed, the application of it will be convenient, and the calculation results
are accurate. Nevertheless the formulation of analytical functions is usually difficult.
Generally, the application of analytical methods is limited, because these methods are
only suitable for the simple or some specific Kanban system models with simplifying
assumptions and restrictions, such as a single-stage system, or a multi-stage system with
exponentially distributed service time.
By contrast, simulation-based methods are more practical, they can be applied to
more Kanban systems which have general structures. For example, in the robust Kanban
system model, we can do simulation experiments to find out the functional relationship
Bfinal = fρbacklog (K). By trying a set of different K values under a fixed ρ-value on the
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simulation model, we can obtain a set of sample data points (K,Bfinal) for the given ρ-
value. Then, based on the sample data points, the curve fitting can be taken to formulate
the Bfinal function. However, the simulation method has also shortcomings. Simulation is
often time-consuming; many simulation experiments need to be taken to generate enough
output data.
Both methods have advantages and limitations. For different problems, we select
appropriate methods according to the problem features and conditions. In the following
parts, we will discuss the application of analytical and simulation methods sequentially
for the robust Kanban system.
Backlog level function: 1) Analytical method
The analytical method for formulating the backlog level function is based on queueing
theory.
In the Kanban system, the performance of the bottleneck stage has crucial influence
on the final output service rate. All downstream stages will be affected by the bottleneck
stage. If we focus on the behavior of the bottleneck stage, the final service rate of the entire
system can be known roughly. Therefore, we employ a G/G/k queue model to study the
behavior of the bottleneck stage; we treat the bottleneck stage as a single-stage queueing
system. Although the single-stage G/G/k queue model is a simplified approximation for
the real bottleneck stage, it can still help us draw some insights into the entire Kanban
system, especially the relationship between the order backlog level and Kanban number.
To formulate the backlog level function of the G/G/k queue, we first analyze a simpler
M/M/k queue as preliminary. In an M/M/k queue (Kleinrock 1976; Gross and Harris
1998), the mean waiting queue length Lq (the mean order backlog level) is calculated by:
Lq =
+∞∑
n=k+1
(n− k) pn =
+∞∑
n=k+1
(n− k) (kρ)
n
k!kn−k p0 =
(kρ)kρ
k!(1− ρ)2p0 (4.16)
where ρ = λ/kµ < 1 and pn is the probability that there are n customers staying in the
queue in the steady state. The parameter p0 can be calculated by Formula 4.17 (Gross
and Harris 1998):
p0 =
(
k−1∑
n=0
(kρ)n
n! +
(kρ)k
k! (1− ρ)
)−1
(4.17)
Then by applying Little’s law (Gross and Harris 1998), the mean waiting time of customer
orders can be obtained by Formula 4.18:
Wq = Lq/λ (4.18)
The calculation of Lq or Wq in a G/G/k queue is not as simple as in an M/M/k,
no explicit analytical formula can be applied for calculating Lq. However, there is vast
literature concerned with appximation methods for calculating Lq or Wq. In this work,
we adopt a practical approximation method to estimate Lq or Wq of the G/G/k queue,
it is provided by Allen (1990).
Allen (1990) suggested a simple approximation method for any G/G/k queue to es-
timate the mean waiting time Wq (or mean waiting queue length Lq). It is called the
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Allen-Cunneen (AC) approximation formula, as shown by Formula 4.19.
Wq ≈ pcb(k)
k(1− ρ) ·
(
C2D + C2S
2
)
· 1
µ
(4.19a)
Lq = Wq · λ (4.19b)
In Formula 4.19b), CD = σ(D)/E(D) is the coefficient of variation of demand interarrival
time D, and Cs = σ(S)/E(S) is the coefficient of variation of service time S. The item
pcb represents the probability that all k servers are busy in an M/M/k queueing system;
in another word, pcb is the probability that the customer waiting time is above zero. For
the special case k = 1, we have pcb = ρ; and for other general cases where k > 1,
pcb(k) =
+∞∑
n=k+1
pn =
+∞∑
n=k+1
(kρ)n
k!kn−k p0 =
(kρ)kρ
k!(1− ρ)p0 (4.20)
It should be noted, the Allen-Cunneen approximation formula is an exact calculation
formula for M/G/1 and M/M/k queues, and for other general queues it is an approxi-
mation formula. Although the formula was developed from computer techniques without
formal proof, AC formula often gives a good approximation to Wq and Lq (Tanner 1995).
Tanner did an extensive testing in various situations, and stated that Wq and Lq values
obtained by the AC formula were within 10% of their true values. Hence, in this work,
we recommend the Allen-Cunneen approximation formula to estimate the mean waiting
time Wq and mean backlog level Lq for a given G/G/k queue.
The above-mentioned analytical methods are suitable estimation tools when we study
a single-stage queueing model. For multi-stage systems, like the 5-stage robust Kanban
system model in this work, the results of the analytical methods are not accurate. How-
ever, we can still use the analytical methods to derive some basic performance results as
reference for further study on complex systems.
Backlog level function: 2) Simulation-based method
The second method for developing the backlog level function is based on simulation exper-
iments. Running the simulation model of the robust Kanban system (refer to Section 3.3
and Figure 3.2) under different input conditions, we can obtain a collection of output data.
The output data provide useful reference for generating the backlog level function. For
example, based on the data points, we can do curve fitting to find a good approximation
function for the backlog level.
The steps of implementing the simulation-based method are as follows. First, we define
a series of input conditions (giving different values to input parameters and variables).
Then we conduct the simulation experiments under each condition, and record the output
results. At last, we analyze the output results of interest, such as total cost, inventory
level, and backlog level, to derive the functional relationship between the mean order
backlog level and the decision variables (the 3-level parameters, e.g. Kanban number).
Using the simulation output data, the plot of data points (K,Bfinal) can be drawn to
depict the relationship between the mean order backlog level and Kanban number. For
example, the backlog level curves under different ρ values are displayed in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1a) presents the curves of Bfinal vs.K under different ρ values; and Figure 4.1b)
shows the curves of log(Bfinal) vs. K under different ρ values. In all simulation runs, the
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input demand interarrival time is a random variable following an exponential distribution
(The exponential distribution is denoted by M, the mean value is 1/λ), and the single-
machine service time is constant (The constant distribution is denoted by D, the mean
value is 1/µ). The parameter ρ is set with different values in different simulation runs.
We set ρ value by specifying λ, µ, k for the Kanban system (ρ = λ/kµ, where k is the
number of servers at the bottleneck stage).
The notation like M/D/085, M/D/09 shown in Figure 4.1 signify some characteristics
of the robust Kanban system simulation model. The first letter means the distribution
type of demand interarrival time, e.g. M corresponds to exponential distribution. The
second letter means the distribution type of single-machine service time at the bottleneck
stage, e.g. D indicates the constant (deterministic) distribution. The third number means
the adopted ρ value; for example, 085 means ρ=0.85, 09 means ρ=0.9, and 06 means
ρ=0.6.
From Figure 4.1b) we observe a coincidence: all the curves of "log(Backlog level)
vs. Kanban number" follow approximately a straight line. This phenomenon implies an
exponential relationship between the Backlog level and Kanban number. In another word,
the backlog level function should have an exponential form as shown in Formula 4.21.
Bfinal = fρbacklog (K) = a · eb·K (4.21)
Based on this inference, we use the exponential type to generate the fitting curve for
the Bfinal function. We need to estimate the coefficients a and b in Formula 4.21. Using
the data points (K,Bfinal) shown in Figure 4.1, we do the curve fitting to determine
coefficients a and b. The curve fitting is performed by using the Matlab Curve-Fitting
toolbox; and the results (given ρ=0.7,0.8,0.9) are summarized in Table 4.1.
Now we analyze the results in Table 4.1. The "Goodness of fit" item is an indicator to
describe how well the selected curve function (the Formula 4.21) is fitting the data points
(shown in Figure 4.1). If SSE and RMSE are close to 0, R2 and Adjusted-R2 are close
to 1, it can be inferred that the selected curve is fitting the data points well. Seeing that
all the "Goodness of fit" results under conditions ρ=0.7,0.8,0.9 are close to 1, we conclude
that the exponential curve (Formula 4.21) is a good approximation for the relationship
between the mean backlog level and Kanban number for the studied "M/D/k"-type robust
Kanban system.
From Figure 4.1, we observed an exponential-form coincidence of the curves "mean
order backlog level vs. Kanban number". In this simulation experiment, the bottle-
neck stage of the robust Kanban system can be approximately modeled by an M/D/k
queue, because the demand interarrival time follows an exponential distribution, and the
single-machine service time at the bottleneck stage was constant. We wonder whether
the exponential-form conclusion derived from the "M/D/k"-type Kanban system can be
extended to other general Kanban systems, such as a "G/G/k" Kanban system. (The
"G/G/k" Kanban system means the bottleneck stage of the multi-stage Kanban system
has a "G/G/k" type, namely, the demand interarrival time and machine service time are
both distributed generally, and server number at the bottleneck stage is k.)
To answer this question, we carried out the second simulation experiment with as-
suming more general demand time and service time distributions. Both the demand
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Figure 4.1: Relationship between the mean order backlog level and Kanban number (data
points are obtained from M/D/k type robust Kanban system simulation)
interarrival time and the machine service time are supposed to follow a variety of distri-
bution types, including exponential, uniform, gamma, and constant. We run the robust
Kanban system simulation model under different demand time and service time distribu-
tion types, then collect and analyze the output data to see whether there still exists the
exponential-form in the backlog level curves. The results of the second experiment are
demonstrated in Figure 4.2.
As Figure 4.2 demonstrated, in the second experiment for the "G/G/k"-type Kanban
system (where more general distribution types of demand interarrival time and machine
service time are included), the backlog curves "mean backlog level vs. Kanban number"
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Input ρ value ρ = 0.9 ρ = 0.8 ρ = 0.7
Coefficients a,b (with a = 12.78 a = 40.92 a = 139
95% confidence bounds) (12.61, 12.95) (39.43, 42.41) (115, 163)
of the Backlog level b = -0.4535 b = -0.9566 b =-1.287
function y = a · eb·x (-0.4562, -0.4507) (-0.9653, -0.9479) (-1.329, -1.245)
Goodness-of-Fit test
results:
SSE 0.0001278 0.0000143 0.000112
R-square 1 1 0.9998
Adjusted R-square 1 1 0.9998
RMSE 0.003575 0.001544 0.004321
Table 4.1: Curve fitting results for the backlog level function (using data points of Figure
4.1)
still present a good exponential form. In most of the cases, we observed that the rela-
tionship between mean order backlog level and Kanban number approximated well to an
exponential curve.
Based on this observation, we infer that the exponential-curve phenomenon is not just
a coincidence; it must be incurred by some inherent features of the robust Kanban system.
We reason that the bottleneck stage is the main contributing factor of the exponential-
curve phenomenon. The final output service rate of the entire Kanban system is mainly
influenced by the bottleneck stage that generates the slowest service rate. Hence, we
focus on studying the bottleneck stage rather than modeling the entire Kanban system as
a complex queueing network. Here we use a G/G/k queue model as approximation for the
bottleneck stage, because analyzing the behavior of the G/G/k queue is more convenient
than studying the simulation model of the Kanban system.
As mentioned earlier, in the robust Kanban system, each stage includes two work
modules: a production module and a transport module. For the bottleneck stage, if the
slowest service rate is caused by the transport module, then adding a Transport Kanban
is equal to adding a server to the Transport Kanban queue. Otherwise, if the slowest
service rate is generated by the production module, then adding a production Kanban is
equal to increasing the output buffer size by 1 product unit, while the server number in
the production module remains the same. We individually model the transport module
and production module as a G/G/k queue, then analyze their behaviors when a Transport
Kanban or a Production Kanban is added into (or removed from) the Kanban system.
Then, we can analyze the relationship between mean order backlog level and Kanban
number, to examine whether it can form the exponential curve.
Thus, to investigate the causes of the exponential-curve phenomenon on the order
backlog level, we discuss the problem in two cases: 1) The production module is the bot-
tleneck; 2) The transport module is the bottleneck. In the following parts, we separately
analyze the relationships between mean order backlog level and Kanban number for the
two cases. The analysis is carried out based on related analytical models of the G/G/k
queue.
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Figure 4.2: Relationship between the mean order backlog level and Kanban number (data
points are obtained from G/G/k type robust Kanban system simulation)
Case 1: Production bottleneck
In Case 1, the production module of the bottleneck stage generates the slowest service
rate. Namely the production module of the stage is the real bottleneck part. Given that
all other parameters related to ρ-value are kept constant, only the Kanban number is
adjustable; thus the change of Production Kanban number will significantly affect the
final output service rate and other performance measures of the entire Kanban system.
We use a G/G/k queue to model the production module approximately. Thus, the waiting
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Figure 4.2: Relationship between the mean order backlog level and Kanban number (data
points are obtained from G/G/k type robust Kanban system simulation)
queue length Lq of the G/G/k queue corresponds to the backlog level in the output buffer
of the production module.
To investigate the change of Lq when Production Kanban number is changing in the
G/G/k queue, we first study a simpler M/M/k queue as preparation.
Recall the definition of Lq in an M/M/k queue (see Formula 4.24, where pn means the
probability that n customers are staying in the system in the steady state). Since there
are k parallel servers existing in the workcell, the waiting queue will appear only when
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there are more than k customers simultaneously existing in the system (n=k+1,k+2,...).
Hence, the Lq is calculated by Formula 4.25:
Lq(k) =
+∞∑
n=k+1
(n− k) pn (4.22)
Lq(k) =
+∞∑
n=k+1
(n− k) pn =
+∞∑
n=k+1
(n− k) (kρ)
n
k!kn−k p0 =
(kρ)kρ
k!(1− ρ)2p0 (4.23)
In the production module, there exists an output buffer behind the service machines.
Thus, the demand order from the succeeding stage will be unsatisfied and backlogged
only when the output buffer is empty upon order arrivals. The existence of the output
buffer makes the Lq calculation slightly different from that in a standard M/M/k queue,
because there is no extra output buffer in the standard M/M/k queue. Hence we modify
Formula 4.22 to calculate Lq (mean backlog level) in the production module. Comparing
to the standard M/M/k queue, a new parameter, the output buffer size p, is introduced in
the Lq calculation in the production module. Note that p is determined by the Production
Kanban number Kpi, we always have p ≤ Kpi. In this robust Kanban system, we suppose
that p = Kpi.
Then, in an M/M/k queue, where an output buffer (with size p) is standing behind
the k parallel servers, the mean waiting queue length Lq(k, p) can be calculated by
Lq(k, p) =
+∞∑
n=k+p+1
(n− k − p) pn =
+∞∑
n=k+p+1
(n− k − p) (kρ)
n
k!kn−k p0
= (kρ)
k+pp0
k!kp
+∞∑
n=k+p+1
(n− k − p) ρn−k−p
= ρ
p(kρ)kp0
k!
+∞∑
m=1
mρm = ρp(kρ)kp0
ρ
k!(1− ρ)2 (4.24)
In short, we get
Lq (k, p) = ρp(kρ)kp0
ρ
k!(1− ρ)2 (4.25)
Furthermore, when we add a new Production Kanban to the production module (now the
buffer size is p+1), the new mean backlog level Lq(k, p+1) becomes (see Formula 4.26):
Lq (k, p+1) = ρp+1(kρ)kp0
ρ
k!(1− ρ)2 (4.26)
Comparing Formula 4.25 and Formula 4.26, we can get:
Lq (k, p+ 1)
Lq (k, p)
= ρ (4.27)
Formula 4.27 implies that, when fixing k and varying p, the Lq(k, p) function should follow
an exponential form, as shown in Formula 4.28, where a, b are constant coefficients:
Lq (k, p) = Lbaseq · ρp = a · eb·p (4.28)
Formula 4.28 implies that the relationship between the mean order backlog level and the
number of Production Kanbans follows an exponential form, when k and other parameters
are fixed.
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So far, we have analyzed the backlog level in an M/M/k queue. The conclusion in
Formula 4.28 can explain the exponential form of the backlog level curves. Nextly, we
extend the analysis to a more general case: a G/G/k queue.
In a G/G/k queue, the calculation of Lq is not as simple as in the M/M/k queue.
It is difficult or even impossible to derive an analytical formula for Lq calculation. Due
to this reason, we adopt the Allen-Cunnen approximation formula (see Formula 4.19) to
roughly calculate Lq in the G/G/k queue. We notice that the Allen-Cunnen approxi-
mation formula is applied based on the results of the M/M/k queue. The parameter pcb
employed in the AC Formula is the "demand order waiting time>0" probability obtained
in the corresponding M/M/k queue; it is related to the output buffer size p (p = Kpi).
The other parameters in the AC Formula are irrelevant to the output buffer size p, and
they are kept constant when p value is changing. Hence, if we can show that the change
of pcb approximates well to an exponential curve as the buffer size p is varying, the Lq
in a G/G/k queue will accordingly have a good approximation to the exponential curve,
too.
In a standard M/M/k queue where no output buffer exists, the "demand order waiting
time>0" probability pcb(k) is calculated by Formula 4.20.
By contrast, if an output buffer exists in the M/M/k queue, with buffer size=p, the
calculation of pcb(k) is modified as follows (Formula 4.29):
pcb (k, p) =
+∞∑
n=k+p+1
pn =
+∞∑
n=k+p+1
(kρ)n
k!kn−k p0 =
ρp+1(kρ)k
k! (1− ρ)p0 = ρ
ppcb(k) (4.29)
Notice that pcb(k) (see Formula 4.20) is relevant to k, irrelevant to p. If we keep k constant,
pcb(k) is then a constant. Thus in Formula 4.29, when fixing k value, the value of pcb(k, p)
is only affected by p, and the relationship between them is exponential. Thus, the pcb(k, p)
function of p can be written by Formula 4.32, which is also an exponential form function.
pcb (k, p) = ρppcb (k) = a′ · eb′·p (4.30)
Since we have p = Kpi, the pcb(k, p) can be seen as an exponential function of Production
Kanban number Kpi. Combining Formula 4.30 and AC Formula 4.19, we can conclude
that, in a G/G/k queue with an output buffer (size=p), the exponential curve is still
a good approximation for the relationship between the mean backlog level Lq and the
number of Production Kanbans Kpi.
Recall the question "Can the exponential-form conclusion on the backlog level curves
be extended to other general Kanban systems?" Now we can answer the question in the
first case. In a "G/G/k"-type Kanban system, if the production module is the bottleneck,
the backlog level function approximates well to an exponential-form curve. The above
analysis (from Formula 4.22 to Formula 4.30) explained why the exponential curve appears
in this situation.
Nextly, we will discuss the question in case 2, when the transport module is the bot-
tleneck.
Case 2: Transport bottleneck
When the transport module generates the slowest service rate among supply chain
partners and becomes the bottleneck, it implies that there are not sufficient Transport
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Kanban cards to transport the product in time to meet the demand. Thus, the lim-
ited Transport Kanban capacity is the main contributing factor of the order backlog.
If the Transport Kanban number is varying, the order backlog level will be directly in-
fluenced. Thus, through increasing the Transport Kanban number, we can increase the
transport rate of the bottleneck stage, and mitigate the order backlog level. Similar to the
production-bottleneck case, in the transport-bottleneck case, the relationship between the
mean order backlog level and Transport Kanban number can be analyzed by building a
G/G/k queue to model approximately the bottleneck transport module, too. The G/G/k
queue model for the transport module of the bottleneck stage i is illustrated in Figure
4.3.
 product i
1
2
3
k
Demand order arrival
(Production Kanban i+1 arrival )
Satisfied order departure
(Transport Kanban i is recollected)
k servers (k Transport Kanban i)
Machine service time  (Transport Kanban i recollection time)
Order waiting queue length
(Order backlog level)
Transport module of 
Bottleneck stage i
 Input buffer 
of  stage i+1 Stage i+1
Transport Kanban i
Demand orders from stage i+1
(Production Kanban i+1)
Figure 4.3: The G/G/k queue model for the transport module of bottleneck stage i
We still use the Allen-Cunneen approximation formula (Formula 4.19) to estimate
the mean waiting queue length (indicating the mean order backlog level) of the G/G/k
queue. In this case, the parameter k in the G/G/k queue signifies the Transport Kanban
number of the bottleneck stage. The action of adding a Transport Kanban to the transport
module corresponds to adding a server to the G/G/k queue (becoming G/G/k+1 queue).
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, there is no output buffer existing in the transport module-
based G/G/k queue. Therefore, we can directly calculate Lq(k) and Lq(k + 1) using
AC approximation formula (Formula 4.19). The results mean the estimated mean order
backlog level of the G/G/k and G/G/k+1 queues.
From the AC approximation formula, we can see that Lq(k) is a function of k in
the G/G/k queue (k corresponds to the Transport Kanban number Kti. However, Lq(k)
function is not of a simple exponential-form due to the complex calculation of pcb(k). It
is not that possible to find the exponential-form backlog level function for the bottleneck
transport module. But we can still use the exponential curve as a good approximation
for the backlog level function Lq(k); two reasons are given as follows.
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First, generally in real-world problems, as we are increasing the number of Kanbans,
it is much more probable that the bottleneck occurs in the production module than in the
transport module. This is because adding a Transport Kanban makes the G/G/k queue
become a G/G/k+1 queue; namely the server number is increased by 1. As a result the
service rate can be markedly increased. On the other hand, adding a Production Kanban
is just equal to increasing the output buffer size by 1 product unit. So we can imagine,
the effect of adding the output buffer size by 1(adding a Production Kanban) is much
weaker than adding the server number by 1 (adding a Transport Kanban). Therefore
the bottleneck occurs in the production module more probably than in the transport
module. And in the bottleneck production module, the relationship between the mean
order backlog level and Kanban number can be well described using the exponential curve
approximation.
Second, even if the transport module is the bottleneck, we can use a G/G/k queue to
model the transport module and calculate Lq; the exponential curve is still an acceptable
approximation for the backlog level function. The error that the real backlog level deviates
from the exponential curve prediction is within a small and acceptable range. When giving
different k values (e.g. k=3,4,5,...) to the G/G/k queue, we can observe that, although
the Lq curve is not exactly following an exponential curve as k increases, the deviation
from the exponential curve is not obvious. The mean backlog level still can be roughly
described using the exponential curve.
Due to the two reasons, the exponential function can be used as a good approximation
for the backlog level function in many cases.
k (Server
number)
Lq(k) (Mean waiting
queue length)
Curve Fitting result (using func-
tion y = a · eb·x):
4 1.528302 Coefficients a,b
5 0.354227 (with 95% confidence bounds):
6 0.099143 a = 483.7 (412, 555.4)
7 0.028234 b = -1.439 (-1.476, -1.403)
8 0.007769 Goodness of Fit test results:
9 0.002025 SSE: 0.0003113
10 0.000496 R-square: 0.9998
11 0.000114 Adjusted R-square: 0.9998
12 0.000025 RMSE:0.006238
13 0.000005
Table 4.2: Curve fitting results of Mean waiting queue length Lq(k) vs. Server Number k
in an M/M/k queue
Table 4.1 shows a numerical example of the transport-bottleneck case. It lists
the Lq(k) value changes in an M/M/k queue, given that demand interarrival time
td ∼ exp(1/2), single-machine service time Tsi ∼ exp(1/6). As k varies, corresponding
Lq(k) value is calculated. Then, the curve fitting for the Lq(k) function (Lqvs.k) is
performed using the exponential form. The fitting results are presented in Table 4.2.
Referring to the "goodness of fit" results, we know that the exponential function is fitting
the data points well. Thus, in the transport-bottleneck case, the exponential curve is also
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Figure 4.4: Queue length Lq vs. Server number k in an M/M/k queue
an appropriate approximation for the backlog level function. As a supplement, Figure 4.4
visually presents the data points of Table 4.2.
Summary of backlog cost function
When implementing the simulation-based methods to develop the backlog level func-
tion in the robust Kanban system, we found an exponential-curve coincidence phenomenon
on the backlog level function (mean order backlog level vs. Kanban number). To explain
the interesting phenomenon, the calculation of the mean order backlog level Lq is discussed
in two cases separately: the production-bottleneck case and the transport-bottleneck case.
After intensive analysis, we can conclude that it is reasonable and appropriate to
adopt the exponential curve as an approximation for the backlog level function. Now the
problem "Can the exponential-curve conclusion for the backlog level function be extended
to other general Kanban systems?" can be solved with the answer "yes". The exponential-
form function is a good approximation to describe the relationship between the mean
order backlog level and Kanban number in many cases (general Kanban systems). The
exponential-curve conclusion offers us a useful reference for developing the backlog level
function with simulation models.
As introduced above, both the analytical and simulation-based methods have advan-
tages and disadvantages for developing the backlog cost function. In the robust Kanban
system model, we recommend to adopt the simulation-based methods. Because most
analytical methods are only applicable to some simple or specific Kanban systems with
simplifying assumptions and restrictions. Therefore its application is quite limited in real
world problems due to the system complexity. For example, the characteristics of demand
or service mechanism are stochastic, and the system structure or control logic is complex
in real Kanban systems. Under such conditions, to adopt the simulation-based methods
is a better choice. The simulation-based methods can be applied to general Kanban sys-
tems without considering many simplifying assumptions and restrictions; this makes the
model closer to reality and more practical in application. Even if the Kanban system has
complex mechanisms, the simulation model can still be built to represent the system char-
acteristics in many cases. Then, the output results can be collected for further analysis.
On the other hand, the disadvantages of simulation-based methods also exist. Compared
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to the analytical method, the simulation method is usually more time-consuming. Much
time and work have to be spent on building a simulation model, collecting valid input
data, and performing a large number of simulation runs under different conditions. Only
with good preparation work can we derive useful statistical inferences. In this work, the
studied robust Kanban system is a complex multi-stage queueing system. It is operated
under the Production Kanban and Transport Kanban control. The system has input and
out buffers located at each stage. And the demand time and machine service time are
supposed to be uncertain and have general probability distributions. The working mech-
anism is the newly developed risk-response mechanism that has a complex control logic.
Considering the above features, we consequently select the simulation-based methods to
develop the backlog cost function.
So far, we have discussed the formulation of the inventory cost function, changing
3-level parameters function, and backlog cost function in Section 4.1.3. With figuring out
all the subtotal cost items, the objective function Costtotal in the MINLP model can be
consequently established.
4.1.4 Model formulation summary
Having defined all model elements, the MINLP (Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming)
model is formulated. It is summarized as follows:
To minimize:
Costtotal = Costinventory + Costbacklog + Costchange3level
where
Costinventory =
i=I∑
i=1
hi · (Ki −Kmeani )
Costbacklog = bc · fρbacklog (Ki) i ∈ bottleneck stage
Costchange3level =
j=I∑
j=1
cKanbanKj+cstime
1
Tsi
+cserverNsi+csupplier
1
Tsu
Subject to:
Tsu · sf ≤ tmeand
Tsi · sf ≤ tmeand ·Nsi i ∈ bottleneck stage
Tci · sf ≤ tmeand ·Ki ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}
(Tci ≥ Tcproductioni , T ci ≥ Tctransporti )
Pr
{
Tci
Ki
≤ td
}
≥ sl i ∈ bottleneck stage
original service-level constraint
Tci
Ki
· sf ≤ Xsl
Kiapproximate −Kmeani
i ∈ bottleneck stage
simplified service-level constraint
Ki ∈ [Kmin, Kmax], integer ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}
Tsi ∈ {Tsminn, T smid, T smax} i ∈ bottleneck stage
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Nsi ∈ [Nsmin, Nsmax], integer i ∈ bottleneck stage
Tsu ∈ [Tsumin, T sumax]
Kmeani = Ttri/tmeand ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}
ρ = Tsi/tmeand i ∈ bottleneck stage
The decision variables of the MINLP model are Ki, T si, Nsi of the bottleneck stage,
and Tsu (with respect to prbackup) of the supplier stage. In addition, the Kanban number
Ki of other stages can also be estimated using this model for reference.
The inventory cost Costinventory and changing 3-level parameters cost Costchange3level
are increasing functions of Ki (i ∈ all stages, including the bottleneck stage). On the
contrary, the backlog cost Costbacklog is a decreasing function of Ki (i ∈ bottleneck stage).
These function features make sense in real life. If we keep more Kanbans working in the
system, the product inventory in the buffer will accordingly increase; as a result more
cost of holding inventory and operating the Kanban equipment will be caused. On the
other hand, more Kanbans and a high inventory level will reduce the risk of order backlog
occurrences. The objective Costtotal includes both increasing and decreasing functions of
Ki (i ∈ bottleneck stage). Due to the trade-off between the subtotal cost functions, it
can be inferred that there must exist an optimal Ki value that leads to the minimum
Costtotal. This conclusion ensures the existence of the optimal solution (optimal 3-level
parameter setting) for the MINLP model.
4.1.5 Model implementation: a numerical example
The MINLP model can be built and solved using AIMMS software package. In this
section, we present a numerical example to show how to apply the MINLP model to
determine suitable values for the 3-level parameters.
It is a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model because the decision
variables Ki and Nsi are integers, Tsu are continuous, and Tsi is supposed to be of
specified discrete values; and the objective function Costtotal includes nonlinear items,
such as Costbacklog. In order to solve the MINLP problem, an AOA solver in AIMMS
package is adopted.
We first specify the values of input parameters in the MINLP model. The information
of input parameters is summarized in Table 4.3. With the input parameter setting, the
MINLP model is formulated and solved in AIMMS environment. Then, we can obtain
the optimal solutions of the decision variables that generate the minimum Costtotal. The
optimal solutions are presented in Table 4.4.
As reported in Table 4.4, we study the optimal setting of the 3-level parameters in
two cases: without/with a service level constraint. When the service level constraint is
not considered, the optimal solution of the 3-level parameter setting is: Ki=6, Tsi=1.64
(Tsmid), Nsi=1 (Nsmin), Tsu=1(Tsumin), the minimum total cost is 704.182. When we
add a service level (sl=90%) constraint to the MINLP model, the new optimal solution
is: Ki=7, Tsi=1.64 (Tsmid), Tsi=1 (Nsmin), Tsu=1(Tsumin), the minimum total cost is
715.215. Comparing the two cases, we can see that in the "90% service-level" case, the
optimal Kanban number increased from 6 to 7. Accordingly, the inventory cost increased,
backlog cost reduced, and operating Kanban cost increased. In all, the total cost of
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stage 0 1 2 3 4
index i Supplier Customer
hi 1 2 3 4
bi 0 0 0 0 160
T pri 1 1 1 1.8
T pri 4 2 4 6
Distribution of Demand time td td exp(1/2),tmeand = 2
Distribution of tsi = Tsi, where Tsi is a constant
Service time tsi Tsi ∈ {1.80, 1.64, 1.48}
at bottleneck stage = {Tslow, T smid, T shigh}
ρ = tsi/tmeand 0.90, 0.82 or 0.74
Backlog level function Bfinal =
fρbacklog (K)
=

12.78 · e−0.4535K,
40.92 · e−0.9566K
139 · e−1.287K
ρ = 0.90
ρ = 0.82
ρ = 0.74
Target service level (sl) 90%
Safety factor sf 1.01
minKi,maxKi 3, 20
Tslow, T smid, T shigh 1.80, 1.64, 1.48
minNsi,maxNsi 1, 3
Tsulow, T suhigh 0.5, 1
cKanbani 2
cStimei 400
cServeri 120
cSupplieri 200
Table 4.3: Input parameters of the MINLP numerical example
Decision variables and related
results
Optimal solutions
(without service
level constraint)
Optimal solu-
tions(with service
level =90% con-
straint)
Kanban number Ki 6 7
Service time Tsi 1.64 1.64
Server number Nsi 1 1
Supplier inter-time Tsu 1 1
Inventory cost CostInventory 35.233 45.223
Backlog cost CostBacklog 21.056 8.09
Cost of using 3-level parameters
Costchange
647.902 661.902
Cost of using Ki 84 98
Cost of using Tsi 243.902 243.902
Cost of using Nsi 120 120
Cost of using Tsu 200 200
Total cost 704.182 715.215
Table 4.4: Output solutions of the MINLP numerical example
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this case is slightly higher than the cost of the "without service-level" case. It can be
inferred that the 90% service level cannot be achieved when the cyclic Kanban number
is 6. Actually when given K=6, the caused service level is about 85% (when we use a
85%-service level constraint, the generated optimal Kanban number remains to be 6). On
the other hand, when the Kanban system achieved the 90% service level by increasing
the Kanban number, more operating Kanban cost and inventory cost were incurred at
the same time. In real world problems, whether to consider the "service level constraint"
depends on the impact of the service level. If the goods shortage will seriously affect
the customer goodwill and the product market share, then to include the service level
constraint is a better choice. In this example, we suppose that no serious impact will be
caused by the customer order backlog, thus we use the "without service level constraint"
MINLP model. This model was simpler to solve, and it generated a lower total-cost result.
In order to investigate further the effect of decision variables on the total cost, we
set the variable Tsi as a fixed parameter, then solve the MINLP model again with using
different Tsi values to see how the results will change. We fix the single-machine service
time Tsi at 1.8 (slow time), 1.64 (middle time), 1.48 (fast time) ( ρ value is 0.90, 0.82,
0.74 correspondingly) to solve the MINLP model (without service level constraint). The
obtained optimal results are summarized in Table 4.5.
We can see when ρ=0.90, 0.82, 0.74 (indicating Tsi =1.80, 1.64, 1.48), the decided
optimal Kanban number is 8, 6, 6, respectively. And the values of Nsi or Tsu are identical
in three cases: Nsi=1, Tsu=1. Comparing the total cost results of three cases, we find that
the minimum total cost 704.182 is obtained in the case ρ=0.82, namely Tsi=1.64. The
optimal results are consistent with the results given in Table 4.4. In the case ρ=0.90, the
total cost 762.976 is much higher than the optimum 704.182, because the order backlog
cost is higher when using the slow service time Tsi=1.80. And in the case ρ=0.74, the
total cost is 719.527; in this case the order backlog cost is lower than in the ρ=0.82 case,
but the cost of operating the machine at high-speed (Tsi related cost) is increased at the
same time, therefore the final total cost is not better than in the ρ=0.82 case.
As a confirm test, we run the robust Kanban system simulation model using the same
input conditions as the MINLP model used. Then we can compare the MINLP model
results with the simulation model results, to examine whether the optimal solutions given
by the MINLP model are correct in the realistic simulation environment.
The results of simulation experiment can be found in Figure 3.10. In Plot a), we
can see that the optimal values of Kanban number at ρ=0.90,0.82,0.74 are respectively
8, 6, 6. Note that in the simulation model, we calculate the statistic Netprofit instead of
Total cost with defining Netprofit=Income-Total cost. Thus, the maximum Netprofit is
considered as the optimal result.
From Figure 3.10a) we observed that among all (Ki, ρ) combinations, the combina-
tion Ki=6,ρ=0.82 (green line) achieved the maximum Netprofit, and the optimal 3-level
parameter setting is in agreement with the MINLP-model optimal result shown in Table
4.4. In Plot b), the straight lines of inventory level indicate a linear relationship between
the inventory level (in the customer input buffer) and Kanban number; and it also vali-
dates the inventory cost function applied in the MINLP model. Plot c) and d) illustrate
the curves of mean order backlog level vs. Kanban number. The order backlog level is a
decreasing function of Ki; this also makes sense in real life. Lastly, the service level curves
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Decision variables and related
results
Optimal so-
lutions ρ =
0.9
Optimal so-
lutions ρ =
0.82
Optimal so-
lutions ρ =
0.74
Kanban number Ki 8 6 6
Service time Tsi 1.8(fixed) 1.64(fixed) 1.48(fixed)
Server number Nsi 1 1 1
Supplier inter-time Tsu 1 1 1
Inventory cost CostInventory 54.425 35.233 35.405
Backlog cost CostBacklog 54.329 21.056 9.852
Cost of using 3-level parameters
Costchange
654.222 647.902 674.270
Cost of using Ki 112 84 84
Cost of using Tsi 222.222 243.902 270.270
Cost of using Nsi 120 120 120
Cost of using Tsu 200 200 200
Total cost 762.976 704.182 719.527
Table 4.5: Optimal solutions of MINLP model when the service time is fixed (without
service level constraint)
are demonstrated in Plot e). The service level is rising as the Kanban number increases,
but the marginal increasing rate is gradually getting small. There exists theoretically an
upper limit of Service level (100%) that cannot be reached with a finite Kanban number.
Take the green curve (ρ=0.82) as an example, the 90% service level can be reached when
Kanban number Ki>6. At Ki=6, the corresponding service level is between 85% and
90%. This observation from Plot e) is consistent with the result given by the MINLP
model. Therefore, through comparing the simulation results and MINLP-model results,
we can confirm the usability of the MINLP model.
4.1.6 Define adjusting ranges of 3-level parameters
As mentioned earlier, given a specific stable scenario, the optimal solution of the 3-level
parameters can be obtained using the MINLP model. Then, when risks are added into
the stable scenario, we need to change the parameter values to mitigate the risk impact.
The allowable adjusting ranges of the 3-level parameters need to be carefully specified
in advance. To find proper adjusting ranges for the 3-level parameters, we consider the
following factors: the potential risk situations, customer requirement, production capac-
ity or financial capacity of the factory, and related results from the former analytical or
simulation model. In this section, we still use the numerical example given in Section
4.1.5 to present the procedures of deciding adjusting ranges of the 3-level parameters.
Range of Kanban number Ki:
Ki ∈ [Kmin, Kmax], integer
Kanban number is an operational-level adjustable parameter of the robust Kanban
system. In Section 3.2.2, we have denoted the lower and upper bounds of Production
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(Transport) Kanban at stage i by minKpi and maxKpi (minKti,maxKti). Here we add
a simplifying assumption into the model: all stages have the same lower/upper bounds
of Production Kanbans and Transport Kanbans. We use two parameters Kmin, Kmax to
denote the lower and upper bounds of Kanban number (Ki). The number of Kanbans
working at each stage should be changed within the range [Kmin, Kmax].
The value of Kmax is determined depending on the simulation experiment results.
As can be seen from Figure 3.10e), as the Kanban number becomes larger, the service
level is rising more slowly. There seems to be a "saturation point". The curve tail after
the saturation point becomes much flatter. When Ki is larger than the saturation point
value, the increasing rate of service level becomes so small that we can approximately use
a straight line to describe the tail part of the curve. For example, in the case ρ=0.90
(red curve in Figure 3.10e), the Kanban number Ki=12 which results in the service
level=97% can be seen as a saturation point. The service-level curve rises much slower
after Ki>12. This implies the marginal cost required for increasing 1% service level is
growing rapidly after Ki=12. Also in Figure 3.10c), we can observe the similar saturation
point phenomenon in the decreasing backlog level curves. In the case ρ=0.90, when
Ki=12, the corresponding backlog level is 0.0525. This is a sufficiently low backlog level,
and since Ki>12, the curve tail becomes almost flat. Hence, the Ki=12 is considered as
"saturation point" too. Based on the above analysis, we define Kmax=12 in this numerical
example.
The value of Kmin is derived from the constraint Tci · sf ≤ tmeand · Ki. We define
Kmin = Tci/tmeand , indicating the minimum Kanban number required for covering the
mean demand rate. If Ki is set below Kmin, it will cause "ratedemand/rateservice > 1"
(ρ = λ/µ > 1), namely the Kanban system cannot reach a stable state in the long run.
In this numerical example, we have Kmin=4.
Range of single-machine service time Tsi:
Tsi ∈ {Tsmin, T smid, T smax}], discrete value
Machine service time is a tactical-level adjustable parameter of the robust Kanban
system. The single-machine service time at the bottleneck stage is allowed to be changed
within a specific range or at several discrete values. In this example, we assume discrete
values of service time Tsi to describe this feature. Suppose there are three processing
rate level for the machine to choose: slow (Tsmax), middle (Tsmid), fast (Tsmin). Usually
the single-machine service time is an inherent characteristic of the service equipment, its
value is dependent on the process nature other than the manager’s opinion.
Hence, the allowable adjusting range should be properly defined depending on the
machine capacity or other realistic conditions. We first collect information about the ma-
chine properties and other conditions. Then, referring to the information, we can specify
a normal service time (middle level Tsmid), an enhanced service time (fast level Tsmin)
and a relaxed service time (slow level Tsmax). In the presented numerical example, Tsi
is assumed arbitrarily to have three discrete levels: 1) Tsi=1.8 (slow level, Tsi is slightly
less than tmeand =2); 2) Tsi=1.64 (=1.8/110%, middle level); 3) Tsi=1.48 (=1.64/110%,
fast level). The parameter Tsi is supposed to change its value between the three levels as
the response action against risk.
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Range of server number Nsi:
Nsi ∈ [Nsmin, Nsmax], integer
Server number Nsi is a strategic-level adjustable parameter of the robust Kanban sys-
tem. It means the number of in-use servers (service equipment). To define an appropriate
adjusting range of Nsi, we first estimate a normal level of Nsi as baseline, then change
the Nsi value around the baseline as the adjusting range. The baseline Nsi value is de-
cided with considering the single-machine service time Tsi. For example, given the mean
demand time tmeand =2 and the standard machine service time Tsi=6, then the baseline
value of Nsi can be estimated by Tsi/Nsi ≤ tmeand , which indicates "mean service time
≤ mean demand time". As a result, we get Nsi ≥ 3. Thus Nsi=3 is set as the baseline,
based on this result we further define the upper and lower bounds of Nsi around 3.
To be noted, the adjusting range of Nsi should be decided carefully with considering
also the realistic situations, such as the financial or space capacity of the factory, or the
potential risks from the uncertain environment. For example, when deciding Nsi, we ask
"Is it economical or affordable for the factory to setup a new machine? Is there enough
space to locate a new server? Are there enough workers to operate it? Do they need to
work overtime?" In the numerical example in Section 4.1.5, the baseline value of Nsi(i=3
is the bottleneck stage) is calculated by dTs0/tmeand e = d1.64/2e=1, hence we suppose the
lower bound Nsmin=1. And the upper bound of Nsi is determined with considering the fi-
nancial and space capacity, and the potential risk extent. Suppose the demand variability
is high, 20% of demand time data are below t20%d =0.44, and we want to satisfy the rest 80%
demand orders in time, then Nsmax =
⌈
Tsmin/t
20%
d
⌉
= d1.48/0.44e=4. But considering
the financial and space capacity can afford maximally 3 servers, so we finally set Nsmax=3.
Range of backup supplier proportion prbackup:
prbackup ∈ [prlow, prhigh], continuous value
The backup supplier proportion prbackup is also a strategic-level adjustable parameter
used in the robust Kanban system, it refers to the proportion of material supplied by the
backup supplier. We assume that a main supplier exists constantly at the origin of the sup-
ply chain, it can supply material to downstream stages. When risks happen to the supply
chain, a backup supplier can be selected to supply material, too. Compared to the main
supplier, the backup supplier can supply material with a higher rate and a higher material
purchase price. In short, the backup supplier is more expensive and faster. Suppose the
material supply proportion from the backup supplier is prbackup; and the rest material is
supplied by the main supplier with the proportion 1− prbackup. Thus the value of prbackup
should follow: 0 ≤ prlow ≤ prbackup ≤ prhigh ≤ 1. In real world problems, the proportion
parameters prlow, prhigh should be specified with considering the realistic risk situation
like the supplier capacity, supply proportion contracts, demand and production status.
In this numerical example, we suppose prlow=0(0% material from the backup supplier),
and prhigh=0.5 (50% material from the backup supplier) as the adjusting range of prbackup.
Accordingly, the mixed material supply time at the supplier stage can be calculated by
Tsu = prbackupTsubackup + (1− prbackup)Tsumain, where Tsubackup ≤ Tsu ≤ Tsumain.
Conclusively, the adjusting ranges of 3-level parameters determined in the numerical
example (shown in Section 4.1.5) are summarized in Table 4.6. The optimal setting of
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the 3-level parameters obtained from the MINLP model is marked with "initial value" in
the table, because these values are used as the initial setting of the 3-level parameters in
the simulation model of the robust Kanban system.
3-level parameters Adjusting Range
Low (min) Middle High (max)
Kanban number 4 7* 12
Machine service time 1.8 1.64* 1.48
Server number 1* 2 3
Backup supplier proportion 0* Continuous
[0,0.5]
0.5
Table 4.6: Summary of adjusting ranges of 3-level parameters (*:used as initial value)
4.2 Estimation of control parameters in the risk-response
mechanism
As introduced in Section 3.2.3, the implementation of the risk-response mechanism con-
tains three steps: 1) calculate monitor values; 2) make decisions on adjusting 3-level
parameters; 3) perform response actions. Many control parameters are used by the mech-
anism, such as the smoothing weight factor for calculating mi_inv, and the lower and
upper control limits for judging themi_rate value. To implement the risk-response mech-
anism successfully, the values of control parameters need to be determined appropriately.
In this section, we introduce the methods for determining suitable values of the control
parameters. It can be inferred that there must exist an optimal setting of the control pa-
rameters resulting in the best system performance. However, to find the accurate optimal
setting out of numerous combinations of parameter values is difficult and time-consuming.
It is impractical to spend much time searching for an accurate optimal solution. Hence,
our goal is to find a suboptimal but still sufficiently good solution of the control parameter
setting. The solving method should be simple to execute, and the result should be ade-
quate to satisfy the management goal: to improve the Kanban system performance signif-
icantly in the uncertain environment. Therefore, we adopt a series of simply-implemented
estimation methods to decide values of the control parameters. Although these methods
just offer roughly-estimated parameter values, the effects in application are adequately
good (the effects will be discussed in Chapter 5).
The remainder of Section 4.2 is organized as follows. First, we explain the estimation
methods for deciding control limits parameters ofmi_inv. Then the methods for estimat-
ing the control limits of mi_rate are introduced. At last, the smoothing weight factors
and safety factor, which are included in the monitor value calculation, are estimated as
well. Having decided suitable values for the above control parameters, the risk-response
mechanism can be then implemented smoothly in the robust Kanban system.
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4.2.1 Control limits for monitor mi_inv
Recall Figure 3.5 that illustrated three steps of applying the risk-response mechanism. In
the second step, the mi_inv value is compared to its control limits sslow, sshigh and ss,
as a part of the judging work. The values of the control limits parameters have crucial
influences on the final adjusting-parameters decision. Therefore, to decide suitable values
for the control limits is of great importance.
mi_inv is used for monitoring the inventory and backlog level of finished product
in the customer input buffer. The control limit ss functions actually as a baseline-safety
stock level; and sslow, sshigh are the lower, upper bounds of the allowable safety stock
level.
The system aims to maintain mi_inv value within the range [sslow, sshigh] during
system operation. When mi_inv<sslow, it is inferred that the order backlog will occur
more probably. Accordingly, the parameter adjustment of enhancing the service capacity
will be taken as response actions, such as to add a new Kanban to the system, to reduce
machine service time, to start a new server, or to allocate more orders on the faster
supplier. When mi_inv>sshigh, which indicates the inventory is abundant, then the
system parameters should be adjusted in the opposite direction to reduce the service
capacity and save unnecessary inventory cost. The ss value is supposed to be between
sslow and sshigh, it refers to the expected stock level or the most frequently caused stock
level in the customer input buffer.
We decide the values of sslow, sshigh based on the optimal Kanban number solved by
the MINLP model. Again we take the numerical example in Section 4.1.5 as an example.
We have known that to keep Ki=6 (for mi_rate = 0.74 or 0.82) or Ki=8 (for ρ=0.90
) is optimal in the given stable scenario. Knowing optimal Ki value, the corresponding
average inventory level can be calculated by the formula I i = Ki−Kmeani . Thus we have
I i=6-3=3 for mi_rate = 0.74 or 0.82, I i=8-4=4 for mi_rate =0.90. With these results,
we can estimate a suitable value for sshigh: sshigh=max{3,4}=4. The estimation can be
explained like this. To keep I i=4 is already sufficient in the case where the service rate is
the slowest (mi_rate =0.90) and the Kanban number is fixed at 8. Then in other cases
where the Kanban system can serve faster (for mi_rate = 0.74 or 0.82) or the 3-level
parameters are adjustable in response to risks, the required I i level should be accordingly
less than 4. Hence, based on this inference, we set sshigh=4.
Nextly, we decide the value of sslow. In the given example, the penalty cost for a
backlog order bc is much higher than the inventory holding cost rate (hi=1,2,3,4 at stage
i). So we prefer to keep more inventory to increase the service level and reduce order
backlog. At least the lower bound of safety stock level, sslow, should not be below 0,
otherwise the expensive order backlog will be incurred. Therefore, we set sslow=0 as an
initial estimation.
The value of the baseline safety stock level ss should be set within [sslow, sshigh].
Depending on the inventory level data obtained from the numerical example, the most
frequently caused stock level is 3, hence we set ss=3 as the initial estimation.
In summary, the control limit parameters for mi_inv are set as follows:
Baseline safety stock level ss= 3;
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Lower control limit sslow= 0;
Upper control limit sshigh= 4.
4.2.2 Control limits for monitor mi_rate
Besides mi_inv, the "rate-balance" monitor mi_rate should be also compared with its
control limits, to judge whether the system operating status is in normal range. The
monitor mi_rate is calculated as the ratio of demand rate to service rate, and its control
limits include: LCLK , UCLK , LCLTs, UCLTs, LCLNs, UCLNs, LCLsu, and UCLsu.
The ideal operating status of the Kanban system should be both sufficient and eco-
nomical. Namely, the Kanban system can operate efficiently without causing much waste;
meanwhile the system performance is maintained at a high level. To achieve or get close
to the ideal status, the service utilization should be kept less than 1, but not too far be-
low 1. Therefore, we introduce the rate-balance monitor mi_rate to monitor the service
utilization. When we change any of the 3-level parameters, the value of mi_rate will
change correspondingly. For instance, we add a new server to the Kanban system, the
value mi_rate will change as below:
Before the change: mi_ratebefore = servicetime0demandtime0
After the change (Ns=Ns+1): mi_rateafter = servicetime0demandtime0 · NsNs+1 .
Thus, we have mi_rateafter = mi_ratebefore · NsNs+1 . Only when mi_ratebefore ≥
1
sf
· Ns+1
Ns
, should the action of adding a server be taken. Because in this situation, after
increasing the server number, we still have mi_rateafter = servicetime0demandtime0 · NsNs+1 ≈ 1sf . Thus,
when the condition servicetime0
demandtime0
≥ 1
sf
· Ns+1
Ns
is reached, we will accordingly increase the
parameter server number from Ns to Ns+1 as the risk response action.
Based on the above analysis, we define the control limit:
UCLNs = max
Ns
{
1
sf
· Ns+ 1
Ns
}
= 1
sf
· Nsmin + 1
Nsmin
The remaining control limits of mi_rate are calculated in a similar way the UCLNs is
derived. First, we write down the calculation formulas formi_ratebefore andmi_rateafter.
Subsequently, with considering the condition mi_rateafter = servicetimenewdemandtimenew ≈ 1sf , we can
find the suitable values for the control limit parameters.
Conclusively, the setting of the control limits parameters used for mi_rate is summa-
rized in Table 4.7. Recall the numerical example given in Section 4.1.5, the actual control
limit values in the example are calculated using the given estimation methods and also
presented in Table 4.7.
4.2.3 Smoothing weight factors and safety factor
Besides the control limit parameters mentioned in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the risk-
response mechanism contains also other types of control parameters, such as the safety
factor and smoothing weight factors. In this section, we will discuss the setting of the
remaining control parameters.
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Control
lim-
its for
mirate
Corresponding risk-
response actions
Calculation methods Example
values
UCLNs Ns = Ns + 1 (add a
server)
max
Ns
{
1
sf
· Ns+1
Ns
}
1
sf
· 21
UCLTs Ts = Ts/110% or
Ts = Ts/120% (re-
duce service time)
max
Ts
{ 1
sf
· Ts
Ts/110% ,
1
sf
· Ts
Ts/120% }
or 1 (Select the lower value
between them)
min
{
1.2
sf
, 1
}
UCLK K = K + 1 (increase
Kanban#)
1
sf
1
sf
Keep current parame-
ters unchanged
N/A
LCLK K = K − 1 (reduce
Kanban#)
Arbitrarily defined, the value
should be slightly below 1/sf
1
sf
· 0.85
LCLTs Ts = Ts · 110% or
Ts = Ts · 120% (in-
crease service time)
min
Ts
{ 1
sf
· Ts
Ts·110% ,
1
sf
· Ts
Ts·120% } 1sf ·1.2
LCLNs Ns = Ns − 1 (stop a
server)
min
Ns
{
1
sf
· Ns−1
Ns
}
1
sf
· 12
UCLsu prbackup = prhigh (add
the backup supplier)
Arbitrarily defined, the value
should be below 1/sf
1
sf
· 85%
LCLsu prbackup = prlow (stop
the backup supplier)
1
sf
· tmixedsu
tmainsu
, where tmixedsu
= prbackuptsubackup + (1 −
prbackup)tsumain
1
sf
· 50%
Table 4.7: Specification of control limit parameters for mi_rate
When implementing the risk-response mechanism, we need to first calculate the values
of monitor mi_rate and mi_inv. This is the fundamental of other procedures and will
have important influence on the further actions. The monitors are expected to be able
to reflect the system operating status timely and accurately. Hence the calculation of
monitor values should be properly taken. As mentioned earlier, we adopt the exponential
smoothing method in monitor calculation; smoothing weight factors are used in calculation
formulas. For example, the factor sfdt is employed to calculate T˜demand (n) (see Formula
3.3); factor sfsu is employed to calculate T˜supplier (n) (see Formula 3.4); factor sfpr is
employed to calculate T˜ si(t) (see Formula 3.5); and factor sfinv is included in Formula 3.8
and 3.9 to calculate I˜(t) and B˜(t). To implement the risk-response mechanism successfully,
the values of smoothing weight factors should be appropriately determined.
It is very difficult to determine the optimal setting of the smoothing factors based
on analytical methods. Therefore, we use simulation-based methods to find suitable
(suboptimal but still effective) values of the factors. We do simulation experiments with
different factor settings, then analyze the output results and eventually select a good
setting of the factors.
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In order to know the system operating status and performance, various simulation
output data of the robust Kanban system model are collected. The output data include
customer demand interarrival time series, supplier material supply time series, server
process time series, inventory and backlog level data series, and so on. Based on the output
data series, we subsequently use exponential smoothing methods to calculate T˜demand (n),
T˜supplier (n), T˜ si(t), I˜(t) and B˜(t) (see Section 3.2.2). All these items are used in Formula
3.1 when calculating mi_rate.
When we set different values for the smoothing weight factors sfdt, sfsu, sfpr, sfinv,
the obtained smoothed data series T˜demand (n), T˜supplier (n), T˜ si(t), I˜(t) and B˜(t) will
vary correspondingly (refer to Formula 3.3-3.9). Actually, when using the exponential
smoothing method, the variance of the smoothed data series can be estimated depending
on the variance of original data series and the smoothing weight factor. Take the demand
interarrival time series T˜demand (n) as an example. Suppose the original demand time
data series td(n) is identically independently distributed i.i.d, its variance is σdt2. The
smoothed data series variance is denoted by σdt2. Then, we have the following result
(Lucas and Saccucci 1990)
σ˜dt ≈
√
1− sfdt
1 + sfdt
σdt (4.31)
Note that Formula 4.31 is applicable when the data series are i.i.d. Although in this
simulation example, most of the output data series are not i.i.d, we can still use the
formula result as an approximation and reference to help determine suitable factor values.
To observe better the effect of smoothing weight factors on the data series, we plot out two
types of data series that are collected from simulation examples. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
data series of demand interarrival time T˜demand (n) with different sfdt values. And Figure
4.6 shows the data series of inventory and backlog level I˜(t) − B˜(t) in the customer
input buffer with different sfinv values. From the figures, we can observe that curves are
smoothed to different extents when sfdt or sfinv value is changed. Higher sfdt or sfinv
value will generate smoother curves. This observation is in agreement with the inference
given in Formula 4.31. Because σdt is a decreasing function of sfdt. A higher sfdt value
will lead to a lower σdt value; and the smaller variance indicates a smoother curve.
The parameter sfdt is a constant used in the calculation of the smoothed demand
interarrival time series (see Formula 3.3); it indicates the weight of historical data. When
sfdt=0, it implies the smoothed data is exactly current data. In practice, the value of sfdt
is usually set between 0.7 and 0.9 in exponential smoothing formulas. In this example,
referring to the simulation results, we arbitrarily select sfdt=0.8 as the initial estimation.
Similarly, the rest smoothing weight factors sfsu, sfpr, sfinv are estimated depending on
practical experience and simulation results as well.
In summary, we set sfdt=0.8,sfsu=0.8,sfpr=0.8,sfinv=0.9 as the initial estimation.
Although the factor values are arbitrarily decided, the effects of using these factor values
in the robust Kanban system is found quite good in the simulation-based comparative
experiment (they will be discussed in Chapter 5).
The safety factor sf should also be specified with a suitable value when implementing
the risk-response mechanism. The safety factor sf is used in the comparison between
mi_rate and its control limits (see Table 4.7 for the control limit parameters specification).
Recall the original rate balance constraint: mi_rate = demand rate
service rate
≤ 1
sf
. In the right hand
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Figure 4.5: Smoothed demand interarrival time (sfdt=0, 0.7, 0.9)
side of the inequality, sf is the safety factor used to specify the upper bound of normal
mi_rate value. We define sf=1+ε, where ε is a small positive value. Thus, the value of sf
is kept slightly above 1. We should keep sf not too far above 1. Otherwise, when sf is set
too large, the required service capacity may be overqualified to cover the demand, which is
a kind of waste for the production. For example, we set sf=2 (resulting in mi_rate=0.5),
then we have mi_rate < 1
sf
= 12 . The redundant service capacity may cause unnecessary
operating cost. Therefore, the reasonable setting of sf should be slightly above 1. In this
example, we set sf=1.01 as the initial estimation, then mi_rate is expected to be kept
less than 1
sf
=0.99.
So far we have introduced the estimation methods for specifying the control parame-
ters used in the risk-response mechanism. The control parameters (including the smooth-
ing weight factors, safety factor, and monitor control limits) have important influence on
the final response decision and performance of the robust Kanban system. Therefore,
their values should be determined appropriately. Although the control parameter values
are just determined using the above estimation methods, the effect of the estimation is
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Figure 4.6: Smoothed inventory and backlog level in customer input buffer (sfinv=0, 0.9,
0.95)
satisfying. In the following study, we will show the robust Kanban system can gener-
ate adequately good performance when using this estimation-based factor setting. This
conclusion is drawn based on the output results of a simulation-based comparative exper-
iment. In the next chapter, we will present how the comparative experiment is designed
and performed.
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5 Simulation experiment 1: compare
Robust Kanban System with others
In Figure 5.1, we use a general model to describe the operation process of a Kanban
system. The system transforms input material into finished product; meanwhile a series
of output data can be generated as performance measures. The process can be seen as a
combination of operations, facilities, control methods, and other resources (such as risk
factors) from the environment. During the process, some factors are controllable, whereas
others are uncertain. As listed in Figure 5.1, the controllable factors include such as
the service equipment capacity (3-level adjustable parameters), the control mechanism
(different Kanban control policies). If the risk-response mechanism of the robust Kanban
system is selected, related monitor control parameters will be included in the controllable
factors as well (see the risk-response mechanism control parameters in Figure 5.1). The
uncontrollable factors of the Kanban system are related to the risks from the uncertain en-
vironment. The risks group into three types: demand-side, process-side, and supplier-side
risks. In the Kanban system model, we assume that the risks are the demand interar-
rival time variability, the machine process time variability, and the material supply time
variability.
Input: material Output:  finished product
Controllable factors
Uncontrollable factors
Kanban number
Server process rate
Supplier-side
risk
Server number
Material supply rate
Traditional Kanban control
Service equipment
 capacity
Control
mechanism
Risk-response mechanism 
control parameter
Demand-side
risk
Adaptive Kanban control Safety factor sf
LCL,UCL for mi_rate
LCL,UCL for mi_inv
Smoothing weight factor sfdt 
Safety stock level ss, ss_low, ss_high 
Review period length
Customer demand 
rate variation
Machine process 
time variation
Material supply  
rate variation
Robust Kanban control 
with risk-response 
mechanism
Smoothing weight factor sfinv 
Process-side
 risk
  performance measures
Figure 5.1: General model of the robust Kanban system operation process
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In this chapter, we aim to examine whether the robust Kanban system can perform
robustly in the uncertain environment as the conceptual model expected. We compare
the performance of the robust Kanban systems with the performance of two other Kanban
systems (a traditional Toyota Kanban system, and an inventory-based adaptive Kanban
system), to see whether the robust Kanban system can give better performance. We
design and perform a series of comparative experiments (Montgomery 2007) based on
simulation models of three Kanban systems. The controllable factor "control mechanism"
is designed to have three levels in the experiment: traditional Kanban control, adaptive
Kanban control, and the proposed robust Kanban control. And the uncontrollable factor
"environment risk" is also assumed to have several typical types, we call them typical risk
scenarios in the following text.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we present the design
details of the comparative experiment. In Section 5.2, after conducting the experiment,
we analyze the output results using statistical techniques. At last, an intensive discussion
about the experiment results is given in Section 5.3, and the comparison conclusion is
drawn eventually.
5.1 Design of experiment
5.1.1 Problem statement
As introduced in Chapter 2, although the literature on Kanban systems contains a wide
range of Kanban model variations, only a few models addressed how the system could
dynamically change the Kanban number or other parameters during system operation
to handle risks. Takahashi’s inventory-based reactive Kanban model (Takahashi and
Nakamura 1999; Takahashi 2003) and Tardif’s adaptive Kanban model (Tardif and Maa-
seidvaag 2001) are two representative models with dynamical parameter design. Although
they adopted flexible system parameters such as Kanban number to mitigate the risk im-
pact, the shortcomings of these models are also noticeable. A brief comparison about
three Kanban system variations is made and summarized in Table 5.1: 1) the traditional
Toyota Kanban system (Monden 1983); 2) the reactive and adaptive Kanban systems
from literature (Takahashi and Nakamura 1999; Takahashi 2003; Tardif and Maaseidvaag
2001); 3) the proposed robust Kanban system (this study).
The control techniques, advantages, and disadvantages of the three selected Kanban
systems are summarized in Table 5.1. The traditional Toyota Kanban system keeps the
Kanban number constant during system operation; no robust approach is adopted by the
system to handle risks. The traditional Kanban system works well in the stable environ-
ment; nevertheless in an uncertain environment, its performance is not good. Actually
the assumption "certain or repetitive environment" is quite restrictive in real life. Most
Kanban systems in real life are subject to various uncertainties. This fact leads to the
application limitation of the traditional Kanban system.
In the second type, the reactive and adaptive Kanban systems can dynamically ad-
just the in-use Kanban number during system operation as response against risks. For
example, Tardif (2001) proposed an inventory-based adaptive Kanban model aiming to
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System
status
monitor
Robust ap-
proach
Advantages and disadvantages
Traditional
Toyota
Kanban
system
None None No risk response measures can be
taken, the system is only suitable in
a stable environment.
Previous
reactive,
adaptive
Kanban
system
Demand
time; In-
ventory
and back-
log level.
Change Kanban
number
It can detect risks, change Kan-
ban number as response actions.
However response actions could be
not effective (only changing Kan-
ban number), and slow (only when
inventory or backlog level is found
significantly beyond the control lim-
its). Enormous simulation experi-
ment work is required to apply the
models.
Robust
Kanban
system
mi_rate,
mi_inv
Change 3-level
parameters: Kan-
ban number;
Machine service
time; Number of
servers; Backup
supplier supply
proportion.
It can detect risks from supply, pro-
cess, and demand sides. Response
actions are quick and effective (can
change 3-level parameters includ-
ing Kanban number; can quickly
change higher-level parameters ac-
cording to monitor indication, even
when inventory or backlog level is
not significant yet). Required ex-
periment work is not enormous; The
model is practical and convenient in
application.
Table 5.1: Comparison of three Kanban system models
cushion the demand variability. With monitoring the inventory level upon each demand
arrival, the adaptive Kanban system can then decide how to change the Kanban number.
Compared to the traditional Kanban system, the adaptive model improved the system
performance in the uncertain environment. Nevertheless, there is still much room for im-
provement about the adaptive Kanban model, because it can only deal with slight-extent
risks from the demand side. For example, when the risk situation is severe, the demand
rate has far exceeded the service rate, thus only adjusting the Kanban number is not an
effective approach to cover the inventory shortage. At this moment, to add a new server
or speed up the current machine processing rate could be a better method. Another
limitation is from the monitor items. When only observing the inventory and backlog
level to detect risks, the response action may be not taken quickly enough. Suppose a
supplier has to slow down its supply rate due to the heavy snow. If we monitor the sup-
plier supply rate as well, this supply shortage risk can be detected immediately and the
backup-supplier can be started soon to cover the material shortage. By contrast, if we
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only monitor the inventory level (like in the adaptive Kanban model), the supply shortage
risk will be detected only after the inventory level goes far below the normal level. At this
moment the inventory shortage is already too obvious where much backlog penalty cost
has been caused. Thus, the response action could be taken too late if we only monitor
the inventory level. Thirdly, before applying the reactive and adaptive Kanban models,
enormous experiments are required as preparation work, we have to collect reference in-
formation and determine related control parameters. This could be quite time-consuming,
and makes the model application impractical in realistic problems.
Seeing these limitations, we therefore propose the robust Kanban system model to
improve the performance of a Kanban system in the uncertain environment. The brief
information of the robust Kanban system is also listed in Table 5.1. In order to confirm the
improvement made by the robust Kanban system, we plan to compare the performance
measures of the three Kanban systems in simulation environment.
The comparative experiment is carried out based on the simulation models of three
Kanban systems. The goal of the experiment is to find out whether the robust Kanban
system can perform better than the other two systems when facing an uncertain envi-
ronment. We assume a variety of risk scenarios, then run the simulation models of three
Kanban systems to compare their response performance. Finally, we analyze the simula-
tion output results using statistic methods, to find out whether the robust Kanban system
can generate better performance.
5.1.2 Control factors
The first step of the experiment design is to define input conditions. The input control
factors and each factor’s levels should be appropriately selected with considering the
experiment target as well as the realistic situation of the Kanban system.
Two factors are of interest in the comparative experiment: 1) Kanban control mech-
anism type; 2) risk scenario. As introduced in Table 5.1, we have three types of Kanban
control mechanism in comparison: 1) traditional Toyota Kanban system; 2) inventory-
based adaptive Kanban system; 3) robust Kanban system. And the risk situation is
assumed to contain 7 typical scenarios. In each risk scenario, three Kanban system mod-
els are simulated respectively using identical input conditions. Then we collect the output
data of each model to do further analysis and comparison.
For the sake of simplicity, we use short notation to mention the above three Kanban
systems: 1) Old_Kanban (means the traditional Toyota Kanban system); 2) Inv_Kanban
(means the inventory-based adaptive Kanban system); 3) Robust_Kanban (means the ro-
bust Kanban system). And seven risk scenarios are denoted by: 1) stable; 2) demand++;
3) demand+; 4) demand−−; 5) demand−; 6) process−; 7) supply−. Detailed description
of the seven risk scenarios is given in Table 5.2a). The stable scenario is considered as the
"baseline" normal environment for operating the Kanban system, no special risks will oc-
cur in the stable scenario. And the remaining 6 risk scenarios are designed by embedding
specific risk events in the stable scenario.
In conclusion, the input factors and each factor’s levels in the comparative experiment
are summarized in Table 5.2b). The predicted comparison results are also given in the
same table. In sum, we expect that the robust Kanban system can give better performance
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Risk Sce-
nario
Risk description Extent Duration
/time
unit
Frequency
/count#
stable Baseline normal sce-
nario, without risks.
Only td is uncertain,
exponential distribu-
tion.
Demand interarrival time: td ∼
exp(0.5),
Total simulation time: 4000
Demand++ Large increase in de-
mand rate
50%tmeand 250 2
Demand+ Small increase in de-
mand rate
90%td 500 2
Demand– Large decrease in de-
mand rate
500%tmeand 250 2
Demand- Small decrease in de-
mand rate
120%td 500 2
Process- Longer machine ser-
vice time
200%Tsi 100 2
Supply- Longer supplier mate-
rial generate time
400%tsu 100 2
a) Specification of seven risk scenarios
Factor Level Predicted comparison re-
sults
Kanban control
mechanism type
Old_Kanban, Inv_Kanban,
Robust_Kanban.
Performance measure Netprofit:
Old_Kanban < Inv_Kanban <
Robust_Kanban
Risk scenario Stable, demand++, de-
mand+, demand−−,
demand−, process−,
supply−
b) Input factors and predicted comparison results
Table 5.2: Input factor design in the comparative experiment
than the other systems in the uncertain environment. The predicted comparison results
will be tested after doing the experiment and analyzing the simulation output data of
three Kanban systems.
5.1.3 Response variables
It is natural to assume that the target of operating the Kanban system is to maximize
the profit or minimize the cost. In this experiment, we select the time-averaged net profit
"Netprofit" (also called Netprofitmean, see Section 3.2.2 Notation list 3 for definition) as
the main response variable.
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Netprofit is an integrated performance measure that consists of several subtotal cost
items, such as inventory holding cost and backlog cost. We divide the total Netprofit
generated during the entire operation time by the time length, then the obtained result
is the time-averaged Netprofit. The total Netprofit is calculated by:
Netprofittotal = Income− costpurchase − costinventory − costbacklog − costchange3level (5.1)
As can be seen from this formula, the inventory cost (related to inventory level), backlog
cost (related to order backlog level), and changing 3-level parameters cost (related to
Kanban number, machine service time, server number, and backup supplier supply pro-
portion), the income gained from completed demand orders, and the material purchasing
cost, are all contributing factors of Netprofittotal. The detailed calculation methods for
the subtotal cost items can be found in Section 3.2.2.
We have selected Netprofit as the main response variable in the comparative exper-
iment. Besides, other performance measures, such as the inventory and backlog level
of finished product at the customer stage, the cost of operating or changing the 3-level
parameters, are also considered as supplementary response variables. They can provide
more details about the robust Kanban system operation and performance.
Response variable Notation Measure
unit
Relationship with
Netprofit
Daily mean Netprofit
(main response)
Netprofitmean Currency
unit/time
Is the Netprofit
Mean inventory level Imean(t) Product
unit/time
Inventory↓,
Netprofit↑
Mean order backlog
level
Bmean(t) Product
unit/time
Backlog↓,
Netprofit↑
Changing 3-level pa-
rameters cost
costchange3level Currency
unit/time
Changing 3-level pa-
rameters cost ↓, Net-
profit ↑
Table 5.3: Response variables used in the comparative experiment
Conclusively, we summarize the information of the response variables used in the com-
parative experiment in Table 5.3. The information includes the response variable name,
notation, measure unit, and its relationship with the main response Netprofit. When
running the Kanban system simulation models, all the response variables are recorded
or calculated. The definition and calculation methods for each response variable can be
found in Section 3.2.2.
5.1.4 Choice of design and conducting details
The design framework of the comparative experiment is illustrated in Figure 5.2. We
take three types of Kanban control mechanism into comparison, and examine their per-
formance measures (response variables) respectively in seven risk scenarios. In each risk
scenario, three Kanban systems are simulated in several replications. In each replication,
we sequentially run three Kanban system models using identical input data (including the
data series of the customer demand interarrival time, supplier material supply time, and
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Risk scenario
Kanban control 
type
Demand+
Demand--
Supply-
Process-
Old_Kanban
Inv_Kanban
Robust_Kanban
Stable
Demand++
Demand-
Response variables: 
Netprofit (main)
Inventory level
Backlog level
Changing 3-level parameters cost
Figure 5.2: Comparison of 3 Kanban systems in 7 risk scenarios
the single-machine service time). Nevertheless, in different replications of a given scenario,
the realizations of random input data (e.g. exponentially distributed demand interarrival
time series) are different. We conduct the experiments following the above design, and
the simulation output data "Netprofit" are collected as the response variable. In each
scenario, the Netprofit between any two of three Kanban systems are first combined as
paired data for each replication, then further comparative analysis will be taken.
Here we select the paired difference test as the comparison method. It is because
the paired difference test has more statistic power than the unpaired difference test, if
the variability of the noise factor is significant compared to the group difference. In this
experiment, the group difference means the data difference between three Kanban systems
(the 40 replications data of each Kanban system are seen as a data group); and the noise
factors refer to the factors that cause data variability within a group. Using the paired
difference test can help us eliminate the variability caused by noise factors, thus we can
focus on the effect caused by the factor of interest: the Kanban control mechanism types.
It should be noted that, we first arbitrarily select a sample size (number of replications)
40 for the paired difference test. Later, after performing the experiment, we will examine
whether the selected sample size is sufficiently large through analyzing the output data.
If the current sample size 40 is too small to generate good statistical inferences for the
paired difference test, we will increase the sample size and then redo the experiment.
Otherwise, when the sample size 40 is large enough, the test results can be thought of as
useful statistical inference.
The post test for the sample size is performed as follows. Suppose the current in-use
sample size is n. We put n value into the test formula
n ≥ (tn−1,α/2 + tn−1,β)
2
(µ1−µ2
Sd
)2
(5.2)
(Dupont and Plummer Jr 1990), to check whether the inequality is satisfied. µ1 − µ2 is
the difference of two population means, Sd is the estimated standard deviation of paired
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response differences, and tn−1,α/2 and tn−1,β are Student t-distribution quantiles with n-1
degrees of freedom and with probability α/2 and β. Here α is the probability of detecting
a false effect, its usual value is 5%. And 1-β means the probability of detecting a true
effect (the power), usually 1-β is supposed to be 90%, 85%,80%. If the given n can satisfy
the inequality, then n can be considered as a suitable (sufficiently large) sample size.
Otherwise, we have to increase the sample size n. In this comparative experiment, after
collecting output data, we have done a series of post-tests using n=40 (40 replications
in each Kanban system group) and the inequality is satisfied in each test; so in this
experiment we run 40 replications for each Kanban system in each scenario.
Supplier Stage1 Stage2 Stage3 Customer
Inventory Cost (per product unit
per time unit)
1 2 3 4 N/A
Backlog Cost (per product unit
per time unit)
N/A N/A N/A 160 N/A
Sell Price (per product unit) N/A N/A N/A N/A 200
Purchase Price of main supplier
(per product unit)
5 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Purchase Price of backup supplier
(per product unit)
20 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Operating Kanban Cost /time
unit
2*Kanban number(at the bottleneck stage)*7
work modules
Control service time cost /time
unit
400/machine service time
Control server number cost / time
unit
120* server number
Change supplier cost /count 1000
Table 5.4: Input cost coefficient parameters for three Kanban systems in simulation
Robust_
Kanban
Inv_ Kan-
ban
Old_ Kan-
ban
Initial Kanban number (K) 6 6 6
K adjusting range (Kmin,Kmax) 5,12 5,12 6
Control limits of inventory level (sslow, sshigh) (0,4) (3,4) N/A
Initial machine service time (Ts) 1.64 1.64 1.64
Ts adjusting range (Tsmax, T s0, T smin) 1.8,1.64,1.48 1.64 1.64
Initial server number (Ns) 1 1 1
Ns adjusting range (Nsmin, Nsmax) 1, 3 1 1
Initial backup supplier proportion (prbackup) 0 1 1
prbackup adjusting range (prlow, prhigh) 0, 0.5 1 1
Table 5.5: Input 3-level parameters of three Kanban systems in simulation
As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the control factor "Kanban control mechanism type" has
3 levels; and the factor "risk scenario" has 7 levels. In all, we have 3*7=21 combinations
for the input factor setting. Under each control factor setting, we run three Kanban
systems in 40 replications. Overall, 7 (scenarios) *3 (Kanban control mechanism types)
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*40 (replications) =840 simulation runs need to be carried out for the whole comparative
experiment.
In each risk scenario, each Kanban system can generate a sample of Netprofit data
with size 40. Thus, we finally get three samples of Netprofit data: Netprofit_Old (tra-
ditional Kanban system), Netprofit_Inv (adaptive Kanban system), Netprofit_Robust
Robust_Kanban Inv_Kanban Old_Kanban
Simulation length /simu
time unit
4000 4000 4000
Replication per risk sce-
nario
40 40 40
Warm up period /simu
time unit
100 100 100
Review period /simu
time unit
5 upon demand ar-
rival; or 5 (with
sfdt=0.8)
N/A
Input random variables
for 7 risk scenarios
Stable scenario: demand interarrival time td ∼ exp(1/2), tmeand =
2,
Risk demand++: 50% tmeand for 250*2 orders,
Risk demand+: 90% td for 500*2 orders,
Risk demand−−: 500% tmeand for 250*2 orders,
Risk demand−: 120% td for 250*2 orders,
Risk process−: 200% Tsi for 100*2 service tasks,
Risk supply−: 400% Tsu for 100*2 material orders
Output data group 1:
Real-time data series
record
Inventory level at each stage,
Order backlog level at customer stage,
Waiting time of each demand order,
Kanban collection time record,
Changing-Kanban number record,
Changing-service time record,
Changing-server number record,
Changing-backup supplier proportion record,
Monitor mirate value record,
Monitor miinv value record.
Output data group 2:
summary statistics
Mean Netprofit (main response),
Mean inventory level of each stage,
Mean backlog level,
Mean customer service level,
Mean change Kanban number cost,
Mean control service time cost,
Mean control server number cost,
Mean change supplier cost,
Mean total income,
Mean total cost.
Simulation software Matlab-Simulink 2010a
Table 5.6: Input scenarios and output performance measures of three Kanban systems in
simulation
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Control factor Estimation value
Safety factor sf 1.1, 1.05,1.2
Smoothing weight factor sfdt 0.96
Smoothing weight factor sfinv 0.8
Safety stock level ss(sslow, sshigh) 2 (0,4)
UCLK 1/(1+ sf)
LCLK 1/(1+ sf)*0.85
UCLTs 1
LCLTs 1/(1+ sf)*0.82
UCLNs 1/(1+ sf)*2
LCLNs 1/(1+ sf)*0.5
UCLsu 1/(1+ sf)*0.85
LCLsu 1/(1+ sf)*0.5
Table 5.7: Input risk-response mechanism parameters for the robust Kanban system sim-
ulation model
(robust Kanban system), to do the comparison. We do the paired difference test between
any two Kanban systems. As given in Table 5.2, the predicted comparison results are:
Netprofit_Old < Netprofit_Inv < Netprofit_Robust. We denote the mean value of Net-
profit generated by three Kanban systems respectively by µold, µinv, µrobust. Then, the
hypotheses for paired difference tests are stated as below:
• Paired difference test between Traditional Toyota Kanban system (Old_Kanban)
and Robust Kanban system (Robust_Kanban)
H0 : µold < µrobust
H1 : µold ≥ µrobust
• Paired difference test between Inventory-based adaptive Kanban system (Inv_Kanban)
and Robust Kanban system (Robust_Kanban)
H0 : µinv < µrobust
H1 : µinv ≥ µrobust
• Paired difference test between Traditional Toyota Kanban system (Old_Kanban)
and Inventory-based adaptive Kanban system (Inv_Kanban)
H0 : µold < µinv
H1 : µold ≥ µinv
To analyze the output results of paired difference tests, several statistical methods are
taken into account. Paired Z-test and paired t-test can be used for data with normality;
and Wilcoxon signed-rank test is suitable for non-normal data analysis. In the compara-
tive experiment, the output data obtained from each Kanban system in each risk scenario
is just a sample (with size 40) of possible output results. We can know the variance of
the data sample but not the variance of the overall data population. Therefore, paired
Z-test is excluded due to the required data population variance. If the paired sample data
follow a normal distribution, we can apply the paired t-test for the analysis; otherwise,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test will be selected for analyzing the non-normal data.
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So far, the design of the comparative experiment is accomplished. Nextly, to conduct
the experiment, the input parameters with respect to the system configuration and sim-
ulation control techniques should be specified. The specification is presented from Table
5.4 to Table 5.7. They are respectively about cost coefficients parameters, 3-level system
structure parameters, simulation model parameters, and risk-response mechanism param-
eters. To be noted, the simulation run length for each Kanban model is set identically
as 4000 time units (in simulation clock). It is because when the simulation run length
is around 4000, the operating status of each Kanban system can already show a station-
ary trend. Before doing the experiment, we tried many values of simulation run length
from 500 to 107 time units, and found that 4000 is a useful and economical value. And
the methods or reasons for other parameters settings can be found in related sections of
Chapter 4.
5.2 Result analysis
As mentioned earlier, we need to carry out 7 (scenarios) *3 (Kanban system types) *40
(replications) =840 simulation runs in the comparative experiment. Thus, for each Kan-
ban system in each risk scenario, we can obtain an output data sample with size 40. The
output data of three Kanban systems in the same risk scenario will be compared together
using paired difference tests.
Before doing statistical analysis on the data samples, we first plot out descriptive
graphs to get a big picture of the output results. For example, we draw distribution
graphs (histogram, outlier box plot) and scatter plots of Netprofit data. Subsequently, we
take paired difference tests to analyze the sample data from each risk scenario to derive
statistical conclusions. The statistical analysis software used in this study is JMP 8.0
package. In Section 5.2.1, we first present a brief summary of the statistical results. More
analysis and implication of the results will be discussed in the following sections.
5.2.1 Result overview
Having collected the output data from the simulation experiment, we first draw scatter
plots and box plots for each data sample to get a big picture of the results.
As shown in Figure 5.3, the sample data obtained from three Kanban systems in the
stable scenario are illustrated by scatter and box plots. And the corresponding sum-
mary statistics of the data are listed in Table 5.8. From Figure 5.3, we can observe
that the mean values of Netprofit data from three Kanban systems are quite close; all of
them remain at a high level. However, the data scatter situations of three Kanban sys-
tems are of noticeable difference: Old_Kanban data points are more scattered, whereas
Inv_Kanban and Robust_Kanban data points are distributed more densely. Looking into
the statistical summary given in Table 5.8, we can find that: mean Netprofit value of Ro-
bust_Kanban>Inv_Kanban>Old_Kanban; and the standard deviation (or variance) of
Robust_Kanban<Inv_Kanban<Old_Kanban. The comparison result is in good agree-
ment with the predicted results given in Table 5.2b). The mean value of Netprofit data
from Robust Kanban system is higher than the mean value from other two Kanban sys-
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tems; and the inventory-based adaptive Kanban system performed also better than the
Traditional Kanban system.
Nevertheless, the mean value-based comparison results are not very powerful, be-
cause the differences between three Kanban systems are not so significant compared with
the sample data variation of each Kanban system. For example, mean Netprofit of Ro-
bust_Kanban sample is 85.36, of Inv_Kanban sample is 78.19, the difference between
them is 85.36-78.19=7.17; whereas the standard deviation of the two samples are 28.68
and 23.41 respectively. The standard deviations are larger than the mean value differ-
ence, which implies that the inherent sample data variation within each Kanban system is
larger than the effect of different Kanban control mechanisms. In this situation, we cannot
simply conclude that the robust Kanban system can perform better than the other two
Kanban systems. Further investigation has to be taken to confirm the conclusion. Since
the within-group data variation is relatively significant, we think the paired difference test
is a more suitable approach for the comparison than the unpaired difference test. Hence,
we select the paired difference test to compare statistically the Netprofit data from three
Kanban systems. The results of the paired comparison test in the stable scenario will be
discussed in Section 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.3: Scatter and box plots of mean Netprofit for three Kanban systems (in stable
scenario)
Stable Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95% up-
per)
Old_Kanban 40 76.9532 30.2888 67.2664 86.6400
Inv_Kanban 40 78.1904 28.6817 69.0175 87.3632
Robust_Kanban 40 85.3638 23.4122 77.8762 92.8514
Table 5.8: Netprofit summary statistics of three Kanban systems in stable scenario (*:
CI, Confidence Interval)
Nextly, we look at the descriptive results of Netprofit from the remaining 6 risk
scenarios. The scatter and box plots of three Kanban systems in the remaining 6 risk
scenarios are displayed in Figure 5.4; and corresponding statistical summary results are
given in Table 5.9.
Similar to the stable scenario, in the majority of the remaining 6 risk scenarios, the
mean Netprofit values of three Kanban systems obey the same order: mean Netprofit of
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Old_Kanban < Inv_Kanban < Robust_Kanban. The only exception is the demand−−
risk scenario. In this scenario we observe that: mean Netprofit value of Inv_Kanban <
Old_Kanban < Robust_Kanban.
Different from the stable scenario, the mean Netprofit value differences between 3
Kanban systems are much more significant in the remaining 6 risk scenarios. For in-
stance, as can be seen in Figure 5.4a) and Table 5.9a), the differences of mean Net-
profit in the demand++ scenario are: Robust-Old=93.60713, Robust-Inv=78.1979, and
Inv-Old=15.40923; whereas in the stable scenario, the differences are smaller: Robust-
Old=8.410652, Robust-Inv=7.173446 and Inv-Old =1.237206.
Furthermore, comparing the results of demand++ scenario and demand+ scenario,
we find that in the demand++ (severe demand increase) risk scenario, the performance
improvement made by the robust Kanban system is more obvious than in the demand+
(slight demand increase) risk scenario. When the environment is uncertain, the traditional
Kanban system and the inventory-based adaptive Kanban system cannot perform so well.
The more risks the environment has, the worse performance they will generate. By
contrast, the robust Kanban system can still remain at an adequately good performance
level due to the robustly designed risk-response mechanism.
Similar performance improvement made by the robust Kanban system can be also
clearly observed in other 4 risk scenarios. In sum, in all the risk scenarios except the
stable scenario, the Netprofit gained by the robust Kanban system is obviously higher
than the other two Kanban systems. The risk-response mechanism of the robust Kanban
system can significantly improve the Kanban system performance when facing a variety
of risks in the uncertain environment. Especially when the risk is severe, the performance
differences between robust Kanban system and other systems become much more distinct.
In addition, comparing Inv_Kanban system with Old_Kanban system results, smaller
but still obvious improvement can also be seen in the Inv_Kanban system in most of the
cases. Thus, the observation in these risk scenarios confirms our predicted comparison
result, namely, mean Netprofit value of Robust_Kanban system > Inv_Kanban system
> Old_Kanban system.
We also notice that there is an exceptional case, the demand−− scenario. In this
scenario, the comparison result is different from the others: mean Netprofit value of
Inv_Kanban< Old_Kanban < Robust_Kanban. Namely, the traditional Kanban system
gained more Netprofit than the inventory-based adaptive Kanban system. Although it
deviated from our prediction "Netprofit of Old_Kanban<Inv_Kanban", the Netprofit
difference between Inv_Kanban and Old_Kanban is quite small, as shown in Figure
5.4c) and Table 5.9c). We think the exceptional comparison result is caused by the
trade-off relationship between the high order backlog cost and the low inventory holding
cost. In the demand−− scenario, the customer demand rate decreased largely for some
periods. In this situation, the Inv_Kanban system reduced its cyclic Kanban number to
reduce the inventory level in response to the large demand-decrease risk. In contrast, the
Old_Kanban system still kept a constant Kanban number in the demand−− risk scenario;
hence the number of finished product stored in the customer input buffer became larger,
which caused a higher inventory holding cost. Once the demand-decrease disruption was
gone, the customer demand rate went back immediately to the normal level. But at
this moment, the Inv_Kanban system was still using a lower-level Kanban number. Not
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until the demand rate change was detected in later periods, would the Inv_Kanban system
increase its Kanban number. The delay of increasing Kanban number could result in more
backlogged orders, consequently more backlog cost was incurred. In this experiment, we
assume that the order backlog cost is much higher than the inventory cost, hence the
saving from inventory cost might be balanced out by the increased order backlog cost in
the Inv_Kanban system. If the inventory cost saved from reducing Kanban number is less
than the extra order backlog cost caused by the response-action delay, the Netprofit of
Inv_Kanban system will be consequently lower than the Old_Kanban system. This can
explain why the exceptional result "Netprofit of Old_Kanban > Inv_Kanban" occurred in
the demand−− risk scenario. Actually in the demand−− scenario, the Netprofit difference
between the two Kanban systems is not obvious.
To sum up, in most of the risk scenarios, the adaptive Kanban system achieved a
higher performance level than the traditional Kanban system, and the robust Kanban
system presented a significantly better performance than the other two Kanban systems.
So far, we have constructed descriptive graphs and tables of summary statistics to get
a general understanding of the results of the comparative experiment. In the following
parts, we will present and discuss the comparison results in each risk scenario with more
details.
5.2.2 In a stable scenario
In the stable scenario, compared with the mean value difference between different groups,
the variation of Netprofit data within the group (each Kanban system type is a group) is
considerably large. Hence, we cannot evidently conclude that the robust Kanban system
can outperform the other two systems, if only judging the mean value of Netprofit data.
To mitigate the impact of within-group data variation, we use the paired difference test
to compare the effects (on the response variable Netprofit) of different Kanban control
mechanisms. In a given scenario, the input conditions of three Kanban system simulation
models are set identically in each same-ordered replication, so that paired difference test
is applicable in data analysis.
Two types of paired difference test are taken into consideration as option: paired t-
test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The paired t-test is a very powerful quantitive tool
for comparison. But doing paired t-test requires a precondition: the sample data should
have normality; while doing Wilcoxon signed-rank test requires no normality for data.
Hence we first observe the distribution of Netprofit data. As demonstrated by his-
tograms in Appendix A, the Netprofit data of "Robust-Old", "Robust-Inv" and "Robus"
approximate to a normal distribution. The observed normal distribution of Netprofit data
can be explained by the central limit theorem. Recall the central limit theorem(see Law
(2007) p.499). Given a series of i.i.d random variables X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn with finite mean
µ and finite variance σ2, if the sample size n is sufficiently large, then the sample mean
X¯(n) is distributed approximately as a normal random variable with mean µ and variance
σ2/n . Even for some certain types of correlated data, we denote them by Y1, Y2, Y3, ..., Yn
, the normal distribution is also a good approximation. The Yi series are not i.i.d data,
such as the waiting time of each customer in an M/M/1 queue. However, as the number
of customers n is getting larger, the mean waiting time Y¯ (n) will approximately follow
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Figure 5.4: Scatter and box plots of meanNetprofit of 3 Kanban systems (in the remaining
6 risk scenarios)
a normal distribution as well. The conclusion is drawn referring to some variations of
the central limit theorem (see Law (2007) p.499). In our Kanban simulation models, the
output data Netprofit (mean Netprofit value) from each simulation run is such a Y¯ (n)
summary statistic. The response variable Netprofit is actually the time-averaged Netprofit
value that is calculated by
n=RL∑
n=1
Netprofitn/RL, where RL is the simulation run length
in simulation clock (we have RL=4000 time units in the presented experiment). The
output data series Netprofitn from a simulation run is a correlated data series. However,
when RL is sufficiently large, the distribution of mean Netprofit can approximate well to
a normal distribution too.
Furthermore, it can be reasoned that the paired differences of Netprofit value between
each two Kanban system samples should approximate to normal distributions (see Figure
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Demand++ Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95% up-
per)
Old_Kanban 40 -344.4317 167.8515 -398.1132 -290.7502
Inv_Kanban 40 -329.0224 165.9589 -382.0987 -275.9462
Robust_Kanban 40 -250.8245 167.0999 -304.2657 -197.3834
Demand+ Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95% up-
per)
Old_Kanban 40 38.3777 79.7236 12.8809 63.8746
Inv_Kanban 40 45.9516 75.4760 21.8132 70.0901
Robust_Kanban 40 78.4515 27.6596 69.6055 87.2975
Demand−− Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95% up-
per)
Old_Kanban 40 64.9669 17.3400 59.4212 70.5125
Inv_Kanban 40 64.7613 16.1070 59.6100 69.9126
Robust_Kanban 40 74.4997 17.6281 68.8620 80.1374
Demand− Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95% up-
per)
Old_Kanban 40 70.0980 7.7521 67.6187 72.5772
Inv_Kanban 40 70.5328 8.0632 67.9540 73.1115
Robust_Kanban 40 89.6012 9.3200 86.6205 92.5819
Process− Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95%
upper)
Old_Kanban 40 -398.906 236.0437 -474.3964 -323.4155
Inv_Kanban 40 -376.5615 221.3652 -447.3576 -305.7655
Robust_Kanban 40 34.4454 80.2497 8.7803 60.1105
Supply− Scenario Sample
size
Mean Std CI*(95%
lower)
CI(95%
upper)
Old_Kanban 40 -221.5351 205.1441 -287.1434 -155.9268
Inv_Kanban 40 -160.3998 179.7192 -217.8768 -102.9228
Robust_Kanban 40 -97.0472 104.5856 -130.4953 -63.5991
Table 5.9: Netprofit summary statistics of three Kanban systems in other 6 riks scenarios
(*: CI, Confidence Interval)
A.1 in Appendix). According to the above theorem, when RL is sufficiently large, we
believe that all the Netprofit data should approximate to the normal distribution
But from Figure A.1, we observed that only the Robust-related Netprofit data
("Robust-Old", "Robust-Inv" and "Robust") show the normality, while the other data
(from "Inv-Old", "Inv" and "Old") present non-normal shapes. This can be explained as
follows. In the stable scenario, the demand variability (exponential distribution of de-
mand interarrival time) is relatively large for the Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems.
Once the demand rate changes, the system operating status (such as inventory level) will
be affected by the risk for a longer time than in the robust Kanban system. Thus, the
Netprofitn data series in Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems are more correlated
than in the Robust_Kanban system. Therefore, with the current simulation run length
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(RL=4000), the Netprofit data from the two systems cannot present as good normality
as the data from the Robust Kanban System. Since our study focuses on the effects
of the robust Kanban system, we still use the paired t-test as the main tool to do the
comparative analysis and generate statistical inferences. As a supplement, the Wilcoxon
Sign-Rank test for non-normal data is also taken for reference.
Using the sample data, we did the paired t-test for any two of Robust_Kanban,
Inv_Kanban and Old_Kanban systems. The statistical analysis software JMP 8.0 is
used to perform the tests. The test results are also presented in Figure A.1.
To be noted, the statistical tests adopted in the comparative experiment are one-
sided tests with 95% confidence interval (α=0.05). The null hypothesis H0 : µold < µrobust
indicates the robust Kanban system is supposed to perform better than the traditional
Kanban system in the view of Netprofit. We calculate the p-value of "Prob>t" other
than "Prob>|t|" to estimate the risk of wrongly rejecting hypothesis H0. The smaller the
"Prob>t" p-value is, the more confident it is to accept the hypothesis H0. As can be seen
in Figure A.1, the "Prob>t" p-values in tests H0 : µold < µrobust and H0 : µinv < µrobust
are 0.0155 and 0.0102, respectively; both values are far below α=0.05. This means it
is powerful to accept the null hypotheses. Namely, it is reasonable to conclude that
Robust_Kanban performs better than Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems in the
stable scenario.
On the other hand, in the testH0 : µold < µinv, we find that "Prob>t" p-value is 0.2966,
which is much larger than 0.05. Hence, we cannot state that the Inv_Kanban system out-
performs the Old_Kanban system at a statistically significant level, even though the mean
Netprofit value of Inv_Kanban (78.19084) is larger than that of Old_Kanban (76.9532).
Actually all the three Kanban systems performed quite well in the stable environment,
the difference between their performance is not obvious.
As a post test, we want to know whether the sample size 40 is suitable for the paired
t-test. Therefore, we use Formula 5.2 to check the result. Take the data of paired t-
test µold vs. µrobust as an example. In this example, we have obtained µold=76.9532,
µrobust=85.3638, we use the difference of sample means to estimate the difference of
population means, they are µrobust − µold=8.41065. The current sample size n=40.
From Figure A.1 we can get Sd=19.6907, and we also have tn−1,α/2 = t39,5%=1.684,
tn−1,β) = t39,20%=0.888, then the value of
(tn−1,α/2+tn−1,β)2
(µ1−µ2
Sd
)
2 is 36.26, which is less than
40. Namely, Formula 5.2 is satisfied by n=40. Then we can conclude that the sample size
40 is a sufficiently large value for the paired t-test µold vs. µrobust.
In other cases, we can also use Formula 5.2 to examine whether the sample size 40
is suitable. In general, except the paired t-test between Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban
systems in the stable scenario, in all other comparison cases (the other 2 comparisons in
the stable scenario, and all the comparisons in the remaining 6 scenarios), the sample size
40 is sufficiently large for the paired t-test to generate useful statistical inferences.
5.2.3 In a demand++ scenario
In the demand++ risk scenario, we add a large demand-increase risk into the "baseline"
stable scenario. The assumed risk situation is that the demand rate suddenly increases to a
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much higher level for a time length, and then falls down to the previous normal level. The
risk situation is realized through setting unusual values for the demand interarrival time
data series in simulation. After running simulation models of three Kanban systems under
the same demand++ scenario, we can obtain three output data samples respectively from
Robust_Kanban, Inv_Kanban, and Old_Kanban systems. Similarly, in the demand++
scenario we set data sample size=40, namely each Kanban system simulation is run in
40 replications. And the simulation input conditions of three Kanban systems are set
identically in each same-ordered replication, which guarantees the precondition of applying
the paired difference test.
As shown in Figure A.2, we first constructed distribution histograms and outlier box
plots of the response Netprofit data in the demand++ scenario. With the graphs, we
can examine the normality of sample data, which is fundamental to further statistical
analysis.
Similar to the results of the stable scenario, in Figure A.2, good normal distribution
shapes can be observed in Robust Kanban related graphs in the demand++ risk scenario.
Hence, we choose the paired t-test as the statistical tool to compare the data.
In Figure A.2, we list the Netprofit paired t-test results for each pair from Ro-
bust_Kanban, Inv_Kanban, and Old_Kanban system in the demand++ risk scenario.
All the statistics and parameters have the same meaning as in the former stable-scenario
paired t-test. In the demand++ risk scenario, we observe that the "Prob>t" p-values
are quite small for all comparison pairs when comparing to the "Prob>t" p-values in
the stable scenario. This implies that the risk of wrongly rejecting the hypothesis H0
is very small in the demand++ case. Besides, in this case, the differences in Net-
profit data sample means (see the parameter Mean Difference) become much larger than
in the stable scenario. This also implies that the performance improvement made by
robust Kanban system is more significant in the more uncertain demand++ risk sce-
nario. Based on the paired t-test results, we conclude that the Netprofit value of Ro-
bust_Kanban>Inv_Kanban>Old_Kanban. Namely, the robust Kanban system can out-
perform the other two systems; and the inventory-based adaptive Kanban system can
also perform better than the traditional Kanban system in the demand++ scenario. Fur-
thermore, comparing the paired t-test results from the stable scenario and demand++
scenario, we can find that the performance improvement made by the robust Kanban
system becomes more significant when the environment variability is larger.
5.2.4 In other scenarios
Doing the comparative experiment in the remaining 5 risk scenarios, similar results can
also be obtained as shown in the stable and demand++ scenarios.
Suppose we can accept the null hypothesis H0 in the paired test when "Prob>t" p-
value<0.05. According to the p-value results, we get the same comparison result for
the 7 risk scenarios: Netprofit value of Robust_Kanban > Inv_Kanban > Old_Kanban
(the only exception is: Inv_Kanban<Old_Kanban in the stable scenario). The value
of difference between groups may vary in different risk situations, but the order of the
response Netprofit of three Kanban systems is always the same. The detailed results of
all the 7 scenarios can be found in Appendix A.
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In sum, based on the paired t-test results, it is reasonable to conclude that the ro-
bust Kanban system can achieve a better performance than the traditional and adaptive
Kanban systems when facing a wide range of risks in the environment. Especially when
the risk situation is severe, the performance improvement gained by the robust Kanban
system will become more significant.
5.3 Result discussion
In Section 5.2, we have discussed the comparison results referring to the main response
variable Netprofit. The Netprofit is an integrated performance measure that consists of
many subtotal cost items (such as inventory cost, order backlog cost). To know more
details about the system operating status and performance, we investigate the subtotal
cost items of Netprofit in the following work.
Besides the integrated performance measure Netprofit, other specific performance
measures can be also obtained from simulation. The output results include not only the
real-time system operating status information but also summary statistics. Recall the
Netprofit calculation formula (Formula 5.1). The values of the subtotal cost item like
inventory cost, order backlog cost, and changing 3-level parameters cost are determined
by related performance measures: the inventory level, order backlog level, and in-use
service equipment capacity.
In Figure 5.5, we illustrate the detailed performance measure results of three Kanban
systems in seven typical risk scenarios. The information includes the integrated per-
formance measure Netprofit and detailed performance measures inventory level, backlog
level, changing 3-level parameters cost. The data points in the graphs are collected from
the comparative experiment in Section 5.2. The histograms represent the mean values of
selected performance measures; they are calculated based on the sample data (with size
40) of each Kanban system in the given scenario.
In Figure 5.5a), we present the comparison result of Netprofit, the final integrated
performance measure of the robust Kanban system model. When comparing the Netprofit
of three Kanban systems in a specific scenario, we can observe that Robust_Kanban sys-
tem always generates a higher Netprofit value than the other two systems. Moreover,
comparing the Netprofit results across different scenarios, we can see the tendency that
the performance improvement made by the robust Kanban system will become more ob-
vious in the severer risk situation. Actually in these risk scenarios, the Netprofit results
of Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban system vary a lot, the results depend on the risk im-
pact in that scenario. By contrast, the robust Kanban system can retain a more stable
performance level in different risk scenarios.
Figure 5.5b) illustrates the order backlog levels of three Kanban systems in different
scenarios. The order backlog level is a performance measure considered from the customer
view, and is used to reflect the system service quality. In these Kanban system models,
the order backlog level is virtually the customer waiting queue length. Hence, a lower
backlog level indicates the shorter waiting time and better customer service quality; while
a higher backlog level means long waiting time that may cause loss of customer goodwill.
If we intend to maintain a high customer service level, we should set a high penalty cost
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(c) Mean finished product inventory level of 3 Kanban systems in 7 scenarios
(d) Mean operating cost for 3-level parameters of 3 Kanban systems in 7 scenarios
Figure 5.5: Performance measure results of 3 Kanban systems in 7 risk scenarios
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rate for backlogged orders. For example, in the comparative example, the order backlog
cost is assumed to be160 per product unit per time unit. Compared to the inventory
holding cost 4 per product unit per time unit, the order backlog cost is quite high. This
makes the backlog cost become an important contributing factor to the final performance
Netprofit.
Given the backlog penalty cost rate and inventory holding cost rate, suitable inventory
and backlog levels can be consequently decided for generating the optimal Netprofit result.
Since in this experiment, we assume that the order backlog cost rate is much higher than
the inventory holding cost rate, then the Kanban systems tend to keep the order backlog
level at a very low level (less than 1 product unit). When various risks occur in the
environment, the Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems cannot keep the order backlog
at a low level as before; thus a considerable amount of order backlog penalty cost will be
incurred. By contrast, the robust Kanban system can still retain a relatively low backlog
level; thus the better Netprofit result gained by the robust Kanban system is mainly
attributed to the saved backlog penalty cost. In general, the result of comparing the "order
backlog level" between three Kanban systems is: order backlog level of Robust_Kanban
< Inv_Kanban < Old_Kanban. The comparison orders of three Kanban systems are the
same in all the seven risk scenarios, just the value difference of backlog levels between
Kanban systems will vary in different risk scenarios.
The inventory information of three Kanban systems in 7 risk scenarios is demon-
strated in Figure 5.5c). We can observe that, in all risk scenarios except the demand- and
demand– scenarios, the Inv_Kanban system holds the highest inventory level, whereas
Old_Kanban and Robust_Kanban systems keep relatively low and stable inventory lev-
els. The observation reflects the features of different Kanban control mechanisms. For
example, in the demand− and demand−− scenarios, the customer demand rate is sup-
posed to decline slightly (demand−) or markedly (demand−−) for a time length as the
risk event. When risk occurs, Inv_Kanban system will reduce cyclic Kanban number
as the response action. The response action leads the inventory into a lower level, thus
unnecessary inventory holding cost can be eliminated. In Figure 5.5c) we observe that
the inventory level of Inv_Kanban system varies a lot in different risk scenarios, while
the backlog level of Old_Kanban or Robust_Kanban system remains relatively stable.
It is because the Old_Kanban system always holds a constant Kanban number; and the
Robust_Kanban system can adjust other machine-capacity parameters instead of the
Kanban number to handle the risks. Therefore, their inventory levels are more stable.
In the demand++, demand+, supply-, process- risk scenarios, when risks happen to the
system, the inventory level decrease or backlog level increase will be incurred as a result.
To reduce the impact of risks, the Inv_Kanban system will add more Kanbans into the
system. However, the adding-Kanban action might be not useful to mitigate the risk im-
pact, if the risk is severe. Imagine the risk disruption is quite severe, such as the material
supply is interrupted for a long period, the processing machine has totally broken down,
or the customer demand rate increases rapidly to a high level. In these situations, only
to increase the Kanban number cannot effectively mitigate the risk impact and maintain
the system performance at a high level. By contrast, to select a backup supplier, set up a
new machine, or speed up the machine processing rate could be more effective approaches
for reducing the risk impact. Although additional cost must be paid for changing the
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machine or supplier capacity, the risk of order backlog can be meanwhile reduced and the
potential backlog penalty cost is saved, owing to the enhanced service capacity.
Lastly, from Figure 5.5d), we can capture the information about operating cost related
to 3-level parameters (including Kanban number, machine service time, server number).
The Kanban system using different Kanban number, different machine processing rate, or
different server number will certainly generate different operating cost. To set up a new
server in a workcell, to speed up the machine process rate by employing more workers
or overtime work, will accordingly cause more operating cost than just adjusting the
Kanban number. As can be seen from this graph, the operating cost of the Old_Kanban
system is identical in all risk scenarios because its 3-level parameter setting is fixed. In
the Inv_Kanban system, only the Kanban number operating cost differs among 7 risk
scenarios, because only its Kanban number is flexible. Lastly, in the Robust_Kanban
system, all operating cost items are varying across different risk scenarios, since all the
3-level parameters can be dynamically adjusted depending on different risk situations.
In most of the scenarios, we can observe that the service time operating cost in the
Robust_Kanban system is lower than that in Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems. It
is because the Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems adopt a standard machine service
time, whereas the Robust_Kanban systems can flexibly adjust the machine service time
to a higher level or a lower level depending on different demand requirements. When
the demand rate decreases, the robust Kanban system can economically slow down the
machine service rate, thus operating cost for abundant service capacities can be saved.
Later, when demand increases, the system will switch the machine service rate to a higher
level again. The flexible machine service time helps the robust Kanban system work more
efficiently in the uncertain environment.
The Kanban number operating cost is found to be lower in the Robust Kanban system
than in the other systems, while server-number operating cost is higher in the Robust
Kanban system. When severe risk disruption happens, the Robust Kanban system may
set up a new server to deal with the risk. The cost of operating a new server could be
very expensive; however, comparing to the potential risk of order backlog penalty cost, the
action of adding a server can be worthwhile and economical. Due to this reason, higher
server-number operating cost is caused in the Robust Kanban system. Usually the severe
risk disruption only happen with a low probability, hence the newly added server does
not need to work for a long time. When the risk disruption disappears, the server number
will be reduced to its normal level for saving unnecessary server-number related operating
cost. Meanwhile, in the Robust Kanban system, the Kanban number does not need to
be set so large as in the Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems, because other 3-level
parameters (like server number and machine service time) can also be flexibly adjusted
in response to risks in the robust Kanban system. Sometimes the action of adjusting
the machine service time or server number could be more effective and economical than
only changing Kanban number, it depends on the risk situation. Therefore, the Kanban
number is kept smaller in the Robust Kanban system than in other two Kanban systems.
In Figure 5.5, we have seen the information about the detailed performance measures;
they are about subtotal cost items and contribute to the response Netprofit. Nextly,
we look into how the Kanban systems recover from the risk disruption. We take some
simulation runs as examples to analyze. The operating status of three Kanban systems
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of recovery time of 3 Kanban systems in stable and demand++
scenarios
in stable and demand++ scenarios are shown in Figure 5.6. We choose the inventory and
backlog level of finished product (in the customer input buffer) to represent the system
operating status. During the simulation, the inventory and backlog level can be constantly
recorded. Here in Figure 5.6, we just show a fragment of the whole output data record, it
is from time 0 to time 800 (in simulation clock). The entire data record is ranging from
time 0 to time 4000.
Figure 5.6a) shows the operating status of three Kanban systems in the stable sce-
nario (without embedded risk events). It is used as a reference and contrast graph for
other risk scenarios, such as Figure 5.6b). Figure 5.6b) illustrates the operating status of
three Kanban systems in the demand++ scenario, where the customer demand suddenly
increased to a higher level for a time length. The data record fragment is also ranging
from time 0 to time 800. As can be seen from Figure 5.6b), the demand-increase dis-
ruption happened to the system around time 300 (where the inventory level is observed
declining), and lasted for a short time. But its impact was severe, the inventory level de-
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clined rapidly due to the sudden demand increase. The blue line indicates the inventory
level of Robust_Kanban system, and the red line and green line stand for the inventory
of Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems, respectively. We can observe that the blue
line began to rise up after time 340, which means the Robust Kanban system is taking
response actions to recover its inventory level from disruption. Later, after time 360, the
other two Kanban systems (red and green lines) began to show the same recover tendency
on the inventory level. The inventory level of Robust_Kanban was rising much faster (the
curve is steeper) than the other two curves. The Robust_Kanban inventory level (blue
line) went back to the normal level at about time 420, whereas the other two are back
around time 520. In sum, the observation implies that the robust Kanban system can
recover more quickly than the other two Kanban systems when risk disruption happens.
In addition, comparing the behaviors of Old_Kanban and Inv_Kanban systems in
Figure 5.6, we also notice that, Inv_Kanban system (green line) generated a higher in-
ventory level than Old_Kanban system (red line) shortly after the operation recovery
at about time 520. This is because the Inv_Kanban system has added many Kanban
cards to the system during the demand-increase disruption. When the disruption is gone,
the system still needs some time to extract the additional Kanbans and go back to the
normal operating level. Therefore, a delay of the inventory level’s recovery is incurred in
the Inv_Kanban system. And the recovery delay can also explain why the inventory level
of Inv_Kanban system is higher than other curves in Figure 5.5c).
So far, the comparative experiment for three Kanban systems (Old_Kanban,
Inv_Kanban, Robust_Kanban) is completely accomplished. We statistically analyzed
the simulation results of three Kanban systems in seven typical risk scenarios. The out-
put data analysis deals with not only the main performance Netprofit, but also many
detailed performance measures, such as the inventory and backlog level, changing 3-level
parameters cost, and recovery time from disruption. The comparison results are in good
agreement with our expectation: the robust Kanban system presented better performance
than the traditional and adaptive Kanban systems in a variety of risk situations. The
performance improvement made by the robust Kanban system is statistically significant,
especially when the environment contains more risks. With using the risk-response mecha-
nism, the robust Kanban system can effectively mitigate the impact of risks, and maintain
a high performance level in the uncertain environment.
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The monitor control parameters of the risk-response mechanism play an important role
in the application of the robust Kanban system. The parameters include the safety factor
sf , the smoothing weight factors sfdt, sfinv, the safety stock level ss, and so on. If we
change their values, the operating status and performance of the robust Kanban system
will be inevitably influenced. Recall in Section 4.2, we determined the parameter values
using a series of estimation methods, and then this parameter setting was used to run
the simulation model of the robust Kanban system in the comparative experiment (see
Chapter 5). As shown in Chapter 5, when using the roughly estimated parameter setting
in the risk-response mechanism, the robust Kanban system can already generate better
performance than the traditional Kanban and adaptive Kanban systems.
However, we still wonder whether the robust Kanban system performance can be
further improved. "Are the system performance results sensitive to the changes of the
control parameters? Can we find better settings for the control parameters to generate
better performance results?" To solve these problems, in this chapter, we investigate the
methods for finding better settings of the control parameters used in the risk-response
mechanism of the robust Kanban system. The investigation is conducted experimentally
based on the robust Kanban system simulation model. We design a factorial experiment
using the response surface method (RSM), with the aim of finding optimal (or suboptimal)
control parameter settings that can generate better performance results for the robust
Kanban system.
The content of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the design of the factorial
experiment is introduced in Section 6.1. The experiment is taken to study the effects
and interactions of the control parameters on the system performance Netprofit. Later,
in Section 6.2, we run a series of simulation experiments following the factorial design
tables, and then statistically analyze the output data. At last, we discuss the experiment
results and its implication in Section 6.3.
6.1 Design of experiment
6.1.1 Problem statement and experiment planning
When operating the robust Kanban system in an uncertain environment, many factors
could influence the system performance. Generally, the factors can be classified as poten-
tial design factors and noise factors.
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Potential design factors are factors that can be controlled and varied by the experi-
menter; they can be further divided into design factors and held-constant factors. Held-
constant factors, as the name implied, are kept constant in the experiment because their
effects are not of interest. On the contrary, the design factors will vary at different levels
when performing experiment; the experiment objective is to study their effects on the sys-
tem performance. In the experiment in Chapter 6, the design factors refer to important
control parameters used in the risk-response mechanism of the robust Kanban system.
The control parameters include such as sf , sfdt, sfinv and ss.
Noise factors are factors that could influence the experimental response variables (e.g.
Netprofit) but are not of interest in the experiment. The noise factors could be either
controllable or uncontrollable. The various risk situations the Kanban system could face
are considered as noise factors in the factorial experiment.
The robust Kanban system is a complex supply chain system that is operating based
on the dual-Kanban control mechanism, and meanwhile controlled by the robustly de-
signed risk-response mechanism. If we adopt proper control parameter settings, the risk-
response mechanism can be implemented effectively to reduce the impact of various risks.
In the comparative experiment of Chapter 5, we saw that the risk-response mechanism of
the robust Kanban system performed well with using a roughly estimated control param-
eter setting. Nevertheless, we still wonder whether the robust Kanban system’s perfor-
mance can be further improved if other control parameter settings are adopted. Therefore,
we design and develop a new factorial experiment in this chapter. The objective of the
factorial experiment is to find better control parameter settings for implementing the risk-
response mechanism. With using the new control parameter settings, we hope to further
improve the performance of the robust Kanban system (higher Netprofit) when facing
various risks in the uncertain environment.
Since the Netprofit is a final-integrated performance measure and it is of great inter-
est and importance in the robust Kanban system, we select the time-averaged Netprofit
(Netprofitmean) as the main response variable of the factorial experiment.
Among the various factors, some factors may have crucial influence on the performance
Netprofit while others may play less important roles. Therefore, to select the more-
important factors as design factors is the first step of the factor choice. As illustrated
in Figure 6.1, we list all the factors that could contribute to the response Netprofit in a
cause-and-effect diagram. The factors include the design factors, held-constant factors,
or noise factors; and each primary type of factors can be further divided into secondary
types.
Recall the three steps of applying the risk-response mechanism. We use two monitor
items, mi_rate and mi_inv, to monitor the system operating status. In Step 1, when
calculating the monitor values, smoothing weight factors such as sfdt, sfsu, sfpr, sfinv are
used in the formulas. Later, when comparing the obtained monitor values with cor-
responding control limits, control limit related parameters (such as sf , ss, sslow, and
sshigh) are adopted and will affect the final adjusting decision. Therefore, the factors
sfdt, sfsu, sfpr, sfinv, sf , ss, sslow, and sshigh are initially selected as potential design
factors.
The noise factors of the robust Kanban system are the risks from the uncertain en-
vironment. We suppose that random risks will happen to the system when the robust
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Performance measure:
 Netprofit 
of Robust Kanban System
   Design factorsHeld-constant factors
Noise factors:
 operational risks
Noise factors:
disruption risks
sf
sfdt
sfinv
ss
Demand time variation
Process time variation
Supply time variationDemand increase
Process machine breakdown
Material supply interruption
sslow
Service level
Control policy: Robust Kanban
Review period
Parameters used in the 
risk-response mechanism:
Demand decrease
Figure 6.1: The cause-and-effect diagram of factors contributing to robust Kanban system
performance
Kanban system is operating. The risks cannot be well predicted or controlled, but they
will strongly influence the system performance. Hence, we consider risks as noise factors
in the factorial experiment. According to the risk measure parameters (extent, duration,
frequency, location), we further classified the risks as operational risks and disruption
risks. Operational risks refer to slight but frequent risks, such as daily demand fluctua-
tion. And disruption risks happen with a low probability but the consequence is severe,
such as the processing machine breakdown. More instances of noise-factor can be found
in the noise factor branches in Figure 6.1.
Too many design factors will dramatically increase the complexity of the factorial ex-
periment; hence, we first make efforts to reduce the number of factors. We sort out factors
that are more important and keep other potential design factors constant if possible.
The smoothing weight factors (sfdt, sfsu, sfpr, sfinv) are used in the exponential
smoothing calculation of monitor values. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the values
of sfdt, sfsu, sfpr are identical, because their calculation methods are all based on counting
the number of accomplished service tasks. On the other side, the factor sfinv is calculated
in continuous time. Therefore, two factors sfdt and sfinv are selected (out of the above
smoothing weight factors) to be the control factors of the factorial experiment.
ss, sslow, and sshigh are control limit parameters for mi_inv. From the former simu-
lation results, we found that to set sslow=0 will cause obviously better results than other
values, therefore we fix the sslow value at 0. The sshigh value should be set above the ss
value. Here we assume sshigh=ss+1, which indicates the upper bound sshigh is dependent
on the baseline-safety stock level ss. Now we just need to decide the ss value for judging
mi_inv.
A safety factor sf is also used in the risk-response mechanism. We need to check
whether mi_rate = demand rate
service rate
≤ 1
sf
is true in each review period. Here sf is supposed to
be a positive value slightly above 1 (sf=1+ε, ε is a small positive).
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Design factors Notation Used
value*
Domain
Safety factor sf 1.1 sf > 1
Smoothing weight factor for de-
mand/process/supply time
sfdt 0.96 0 ≤ sfdt ≤ 1
Smoothing weight factor for inventory
and backlog level
sfinv 0.8 0 ≤ sfinv ≤ 1
Baseline safety stock level ss 4 ss > 0
Table 6.1: Design factors in the factorial experiment (*:Value used in Chapter 5 the com-
parative experiment)
After the above simplifying work, we select four control parameters as the design
factors for the factorial experiment: sf , sfdt, sfinv and ss. The basic information of
design factors is summarized in Table 6.1.
In the factorial experiment, we aim to study the effects of design factors on the
response variable Netprofit. The risks from the uncertain environment are considered
as noise factors. As we know, in real world the risks usually occur randomly and the
situations are various, which makes it difficult to describe or control the risks. Therefore,
we select some typical risk scenarios to represent the risks.
The typical risk scenarios, such as stable, demand+, demand++ scenarios used in
Chapter 5, are supposed to occur in the uncertain environment with specific probabilities.
In each risk scenario, we set identical input conditions (including random variable data
series) to run the robust Kanban system simulation model for several times. Each time we
try a different setting for the design factors. We first investigate the factor-setting problem
in individual risk scenarios, then we decide the final factor setting in a comprehensive view
with considering integrated risk scenarios. The objective of the experiment is to find the
optimal control parameter settings (that can generate the maximum response Netprofit)
for the risk-response mechanism. With the obtained factor setting, the performance of
the robust Kanban system is expected to be further improved.
6.1.2 Choice of factor ranges and levels: a pilot test
In Table 6.1, the domains of design factors are given based on the factor definition.
However, the given domains are too wide for the factorial experiment to find the optimal
factor setting. Some values in the domains are apparently far from the optimal factor
value. For example, the domain of sfdt is theoretically 0 ≤ sfdt ≤ 1; but usually sfdt is
set around 0.8 in the exponential smoothing method for generating good results. If we set
sfdt=0.1, it can be easily found that the decided response action is not so suitable if using
this value in monitor calculation, and the caused Netprofit result is far from optimum.
Hence, narrower ranges of the design factors should be decided to make the generated
Netprofit close to the optimum.
To determine suitable ranges and levels for the design factors, we first perform a
preliminary experiment using the robust Kanban system simulation model, it is called
the pilot test. We try many different design factor settings in simulation to see what kind
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of factor values can generate better Netprofit results. Referring to the simulation results,
we select a close-to-optimum region (the factor ranges causing the better Netprofit results)
for the factor setting, we call it the refined range. Then, we can set suitable levels for each
factor in the refined factor setting range, which reduces the complexity of implementing
the factorial experiment.
In Table 6.1, we also listed the old values of the four design factors; they are used by
the robust Kanban system in the comparative experiment of Chapter 5. In the pilot test,
we use the old factor setting (the baseline setting) as a starting point for searching for
new suitable ranges of the design factors.
RunNo. sf sfinv sfdt ss Netprofit (average)
0 1.1 0.8 0.96 4 91.9268
1 1.1 0.8 0.94 4 94.5355
2 1.1 0.8 0.97 4 85.1182
3 1.1 0.8 0.95 4 93.9090
4 1.1 0.8 0.94 4 94.5355
5 1.1 0.8 0.93 4 92.9350
6 1.1 0.8 0.92 4 92.5773
7 1.1 0.8 0.9 4 90.7139
8 1.1 0.9 0.94 4 93.1263
9 1.1 0.7 0.94 4 95.3458
10 1.1 0.6 0.94 4 95.2936
11 1.1 0.5 0.94 4 94.8021
12 1.05 0.8 0.94 4 96.3755
13 1.01 0.8 0.94 4 98.0845
14 1.005 0.8 0.94 4 98.2973
15 1.001 0.8 0.94 4 98.2460
16 1 0.8 0.94 4 97.9256
17 1.1 0.8 0.94 3 93.7411
18 1.1 0.8 0.94 3.5 93.7411
19 1.1 0.8 0.94 4.5 94.2371
20 1.1 0.8 0.94 5 93.0442
21 1.005 0.7 0.94 4 99.0081
Table 6.2 a) Input factor setting and response Netprofit results (mean value
of 5 replications)
The procedures of doing the pilot test are as follows. We first run the robust Kanban
system simulation model using the baseline factor setting. Then, based on the baseline
setting, we change one factor at a time, to observe what Netprofit result will be caused.
Through analyzing a set of Netprofit results under different factor settings, we can basi-
cally know about the relationship between the four design factors and the experimental
response Netprofit. The pilot test provides useful information to define the refined factor
setting range.
Take the risk situation "stable scenario" as an example to show how to do the pilot
test. First, with the baseline factor setting, we run the robust Kanban system simulation
model in the stable scenario in 5 replications, then collect output Netprofit results. In the
first row (RunNo=0) of Table 6.2, we can see the baseline factor values (sf , sfdt, sfinv,
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Run
No.
Netprofit
(average)
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
0 91.9268 95.5304 87.8022 81.5237 91.6155 103.1623
1 94.5355 95.9979 90.0803 88.7655 91.7759 106.0577
2 85.1182 90.2346 88.6755 76.3072 71.9591 98.4148
3 93.9090 94.5763 90.2066 87.6621 92.1917 104.9082
4 94.5355 95.9979 90.0803 88.7655 91.7759 106.0577
5 92.9350 93.9025 91.9578 83.3592 90.6295 104.8260
6 92.5773 96.5769 91.8774 82.0915 87.6277 104.7129
7 90.7139 94.7049 87.9070 80.3497 92.6301 97.9780
8 93.1263 95.3144 89.6977 85.8201 90.4905 104.3086
9 95.3458 95.7565 91.0608 89.9549 93.3902 106.5665
10 95.2936 96.9219 90.8160 88.0581 93.8630 106.8091
11 94.8021 96.0585 91.0775 88.4252 92.4272 106.0220
12 96.3755 100.6868 91.0190 87.2954 95.3647 107.5115
13 98.0845 98.7208 94.9687 90.4888 97.0266 109.2177
14 98.2973 98.7141 95.7484 90.6363 96.7828 109.6049
15 98.2460 97.3006 97.3468 90.6000 96.2071 109.7754
16 97.9256 96.6268 97.5186 90.6555 96.2071 108.6202
17 93.7411 94.2715 90.6866 86.4203 90.8508 106.4765
18 93.7411 94.2715 90.6866 86.4203 90.8508 106.4765
19 94.2371 95.5622 90.2879 89.2572 90.7219 105.3561
20 93.0442 91.3756 92.2624 87.5687 90.5396 103.4744
21 99.0081 100.8091 97.2249 89.7101 98.3121 108.9842
Table 6.2 b) Netprofit results from 5 replications
Table 6.2: Pilot test results
ss) and the corresponding response Netprofit result. Note that the presented Netprofit
value is the average Netprofit value of 5 replications. Nextly, we change some factors’
values in a wide range while keeping other factors unchanged, then run the simulation 5
times and calculate the mean Netprofit result. Similarly, we change another factor’s value
and keep other factors constant to examine the Netprofit result. In summary, we will
try different factor settings on the principle "change one factor at a time" in simulation
and collect Netprofit results. Besides the baseline-setting simulation run (RunNo.0), we
did another 21 runs with different factor settings. Except the four design factors, the
other input conditions are kept unchanged in the 22 runs of the pilot test. The obtained
Netprofit results of the 22 runs are listed in Table 6.2. From the results, we can get a
general understanding of how the design factors will affect the response Netprofit. The
results of the pilot test are also illustrated in 6.2, as a visual description.
From Figure 6.2, we find that the relationships between the factors sf , sfdt, sfinv,
ss and response Netprofit are obviously nonlinear. All the connect-means curves in the
four plots present an "arch" shape, which can be approximately modeled by the second-
order polynomial. The observation makes sense in real world experience. For example,
it is natural that neither a too high nor a too low safety stock level (ss) can cause the
best Netprofit result, because too much inventory will cause more inventory holding cost
and too little inventory will incur high backlog penalty cost. There must exist a middle
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Figure 6.2: Scatter plots and connect-means curves of four design factors sf, sfinv, sfdt, ss
(data points from pilot test)
level between the two extreme levels that can generate a better result. Hence the curve
"Netprofit vs. ss" forms an arch in Figure 6.2.
And for the factors sfdt and sfinv, we consider two extreme situations as well. If
the smoothing weight factors are set close to 1, which means the exponentially smoothed
data have more weights on historical data, thus the latest change of inventory level or
demand time cannot be reflected timely by the monitor mi_rate and mi_inv. This will
cause response-action delay. On the contrary, when the smoothing weight factors are set
close to 0, indicating the exponentially smoothed data are almost equal to the current
data, then the smoothed inventory level or demand time might be too fluctuant so that
we cannot tell the unusual changes from normal fluctuation. Thus, if we decide response
actions depending on the almost newest data, unnecessary risk response actions might
be taken due to distorted monitor information, then much operating cost of the 3-level
parameters will be incurred. Similar to the factor ss, a middle value for the smoothing
weight factor sfdt or sfinv must exist between 0 and 1 as well to cause a better Netprofit
result. Therefore, it can be explained why the curves of Netprofit vs. sfdt, and of Netprofit
vs. sfinv are also nonlinear and show an "arch" shape.
For the safety factor sf , the Netprofit vs. sf curve also show an arch shape. We think
this is a reasonable phenomenon, because if we set sf value too high, the control limits
of mi_rate will tend to adjust a higher-level parameter out of the 3-level parameters as
the response action. For example, suppose the currently observed mi_rate value is 0.95.
When we set sf =1.01, then mi_rate=0.95 is found above UCLK , indicating the decision
of adding a Kanban. By contrast, if we set sf =1.1, then mi_rate=0.95 will be found
above UCLTs , indicating the decision of reducing the machine service time. The action
of reducing machine service time takes more cost than the action of adding a Kanban. In
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summary, setting sf too high will cause unnecessary cost of taking over-reactive response
actions. On the other side, if we keep the sf value too low, like sf =1, then the rate
constraint supplytime
demandtime
≤ 1
sf
≤ 1 will become too tight (too close to 1). This is not a good
setting for sf either, because the response action will be taken only when the risk impact
is quite severe, such as the supply rate is obviously lower than the demand rate. In this
situation, when risks happen to the system, it will be too late to take the response action;
at this moment, larger impact could be already caused by the risks. Based on the above
analysis, we reason that a better sf value must exist between 1 and 1+ε (ε is a small
positive value). With a middle sf value, the rate ratio is controlled to be strictly less
than 1, and the generated Netprofit result should be better than using a too high or too
low sf value.
After obtaining the pilot test results, we can then decide suitable ranges and levels for
design factors. As seen from Figure 6.2, in the given factor ranges, the effect of factor sfdt
is much more significant than the effects of other three factors. This implies the current
range of sfdt is too wide for searching for an optimal value, we should further restrict
sfdt in a close-to-optimum region. On the contrary, the range of ss is found too narrow,
because the curve "Netprofit vs. ss" is quite flat, the Netprofit change is not obvious in the
given ss region. Similar observation can be also found in sfinv and sf plots. Therefore,
based on the pilot test results, we refine the value ranges of the four design factors. With
the refined factor ranges, it is more convenient and probable to search for the optimum
region of the design factor setting (that can generate the best Netprofit results) in the
factorial experiment.
The finally determined ranges and levels of the four design factors are illustrated in
Figure 6.3. The range of sfdt is from 0.92 to 0.96; ss value is set between 2 and 6; sfinv
value is set between 0.5 and 0.9; and sf value can vary from 1.001 to 1.021. Considering
that the relationships between the four design factors and the response Netprofit are
nonlinear, we select three levels for each factor in the factorial experiment. The three
levels are denoted by low, middle, and high (level) in each design factor’s range.
As introduced above, the pilot test is just an exploratory experiment. With its help,
we can get a general understanding of the relationship between the design factors and
the response Netprofit, and select suitable ranges and levels for design factors. To further
study how to find the optimal factor settings, we need to perform more well-defined facto-
rial experiments and analyze their output results. Since all design factors are continuous
variables, we consider adopting the response surface method to search for optimal factor
settings that can generate the best Netprofit results. The details of the response surface
model and its application will be discussed in the next section.
6.1.3 Design of response surface model
In this section, we further investigate the effects of four design factors (sf , sfdt, sfinv, ss)
on the experimental response Netprofit. Based on the pilot test, we have refined the range
of each factor. Thus, in a relatively small and close-to-optimum region, we can adopt the
response surface models to analyze the relationship between the four design factors and
the response Netprofit, and find optimal factor settings.
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ss
sf
High 0.96
Low 2
Low 0.92
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Middle 0.94
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Low 0.5
Response variable: Netprofit 
Figure 6.3: Refined ranges and levels of 4 design factors (based on pilot test results)
As can be seen from Figure 6.2, the relationships between the design factors and
the response Netprofit are not linear. Hence, to select two levels for each factor is not
suitable for this experiment. Since the curves in the factor effect plots (Figure 6.2) have
the arch-shape, and all the design factors vary in continuous ranges, we choose a second-
order response surface model to approximate the relationship between Netprofit and four
control parameters sf , sfdt, sfinv, and ss.
y = β0 +
i=4∑
i=1
βixi +
i=4∑
i=1
βiix
2
i +
∑
i<j
βijxixj + ε (6.1)
The second-order response surface model is presented in Formula 6.1, where y signifies
the response Netprofit. For the sake of simplicity, we denote the four control parameters
sf , sfdt, sfinv, ss by xi (i=1,2,3,4) respectively. And the remaining β-series parameters
are deterministic coefficients. The robust Kanban system working under the risk-response
mechanism is a quite complex system. It is unlikely that a polynomial response surface
model, like Formula 6.1, can accurately represent the relationship between the Netprofit
and the factors over the entire region of factor values. However, when the factor-value
region is sufficiently small, the response surface model can work very well to describe the
relationship (Montgomery 2007). The refined factor ranges have been presented in Figure
6.2 based on the pilot test results. In the following study, the response surface model will
be applied within the refined factor ranges.
We develop a single-replication central composite inscribed (CCI) design table (refer
to NIST/SEMATECH (2012)) to conduct the factorial experiment. In the CCI design,
the experiment contains 4 design factors, and each factor has 5 levels. We need to run the
simulation model 26 times (RunNo.=1,...,26) for trying different factor values combina-
tions. The 26 runs include 2 center-point runs (RunNo.25 and 26) and other 24 runs with
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different factor settings. In each run, we can obtain a Netprofit result as response; the
response is the average of Netprofit results from 5 replications. Take the stable scenario
as an example. Based on the refined factor ranges (obtained from the pilot test), the
single-replication CCI design table for the response surface model in the stable scenario,
is summarized in Table 6.3.
RunNo. Pattern sf sfinv sfdt ss Netprofit
1 −−−− 1.006 0.93 0.6 3 99.4810
2 −−−+ 1.006 0.93 0.6 5 99.9708
3 −−+− 1.006 0.93 0.8 3 99.1097
4 −−++ 1.006 0.93 0.8 5 99.1246
5 −+−− 1.006 0.95 0.6 3 101.3698
6 −+−+ 1.006 0.95 0.6 5 100.7389
7 −+ +− 1.006 0.95 0.8 3 99.6940
8 −+ ++ 1.006 0.95 0.8 5 99.5688
9 +−−− 1.016 0.93 0.6 3 99.3137
10 +−−+ 1.016 0.93 0.6 5 99.9654
11 +−+− 1.016 0.93 0.8 3 98.7033
12 +−++ 1.016 0.93 0.8 5 99.6988
13 + +−− 1.016 0.95 0.6 3 100.4620
14 + +−+ 1.016 0.95 0.6 5 98.7949
15 + + +− 1.016 0.95 0.8 3 99.5962
16 + + ++ 1.016 0.95 0.8 5 98.4388
17 a000 1.001 0.94 0.7 4 100.1685
18 A000 1.021 0.94 0.7 4 100.0603
19 0a00 1.011 0.92 0.7 4 98.8730
20 0A00 1.011 0.96 0.7 4 99.3438
21 00a0 1.011 0.94 0.5 4 100.2418
22 00A0 1.011 0.94 0.9 4 99.0846
23 000a 1.011 0.94 0.7 2 99.6388
24 000A 1.011 0.94 0.7 6 100.3108
25 0000 1.011 0.94 0.7 4 101.1023
26 0000 1.011 0.94 0.7 4 101.1023
Table 6.3: Response surface model-CCI design table and Netprofit results (in stable sce-
nario, with refined factor ranges)
Following the design table, we can perform the factorial experiment to search for the
optimal control parameter settings used in the risk-response mechanism. The factorial
experiment is carried out using the simulation model of the robust Kanban system. We try
different input factor value combinations one by one as the CCI design table planned, then
run the simulation model to collect corresponding Netprofit results. The other simulation
input conditions of the factorial experiment are identical to the conditions used in Chapter
5. The 26 Netprofit results of the factorial experiment in the stable scenario is given in
Table 6.3, too.
So far, we have introduced the steps of performing the factorial experiment in the
stable scenario. Subsequently, we will use response surface methods and related statistical
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tools to analyze the output results and determine suitable factor settings to optimize the
response Netprofit. The optimization procedures and result analysis will be discussed in
the next section.
6.2 Result analysis
6.2.1 Optimization with response surface model
Using the factorial experiment results, we nextly build a response surface model to find the
optimal response Netprofit. The factor setting that can generate maximum Netprofit will
be derived as the solution of the Netprofit optimization problem. Referring to the pilot
test results, we choose a second-order response surface model, as shown in Formula 6.1,
to model the functional relationship between the response Netprofit and four factors sf ,
sfdt, sfinv, ss. The statistical software JMP 8.0 is applied to develop the fitted response
surface model.
To determine the β-series coefficients in Formula 6.1, we need to perform the following
procedures.
First, based on the output data of the factorial experiment, we employ the second-
order response surface model to do ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) and effect tests. The
analysis results are summarized in Figure 6.4, and illustrated with effect plots in Figure
6.5.
From the results of effect tests in Figure 6.4, we find that some p-values ("Prob>F"
value) are below 0.05 (marked with asterisk). Such p-value result indicates the corre-
sponding factor effect is significant. Meanwhile, some other p-values are found quite large
(>0.05), which means the factor effects are not obvious enough. Based on the observation,
the full second-order model (Formula 6.1) can be refined by removing the nonsignificant-
effect factor terms. Only the factor terms with significant effects are kept in the refined
response surface model.
The main effect and interaction effect plots in Figure 6.5 visually present the results
of the effect tests. It can be observed that, the factor terms showing significant effects in
the graphs are consistent with the factor terms marked with asterisks ("Prob>F" value
<0.05) in the effect tests. From the graphs, we can directly see the effect of each factor
term included in the second-order response surface model.
Referring to the effect test results, we plan to refine the full second-order response
surface model given in Formula 6.1. The factor terms with nonsignificant main or inter-
action effects should be removed from the second-order model. We use the Stepwise-Fit
tool (provided by the statistical software JMP 8.0) to screen stepwise the factor terms
in the full second-order model. The result of Stepwise-Fit is presented in Figure 6.6.
The entered parameter (with a check mark in the "Entered" option) implies that it has a
relatively significant effect on the response Netprofit, so it should remain in the refined
surface response model. Observing the Stepwise-Fit results, we can find that the entered
parameters are almost the same with the parameters which have significant effects (p-
values<0.05) in effect tests. The only exception is the factor ss.The factor ss does not
show a significant effect in the effect tests, but it is kept as an entered parameter in the
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Model
Error
C. Total
Source
14
11
25
DF
13.247185
1.676283
14.923469
Sum of
Squares
0.946228
0.152389
Mean Square
6.2093
F Ratio
0.0022*
Prob > F
Analysis of Variance
sf
sfdt
sfinv
ss
sf*sf
sf*sfdt
sfdt*sfdt
sf*sfinv
sfdt*sfinv
sfinv*sfinv
sf*ss
sfdt*ss
sfinv*ss
ss*ss
Source
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
Nparm
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
DF
0.7706909
0.7482630
2.9939907
0.0002985
1.1954129
1.0378406
4.5968470
0.2412184
0.2433444
2.4480445
0.0535596
2.0538147
0.0488691
1.5354363
Sum of
Squares
5.0574
4.9102
19.6470
0.0020
7.8445
6.8105
30.1651
1.5829
1.5969
16.0644
0.3515
13.4774
0.3207
10.0757
F Ratio
0.0460*
0.0487*
0.0010*
0.9655
0.0173*
0.0243*
0.0002*
0.2344
0.2325
0.0021*
0.5653
0.0037*
0.5826
0.0089*
Prob > F
Effect Tests
Figure 6.4: ANOVA effect tests results for the second-order response surface model
Stepwise-Fit result. This is because all first-order factor terms will be contained in the
Stepwise-Fit method regardless of its p-value, thus all factors’ main effects are included
in the response surface model.
Based on the Stepwise-Fit result, the full second-order response surface model can be
refined in a simpler form. The factor terms with nonsignificant effects are eliminated from
the full second-order model, such as sf ·sfinv, sfdt ·sfinv, sf ·ss,, and sfinv ·ss. Nextly, we
will use the refined response surface model as approximation for the relationship between
the response Netprofit and four design factors sf , sfdt, sfinv, and ss.
Having refined the response surface model, we further explore the coefficients of the
selected factor terms to complete the response surface function. We adopt the Standard
Least Square approach (using software JMP 8.0) to estimate the coefficients of factor
terms in the response surface function. The finally obtained function is shown in Table
6.4. Using the response surface function, we can easily find the factor setting solution that
generates the maximum Netprofit. Note that the derived factor setting is just an optimal
solution for the response surface function; it cannot be proved that the response surface
model solution is absolutely optimal over the entire space of factor values. However,
based on the practical simulation results, the solution is found much better than most
of other factor settings. Moreover, the solving method using the response surface model
is practical to implement. Due to these reasons, we think the solution derived from the
response surface model is an adequately good solution for the design factor setting. We
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(a) Factor effect plots (based on scattered data points)
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(b) Factor effect plots (based on fitted model prediction)
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(c) Factor interaction effect plots (based on fitted model prediction)
Figure 6.5: Main effects and interaction effects plots (Factor: sf, sfdt, sfinv, ss; Response:
Netprofit)
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Figure 6.6: Stepwise screening of factors for the second-order response surface model
consider the solution as an approximate optimal (or suboptimal) factor setting for the
risk-response mechanism.
Fitted response sur-
face model (second-
order form)
Netprofit = 123.2250− 35.8397sf + 17.6571sfdt
−3.5320sfinv − 0.0035ss
−10468.0233(sf − 1.011)2 − 0.2966(ss− 4)2
−5131.8713(sfdt − 0.94)2 − 37.4503(sfinv − 0.7)2
−5093.7231(sf − 1.011)(sfdt − 0.94)
−35.8278(sfdt − 0.94)(ss− 4)
Optimal factor set-
ting
sf=1.0083, sfdt=0.9438, sfinv=0.6528, ss=3.7600
Predicted re-
sponse value
Netprofit= 101.2678 (Maximum, obtained at the above
factor-setting solution)
Table 6.4: Fitted function and optimal solutions of the response surface model (in stable
scenario)
The optimal solution derived from the response surface model is also presented in
Table 6.4. As shown in the table, we should set sf =1.0083, sfdt=0.9438, sfinv=0.6528
and ss =3.7600 when applying the robust Kanban system in the stable scenario. And
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the Netprofit result given by the fitted response surface model is 101.2678, which is an
absolute maximum over the refined factor setting range of the response surface model.
As a confirm test, we adopt the optimal factor setting given in Table 6.4 to run the
robust Kanban system simulation model again. We intend to test whether the calculated
optimal solution works well in a practical simulation environment. The Netprofit result
obtained from simulation is 101.1042. Although the simulation result is slightly lower than
the Netprofit prediction given by the response surface model (101.2678), the difference
between them is quite small. Moreover, the simulation Netprofit result using this factor
setting is still found to be better than most of the simulation Netprofit results using other
factor settings. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the factor setting solution
obtained from the response surface model is adequately good (optimal or suboptimal),
and can be used as a suitable control parameter setting for the risk-response mechanism
in the robust Kanban system. With the new factor setting, we can further improve the
operation of the risk-response mechanism, and help the robust Kanban system generate
better Netprofit results than in the comparative experiment of Chapter 5.
We briefly introduced the optimal solution obtained from the response surface model
in this section. Using the response surface method, we have found out suitable design
factor settings that can optimize the response Netprofit. More results and details about
the response surface model application will be discussed in the next section. A set of
statistical approaches are used to analyze the experiment output data.
6.2.2 Statistical analysis
In this section, we will first visually present the results obtained from the response surface
model. Then, we will use a set of statistical methods to evaluate how well the response
surface model fits the data points of the simulation experiment.
First, based on the refined response surface model where nonsignificant factor terms
are removed, we draw the main effect plots and interaction effect plots of design factors
in Figure 6.7. From the main effect plots, we can see why a second-order model is
necessary for defining the response surface model. And the interaction effect plots show
why interaction factor terms are needed (parallel lines indicate no interaction) in the
response surface model, such as the interaction terms sf vs. sfdt, sfdt vs. ss.
Nextly, we draw the response surface plots and contour plots for the refined response
surface model. Since there are four design factors included in the model, we fix two factors’
values and vary the other two factors’ values, to construct the 3D response surface plots.
In Figure 6.8, we just show the plots of two possible varying-factor combinations: sfdt
vs. sf on Netprofit, and sfdt vs. sfinv on Netprofit. The complete six combinations
results are illustrated in Appendix B. From the response surface plots in Figure 6.8, we
can directly observe the maximum point in the response surface, which also confirms the
results obtained in Table 6.4.
Besides the above descriptive graphs, we also apply numerical methods to measure
how well the response surface model fits the real data points from simulation experiment.
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(a) Main effect plots of design factors sf, sfdt, sfinv, ss
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(b) Interaction effect plots of design factors sf, sfdt, sfinv, ss
Figure 6.7: Based on the refined response surface model (in stable scenario): Main effects
and interaction effects plots (Factor: sf, sfdt, sfinv, ss; Response: Netprofit)
First, we calculate the goodness-of-fit statistics for the refined response surface model
(given in Table 6.4) to examine how well the response surface model is fitting the real data
points. The results can be found in Figure 6.9. Here we obtained R-square=0.8483 and
R-square Adjusted=0.7472. If the R-square and Adjusted R-square values are close to 1,
it indicates the proposed function is a good fit for the relationship between Netprofit and
factors. This can be seen in this model. Besides, we observe that the data points in the
plot "actual Netprofit value vs. predicted Netprofit value" are scattering randomly along
the diagonal line; this indicates a good residual distribution. Therefore, we conclude that
the refined response surface model is a suitable fitting model for the relationship between
the response Netprofit and four design factors.
Secondly, we use the ANOVA method to gain some statistical inferences for the refined
response surface model. The ANOVA results are summarized in Figure 6.10. After
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(c) response surface plot sfdt vs. sfinv
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(d) contour plot sfdt vs. sfinv
Figure 6.8: Response surface and contour plots of fitted model (in stable scenario)
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Figure 6.9: Goodness of Fit results for the refined response surface model (in stable sce-
nario)
removing the nonsignificant-effect factor terms from the stepwise factor screening, the
refined response surface model includes only important factor terms. From Figure 6.10,
we can see that all the factor terms remaining in the refined model show significant
effects with low "Prob>F" p-values (except the single factor ss which is held because it
is a first-order factor). The result is consistent with the predicted result of the former
effect tests. It should be noted that when we apply the ANOVA (Analysis of Variance),
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Model
Error
C. Total
Source
10
15
25
DF
12.660194
2.263275
14.923469
Sum of
Squares
1.26602
0.15088
Mean Square
8.3906
F Ratio
0.0002*
Prob > F
Analysis of Variance
sf
sfdt
sfinv
ss
sf*sf
sf*sfdt
sfdt*sfdt
sfinv*sfinv
sfdt*ss
ss*ss
Source
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
   1
Nparm
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
DF
0.7706909
0.7482630
2.9939907
0.0002985
1.1954129
1.0378406
4.5968470
2.4480445
2.0538147
1.5354363
Sum of
Squares
5.1078
4.9592
19.8429
0.0020
7.9227
6.8784
30.4659
16.2246
13.6118
10.1762
F Ratio
0.0391*
0.0417*
0.0005*
0.9651
0.0131*
0.0192*
<.0001*
0.0011*
0.0022*
0.0061*
Prob > F
Effect Tests
Figure 6.10: ANOVA results of the refined response surface model (in stable scenario)
the statistical inferences will make sense only when required assumptions are satisfied
(such as the data normality). ANOVA is applicable with the following assumptions of
data (Montgomery 2007): 1) Independence; 2) Normality; 3) Homogeneity of variances.
For the sample data in the factorial experiment (in Table 6.3), the data independence
condition is satisfied, because different simulation runs are independent. The normality
of data has been analyzed in Section 5.2.2. Then we focus on examining the equality of
variances. We did residual analysis on the 26 data samples from Table 6.3, the results
can be found in Figure 6.11. Three types of residual plots are included here: normal
probability plot of residuals, residuals vs. run order, and residuals vs. fitted values.
Observing "slight departures from the diagonal line" in the normal probability plot, we
can infer the error distribution is approximately normal in the ANOVA data samples.
And unrelated scatter points observed in Plot b) and c) imply respectively the data are
independent, and the residuals are structureless (namely without unusual relationship
with the fitted values). Based on the residual analysis results, we therefore conclude that
it is reasonable to accept the variance homogeneity assumption for the data samples.
Thus, all three assumptions for applying ANOVA are ensured in the factorial experiment;
it implies that the statistical inferences obtained from ANOVA are useful for reference.
In this section, we used both graphical and numerical methods to analyze the results
about the response surface model. Through various data analysis, we can reason that
the response surface model is a good model for fitting the relationship between Netprofit
and the four design factors. Using the response surface model, we can find suitable factor
settings to optimize the response Netprofit. Comparing with the Netprofit obtained in
the comparative experiment (where a roughly estimated factor setting was used), we can
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(a) Normal probability of residuals (response:
Netprofit)
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Figure 6.11: Residual analysis results of refined response surface model (in stable scenario)
see that the performance of the robust Kanban system is significantly improved in this
factorial experiment with the new factor setting.
6.3 Result discussion
In the former sections, we have presented how to determine the factor setting (design
factors sf , sfdt, sfinv, ss) for the robust Kanban system through using response surface
methods. Note that the given example is for a specific risk situation "stable scenario",
where only the customer demand interarrival time is supposed to have uncertainty(td ∼
exp(1/2), see Table 5.2a) for the scenario details). Besides the stable scenario, we also
consider using other typical risk scenarios in simulation, under which the robust Kanban
system model has to operate and select response actions to handle the risks. When used
in other risk scenarios, the factor setting determined in the stable scenario could be not so
suitable and cannot generate good Netprofit results. Hence, we perform similar factorial
experiments in other risk scenarios to observe the operation and performance of robust
Kanban system under different conditions. Then, we use the response surface methods to
determine suitable factor settings for each scenario. Finally, in a comprehensive view, we
determine a suitable factor setting for the integrated risk scenarios.
In the following work, we present an example that considers 3 risk scenarios in the
environment when the robust Kanban system is working. We select another 2 risk sce-
narios (demand+, demand++) in addition to the "stable scenario" to compose the entire
uncertain environment. The 3 risk scenarios are assumed to happen with different proba-
bilities, and the sum is 1. For example, the probability of stable scenario is assumed to be
0.7, of demand+ scenario is 0.2, of demand++ scenario is 0.1. We suppose that the stable
scenario, which indicates a normal environment, should occur the most frequently. There-
fore we set a high probability for it. And for other risk scenario (demand++, demand+
scenarios), which may have larger effects on the system operation and performance, we
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assume it occurs with a low probability. Here we consider the factor ranges defined in
the pilot test for the stable scenario (see Section 6.1.2) as the factor ranges for response
surface models in other scenarios, because the stable scenario is the most weighted risk
situation, most of the time the Kanban system will operate in the stable scenario.
Thus, we first study the factor setting problem for a single risk scenario (stable,
demand+, demand++ scenario), then for the integrated risk scenario that consists of the
single scenarios with different probabilities. More details about the factorial experiments
in other risk scenarios can be found in Appendix B. Here we just summarize some results
as below.
Figure 6.12 displays the predicted effects of four design factors on the response Net-
profit, the prediction is given by the fitted response surface models obtained in three risk
scenarios (stable, demand+, demand++ scenarios). The curves can visually present the
relationship between the response Netprofit and design factors sf , sfdt, sfinv, ss in each
scenario.
Table 6.5 lists the estimated coefficients of the response surface model in each risk
scenario. Similar to the parameter estimation in the stable-scenario, the Least-Square
approach is used again to estimate the coefficients of each risk scenario.
Table 6.6 summarizes the optimal factor settings determined by the response surface
model in each risk scenario and predicted Netprofit results. The probability (weight) of
each risk scenario is listed in the table, too.
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Figure 6.12: Predicted effects of design factors sf, sfdt, sfinv, ss in different risk scenarios
(stable, demand+, demand++ )
After analyzing the results from the various scenarios, we can draw some useful im-
plications for the factor setting problem.
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Index Factor terms in the re-sponse surface model
Coefficients of factor terms in speci-
fied risk scenario
stable demand++ demand+
1 Intercept 123.2250 2454.1942 212.0942
2 sf -35.8397 0 -81.7605
3 sfdt 17.6571 -2786.1040 -31.9682
4 sfinv -3.5319 0 -5.7577
5 ss -0.0035 20.2952 0.5780
6 (sf − 1.011)2 -10468.0230 0 0
7 (sf − 1.011)(sfdt − 0.94) -5093.7231 0 0
8 (sfdt − 0.94)2 -5131.8713 -37010.1460 -3434.1200
9 (sf − 1.011)(sfinv − 0.7) 0 0 774.0829
10 (sfdt − 0.94)(sfinv − 0.7) 0 0 0
11 (sfinv − 0.7)2 -37.4503 0 -26.4474
12 (sf − 1.011)(ss− 4) 0 0 0
13 (sfdt − 0.94)(ss− 4) -35.8278 793.3181 0
14 (sfinv − 0.7)(ss− 4) 0 0 0.1988
15 (ss− 4)2 -0.2966 0 0
Table 6.5: Coefficients of the response surface model in different risk scenarios
Factor Range
Optimal value setting in risk scenario
Stable Demand++ Demand+
sf [1.001,1.021] 1.008 1.001 1.001
sfdt [0.92,0.96] 0.944 0.92 0.935
sfinv [0.5,0.9] 0.653 0.7 0.5
ss [2,6] 3.76 6 6
Response Netprofit 101.2678 -20.8409 100.9442
Scenario probability
(weight) 0.7 0.1 0.2
Table 6.6: Optimal factor-setting solutions in different risk scenarios
As can be seen from the effect plots in stable scenario (see Figure 6.12), for each factor,
there exists a medium value in the given range which can cause the optimal Netprofit.
In comparison, the factor sfdt has a more significant effect than other factors; and the
factor sf affects the response Netprofit more slightly. But when comparing with the effect
plots in demand+ and demand++ scenarios, the varying range of each factor’s effect in
the stable scenario differs not so much.
In demand++ scenario (see Figure 6.12), we can see that sfdt and ss have much more
significant effects than other factors; a lower sfdt value and a higher ss value (comparing
with the setting in stable scenario) can lead to better Netprofit results. It can be explained
as below. When the customer demand increases rapidly to a great extent, to hold more
safety stocks (a high ss value) can reduce the risk and cost of order backlog. Also, to put
less weight on the historical demand time data (a low sfdt value) can help the Kanban
system detect unstable demand change more quickly. The observation is in accordance
with the practical experience.
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Similar observation can be also obtained in the demand+ risk scenario (see Figure
6.12), where the customer demand just increases slightly for a time length. Comparing
with the factor setting in stable scenario, when in the demand+ scenario, a lower sfdt
value and a higher ss value can result in the higher Netprofit result, but the factor setting
is not so extreme as in the demand++ scenario. To sum up, in the demand+ scenario,
the factor sfdt and ss affect the response more significantly than sfinv, and the effect of
sf is the smallest.
The coefficient estimation given in Table 6.5 confirms indirectly the observation from
effect plots. We can see that the factors that have significant effects own substantial
coefficient values, while the nonsignificant factors are suggested taking 0 as the coefficient
value.
From the solution table (Table 6.6), we can clearly see the optimal factor values
determined for each risk scenario. In the stable scenario, all factors are suggested to take
some medium values within the factor ranges to generate the maximum Netprofit result.
On the other hand, in the demand++ and demand+ scenarios, both sf values are set
at the lower bound 1.001, indicating a more close-to-1 ratio of demand rate to service
rate. And both ss values are set at the upper bound 6, which implies we should keep
more safety stocks to mitigate the impact of sudden demand-increase risk. The optimal
sfdt value in the demand++ scenario is found to be the lowest among three scenarios
(sfdt=0.92), in the stable scenario is the highest (sfdt=0.944), in the demand+ scenario
is inbetween (sfdt=0.935); it is consistent with our observations in Figure 6.12.
At last, Figure 6.13 shows a combined contour plot about the response surface models
in the three risk scenarios. The response is Netprofit; the more significant factors sfdt
and ss are set as x- and y-axis; and the other factors sf and sfinv are kept constant (sf
=1.011, sfinv=0.7) to draw the contour plot.
Comparing the results of different scenarios, we notice that the effects of factors in
stable and demand+ scenarios remain in a relatively narrow range, whereas in demand++
scenario some factors’ effects are much more significant, such as factor sfdt, ss. This im-
plies that the response Netprofit is sensitive to some of the factors (like sfdt and ss),
especially in the unstable risk scenarios. Therefore, we must determine these factor set-
tings carefully when implementing the risk-response mechanism in the robust Kanban
system. On the contrary, other factors, like sf and sfinv, have relatively stable influences
on the response Netprofit. Furthermore, in the unstable scenarios most of factors are
suggested to take the value at the edge of the domain (lower or upper bound of the factor
range). This implies that the current factor setting determined depending on the given
range might not be optimal if we extend the range; better factor settings could exist in
a wider range of the factor values. However, since most of the time the Kanban system
is operating in a stable scenario (with a high probability), the stable scenario is the most
weighted scenario we need to consider for decide the factor setting, we therefore define
the factor setting range used in the stable scenario as the range of the integrated risk
scenarios.
The above analysis sheds light on our further work. The work is how to find suitable
factor settings for a robust Kanban system in the integrated risk scenarios (including
3 single risk scenarios). We develop a mathematical programming model to solve the
parameter setting problem. The model is summarized as below.
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Figure 6.13: Contour plot of response surface models in 3 risk scenarios (stable, de-
mand++,demand+), Varying factors: sfdt vs. ss; Response: Netprofit
To maximize (the objective):
meanNetprofit =
∑
sc∈ScenariosSet
Probsc ·Netprofitsc (6.2)
Subject to:
Netprofitsc = βsc0 +
i=4∑
i=1
βsci xi +
i=4∑
i=1
βscii x
2
i +
∑
i<j
βscij xixj ∀sc ∈ ScenariosSet (6.3)
LBi ≤ xi ≤ UBi, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (6.4)
Decision variables: xi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4
For the sake of readability, in the mathematical programming model, we use xi vari-
ables to denote the four design factors x1=sf , x2=sfdt, x3=sfinv, x4=ss. In this exam-
ple, we suppose that the Scenarios Set (sc ∈ ScenariosSet) include stable, demand++,
and demand+ scenarios; sc is the index of risk scenarios. The parameters βsci , βscii , βscij
are the coefficients of related factor terms, their values are obtained from the response
surface models, as shown in Table 6.5. And UBi and LBi are the upper and lower bounds
of factor xi (here we use the refined factor-value ranges from the stable scenario as the
bounds). The parameter Probsc is the probability that the indexed-sc risk scenario will
occur in the environment; the probability values are given in Table 6.6.
We build the mathematical programming model using AIMMS software, and solve
it by the nonlinear programming solver. The factor setting solution (for the four design
factors sf , sfdt, sfinv, ss) generated by the mathematical programming model is summa-
rized in Table 6.7. The solution is determined with considering the Netprofit results in 3
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risk scenarios simultaneously. Using this factor setting, we believe that the risk-response
mechanism can be applied appropriately in the robust Kanban system.
Factor Range Optimal value setting for integrated scenario
(index xi) Stable Demand++ Demand+
sf (x1) [1.001,1.021] 1.010
sfdt (x2) [0.92,0.96] 0.930
sfinv(x3) [0.5,0.9] 0.641
ss (x4) [2,6] 6
Response Netprofit 99.97 -34.59 99.15
Scenario probability
(weight)
0.70 0.10 0.20
Table 6.7: Optimal factor-setting solution for integrated risk scenario
Comparing the Netprofit results in Table 6.7 (for integrated risk scenarios) with results
in Table 6.6 (for individual risk scenarios), we can see that the Netprofit generated from
each risk scenario in Table 6.7 is not as optimal as the corresponding Netprofit given in
Table 6.6. This is because the Netprofit result of each risk scenario in Table 6.6 is derived
from individual optimization; so the optimal factor settings for the 3 risk scenarios are
different. We cannot make the system achieve the best performance simultaneously over
the 3 risk scenarios. Therefore, we need to consider some trade-off between the solutions
of different risk scenarios. We suppose each scenario will occur with a specific probability
(weight), then in the calculation of total Netprofit, we put different weight parameters on
each scenario’s Netprofit result. The objective of the factor setting decision is to maximize
the total Netprofit, which is the sum of the weighted Netprofit results from different risk
scenarios. After executing the mathematical programming model, we finally get a bal-
anced solution for the factor setting in the integrated risk scenarios. The balanced factor
setting is a proper setting, which is robust to the assumed risk scenarios simultaneously.
Therefore the robust Kanban system using this factor setting can perform well in the
overall uncertain environment.
So far, we have accomplished the factorial experiment for the parameter setting im-
provement. We found out suitable control parameter settings of the risk-response mecha-
nism, this setting can cause better (optimal or suboptimal) Netprofit results in the robust
Kanban system. The optimal factor setting for each single-risk scenario is determined with
using the response surface methods. Then a balanced factor setting solution is determined
by a mathematical programming model that considers the integrated risk scenarios. With
the well-defined risk-response mechanism, the robust Kanban system would perform more
robustly and efficiently when facing various risks. After analyzing the experiment output
results in different risk scenarios, we can draw the conclusion that the response-surface
model is a good method for optimizing the factor setting (control parameter setting) of
the robust Kanban system. With the factor setting solution, the risk-response mechanism
can be implemented successfully; thus the robust Kanban system can perform well when
facing a variety of risks in an uncertain environment.
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7.1 Work summary
Modern supply chains are operating in an uncertain environment, subject to various risks
and disruptions. Therefore, to design a robust supply network to hedge against the un-
certainties is of great value and importance. The traditional supply chain management
pursues cost-effective features. As a typical policy in this direction, the Kanban-controlled
system works quite well in a stable environment. However, when the environment is un-
certain, the Kanban system cannot take effective response actions to mitigate the impact
of risks. This restricts the application of Kanban systems in the uncertain environment.
The traditional Kanban system calls for improvement to cope with the various risks in
the modern uncertain environment.
Many robust methods are developed to improve the supply chain performance when
facing risks. The methods can be classified into three types based on the decision level:
strategic, tactical, and operational levels. For each decision level, we can find many
risk response methods in the literature. However, we notice that most of the methods
just focus on an individual decision level. Few methods consider combining three decision
levels simultaneously to deal with the risks, especially in the scope of a Kanban-controlled
system.
Therefore, in this dissertation we proposed a robustly designed supply chain model
based on the Kanban control mechanism. A risk-response mechanism is developed to help
the Kanban system reduce the impact of various risks and remain at a high performance
level in an uncertain environment. The robust Kanban system can dynamically adjust
a series of system parameters as risk response actions (from the operational, tactical, or
strategic level), depending on the degree of different risk situations.
In Chapter 3, we designed a conceptual model of the robust Kanban system, and
then built a simulation model to study its behavior and performance in the uncertain
environment. The robust Kanban system can systematically change its parameters from
a strategic level (backup supplier, new server), tactical level (single machine service time),
or operational level (Kanban number), to deal with a variety of risk situations. The severe
material supply shortage from the upstream supplier, the slight demand fluctuation from
downstream customer, or the short-time machine breakdown from a process stage, are all
typical risk situations considered in this study.
The newly developed risk-response mechanism is the main feature of the robust Kan-
ban system. Hence, the parameter setting of the risk-response mechanism is crucial to the
final success of the robust Kanban system application. In order to implement the robust
Kanban system effectively, we need to define related parameter settings appropriately.
Hence in Chapter 4, we developed a mathematical programming model to determine the
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3-level adjustable parameters. The parameter setting in the stable scenario is used as the
baseline setting for adjusting the 3-level parameters. Meanwhile, some simple estimation
methods were adopted to decide the initial setting of the monitor control parameters used
in the risk-response mechanism, such as control limits for monitor mi_rate and mi_inv.
After the model formulation and parameter setting, we further performed two exper-
iments based on simulation of related Kanban system models. The first experiment is
a comparative experiment (Chapter 5). We compared three Kanban systems based on
simulation, to examine the performance improvement made by the robust Kanban system
in a variety of risk scenarios. After a statistical analysis of the experiment output results,
we concluded that robust Kanban system performed better than the other two Kanban
systems (traditional Toyota Kanban system, inventory-based adaptive Kanban system)
in the uncertain environment. The improvement was statistically significant, especially
in the scenarios with severe risks.
The second experiment is a factorial experiment (Chapter 6). It aims to further
improve the robust Kanban system performance through optimizing the control parameter
setting of the risk-response mechanism, because the control parameter setting were just
roughly estimated in Chapter 4. Four control parameters (sf, sfdt, sfinv, ss) used in the
risk-response mechanism are selected as the design factors in the factorial experiment. The
experimental response is Netprofit. We designed and performed a series of tests under
different risk scenarios, then employed response surface models to determine optimal factor
settings. At last, we formulated a mathematical programming model to find a suitable
balanced factor setting over the integrated risk scenarios.
To sum up, this study contributes to the development of Kanban-controlled systems
from three aspects. First, we propose a new robust model for the Kanban-controlled
supply chain system, which is named the robust Kanban system. The main feature of
the robust Kanban system is a risk-response mechanism, with which the Kanban system
can systematically and dynamically adjust 3-level (strategic, tactical, operational level)
parameters to deal with a variety of risks in an uncertain environment. Second, we build
simulation models to test and implement the design ideas of robust Kanban system. The
robustly designed risk-response mechanism is executed through computer programming
in the simulation model, and the performance of the robust Kanban system is verified
through simulation-based comparative experiment. Third, we develop a series of practi-
cal and effective methods for determining the parameter settings for the robust Kanban
system. The parameters include 3-level adjustable parameters that configure the system
structure, and control parameters used by the risk-response mechanism. The methods
used for determining the parameter settings contain both analytical methods (MINLP
model) and simulation methods (response surface model).
In addition, the robust Kanban model and its application methods proposed in this
study are not problem-specific and practical to apply, hence they can be easily imple-
mented in a wide range of applications.
Although we believe that this study provides a practical and meaningful framework for
operating the Kanban system robustly, there is much room for improvement on the robust
Kanban system model. For example, the studied robust Kanban system has a serial-line
shape. Although this is the basic shape of a supply chain, the supply network is a more
general and realistic shape in real life. When considering supply networks, the system
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structure could be extended to more variations, such as an assembly type, a converge
type, or an assembly-converge-mixed type, or even a general network without specific
structure. The network structure will make the model of the robust Kanban system more
complex and realistic. Besides, in this work we assumed that only a single-product is
produced by the system; hence, to develop a multi-product robust Kanban system will be
also a promising direction.
7.2 Application guidelines for the robust Kanban system
There are some instructive points to be noted when applying the robust Kanban sys-
tem model in practice. In Figure 7.1, we summarize the procedures for designing and
implementing the robust Kanban system in a realistic problem.
Before applying the robust Kanban system model, two preconditions should be
checked to make sure that it is the suitable situation for the model application. First
condition, the environment should contain some uncertainty in the demand, process, or
supply side. Second condition, the system service capacity should be flexible. The capac-
ity parameters are supposed to be able to change in a specified range. Only when both
preconditions are satisfied, it is suitable to apply the robust Kanban system. Otherwise,
if the environment is quite stable or repetitive, the traditional Toyota Kanban system
could already perform very well, then there is no need considering a more complex ro-
bust Kanban system. Also, if the Kanban system is not allowed to change its capacity
parameters (such as Kanban number, machine process time), it is not possible to apply
the risk-response mechanism which need to adjust service capacities. Therefore, before
applying the robust Kanban system model, we should consider the environment and the
system characteristics to check whether the two preconditions are satisfied. Only when the
conditions are assured, it is reasonable to continue the robust Kanban system application.
As shown in Figure 7.1, the first step of applying the robust Kanban system is to
collect input data. Many kinds of data need to be collected as background information
for the model formulation.
For example, we need the information about system configuration. The parameters
with respect to the system structure, capacity and operation sequence should be figured
out so that the model can reflect the realistic situation of the system. The number
and location of stages in the supply chain, the process time, machine number, transport
capacity at each stage, the allowable adjusting ranges of process or transport capacity, and
related cost for operating the service equipment, all the parameters should be specified
properly depending on the information.
Besides, since a variety of risks may happen to the system, we need to collect the
information about the risk events to know the risk probability or occurring rules. Suppose
the customer demand interarrival time is stochastic, then we should collect demand time
data as much as possible to know its probability distribution. When the occurring rules of
risk events are difficult to conclude, we can select some typical risk scenarios to represent
the uncertain environment. Namely, the overall risk environment is divided into several
simpler typical risk scenarios that can be easily described by parameters. We first study
the application problem in each scenario, then integrate the individual results to draw a
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5. Improved risk-response mechanism parameters setting:
--Design factorial experiment (simulation based)
--Build response surface models 
--Determine balanced factor setting over integrated risk 
scenarios (maths programming model)
1. Input data collection 
-- typical risk scenarios  
-- deterministic parameters & variables
-- stochastic parameters & variables  
2. Simulation model formulation 
-- consider realistic system structure and environment
-- consider study target and conditions
-- add simplifying assumptions
3. The 3-level adjustable parameters configuration
     (operational level , tactical level, strategic level): 
-- determine the baseline setting of 3-level parameters  
-- determine adjusting ranges of 3-level parameters
4. Initial risk-response mechanism parameters setting:
--Use estimation methods to determine the values of      
control parameters in the risk-response mechanism 
  6. Application in practice
0. Preliminary:
Examine two preconditions
Figure 7.1: Flow chart of Robust Kanban System application
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final solution. The selection and specification (location, extent, duration, and probability)
of the typical risk scenarios have large influence on the following study, they should be
selected carefully.
The input parameters group into two types: deterministic and stochastic parameters.
If we know the system feature with certainty, it can be measured by deterministic param-
eters. Otherwise, if the feature may realize in different forms randomly, we use stochastic
parameters to describe it. For example, we suppose that the single-machine process time
at a non-bottleneck stage is constant, then it can be defined by a constant parameter. By
contrast, the customer demand arrives in the system randomly, then we consider the de-
mand interarrival time as a stochastic variable. For some known probability distribution
types (e.g. the demand interarrival time follows an exponential distribution), related de-
terministic parameters, like mean or variance, are also employed to specify the stochastic
variables.
When all the required background information and data are prepared, we can do the
second step. It is to build a simulation model of the robust Kanban system, to study the
system behavior through simulation-based experiments. The simulation model should be
built at a proper detail level considering the study objective, realistic situation, and the
study conditions. Some simplifications and assumptions can be included in the simulation
model. Try to make the model as simple as possible, but not simpler: this is the basic
principle of building the simulation model. Following this rule, we first need to make clear
the objective of the simulation-based study. Then, with a clear goal, we can build the
simulation model at a proper detail level. Then we can collect relevant simulation output
data to do further analysis.
Take the simulation model given in Chapter 4 as an example. In this example, we
were interested in the operation details of the proposed risk-response mechanism. Hence,
we built a simulation model that can record the value change data of 3-level parameters.
Other performance measures, such as Netprofit, inventory level in each buffer, customer
waiting time, and backlog order level, are also data of interest; and the simulation model
is able to collect or calculate these data too. After the simulation model construction, the
verification and validation work should be conducted as well, to examine the correctness
and usability of the simulation model.
Step 3 deals with the configuration of 3-level adjustable parameters in the robust Kan-
ban system. We first use analytical methods to optimize the settings of 3-level parameters
in the stable scenario. We think of the stable-scenario parameter setting as a baseline
setting for the 3-level parameters. Based on the baseline setting, we can further decide
suitable adjusting ranges for the 3-level parameters. The functional relationships between
the performance measure "order backlog level" and the 3-level parameters are a crucial
part of applying the analytical methods. In Chapter 4 we introduced two methods for
formulating the backlog level function: the analytical method and the simulation method.
The simulation method is a more general approach that can be applied in a wide range
of problems; but to build the simulation model and carry out simulation experiments is
to some extent time-consuming. By contrast, the analytical method is problem-specific,
some specific features of system structure or environment are required when using an-
alytical methods. For example, if the demand time and process time are exponentially
distributed in a serial line Kanban system, it is efficient to find solutions using analytical
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methods. Both analytical and simulation methods have pros and cons for developing the
backlog level function, which method is better depends on the features and requirements
of the problem.
In Step 4 and 5, we come to decide suitable values for the control parameters used
in the risk-response mechanism. The smoothing weight factors for calculating mi_rate,
the control limits for comparing monitor values, are examples of control parameters. In
the example given in Chapter 4, we first provided a set of simple estimation methods to
decide suitable control parameter settings. The roughly estimated setting is named the
initial setting in Step 4. Later, we use response surface models in simulation experiment
to find improved control parameter settings (Step 5), which can generate better Netprofit
results.
Some points should be noticed when applying the response surface models to optimize
the Netprofit results. For example, a factor screening test can be carried out before we
start building the response surface model. Through the factor screening, we can select
important factors which have larger effects on the response, thus simplify the factorial
experiment to a reasonable detail level. Especially, when there are many factors existing
in the experiment, to include all the factors is not applicable. After the factor screening,
the experiment will be more economical and practical to perform in realistic problems.
Besides the factor screening test, another pilot test should be conducted as well for
the factorial experiment. It is used to refine the searching region of optimal factor values
for the response surface model. A response surface model usually takes the form of a 1,
2 or 3-order polynomial in engineering application (Montgomery 2007). The results of
response surface models will be sufficiently accurate and effective, only when the factor-
value searching region is relatively small and close to optimum. Therefore, we need to
do a pilot test before using the response surface methods. We first perform a series of
simulation runs (pilot test) to get a general understanding of the factor effects. With
knowing the factor effects or tendency basically, we can quickly find a smaller and close-
to-optimum region as the factor-setting domain for the response surface model. Within
the small region, we can do the factorial experiment then use the response surface methods
to find the optimal factor setting. In the example given in Chapter 6, a unique response
variable "Netprofit" was selected for the factorial experiment. Netprofit refers to the time-
averaged net profit obtained from operating the robust Kanban system. In other study
cases, the manager may be interested in other performance measures, more than one
response variables can be then selected. We should follow the principle "choose direct
and important response measures other than indirect response" for the response variable
(performance measure) selection. For example, to choose demand time and service time
as two individual responses is better than taking the ratio of demand time to service time
as a single response. In addition, we can also put reasonable weights on response variables
according to their importance or the decision maker’s opinion, then draw an integrated
decision for the factor setting.
Lastly, as listed in Step 6, when all the configuration of the risk-response mechanism
and the Kanban system is finished, we can apply the robust Kanban system model in
the realistic problem. To implement the system successfully, the designer should listen
to the voices from various aspects. For example, we should consider both the customer’s
requirement (e.g. service level and waiting time) and the manufacturer’s expectation
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(e.g. target inventory level and backlog level, Netprofit or total cost). Besides, the
realistic production capacity and flexibility of the factory, and the real risk situations in
the environment should be also carefully observed and considered when making decisions
on adjusting the 3-level parameters.
As a supplement, when we design experiment and analyze the output data, the ex-
periment type and data analysis methods should be selected appropriately, too. Related
information, such as system operation features, environment conditions, the target of
doing the experiment, should be considered carefully. For example, in the comparative
experiment given in Chapter 5, we used the paired-t test with sample size=40 to compare
the Netprofit results of different Kanban systems. The paired test and the sample size
40 were determined after analyzing the distribution and related statistics (mean, vari-
ance) of the sample data. When using statistical techniques to analyze the output data,
we should pay attention to the preconditions or assumptions of applying the statistical
method. We should check whether the required assumptions are satisfied in the study,
such as the normality assumption required for t-test and ANOVA. If the assumptions are
not satisfied, the statistical inferences drawn from the analysis will not make much sense,
then we should consider using other techniques for data analysis.
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Glossary of Notation
Symbols for Kanban system model configuration
i Index of stage in the supply chain system
sc Index of risk scenarios
T Total system operating time
t Current time
ρ Traffic intensity of a queueing system, ρ = λ/kµ
λ is demand rate; µ is service rate; k is server number
td (tmeand ) Customer demand interarrival time (mean value)
Ki
(*Kpi,Kti)
Number of Kanban (*Production Kanban, Transport Kanban) at
stage i
(Kmin, Kmax) Adjusting range of Ki (lower, upper bounds)
Tsi Single machine service time at stage i
(Tsmin,
Tsmax, Ts0)
Adjusting range of Tsi (lower, upper bounds, baseline value)
tsi Disrupted single-machine service time (stochastic)
Nsi Server number at stage i
(Nsmin, Nsmax) Adjusting range of Nsi (lower, upper bounds)
tsumain Material supply time of the main supplier
tsubackup Material supply time of the backup supplier
prbackup Material supply proportion from the backup supplier
Tsu Actual material supply time at the supplier stage
(prlow, prhigh) Adjusting range of prbackup (lower, upper bounds)
hi Inventory holding cost at stage i
bi Order backlog penalty cost at stage i
cKi
(∗cKpi, cKti)
Cost of keeping a Kanban (*Production Kanban, Transport Kan-
ban) cyclic at stage i for one time unit
cStimei Cost coefficient of using the given machine process speed per time
unit at stage i
cServeri Cost of operating a server per time unit at stage i
cSupplier Cost of changing the backup supplier supply proportion each time
costKanban Time-averaged operating cost of Kanban
coststime Time-averaged operating cost of machine service rate
costserver Time-averaged operating cost of in-use servers
costsupplier Time-averaged operating cost of changing supplier proportions
costchange3level Time-averaged operating cost of 3-level adjustable parameters
costchange3level = costKanban + coststime + costserver + costsupplier
priceinmain Material purchase price per product unit from the main supplier
priceinbackup Material purchase price per product unit from the backup supplier
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priceout Sell price of finished product per product
sl0 (*sl(t)) Target service level (*actual service level calculated at time t)
Ii(t) (*I i) Inventory level at stage i at time t (*time-averaged value)
Bi(t) (*Bi) Order backlog level at customer stage at time t (*time-averaged
value)
costinventory Time-averaged inventory holding cost of the entire system
costbacklog Time-averaged backlog penalty cost of the entire system
costpurchase Time-averaged cost of purchasing material from suppliers
Incomemean Time-averaged total income, from selling finished product to cus-
tomers, Incomemean = priceout · [N (t)−B (t)]/T
Netprofitmean Time-averaged total net profit of operating the robust Kanban sys-
tem, Netprofitmean = Incomemean− costpurchase− costchange3level−
costinventory − costbacklog
Symbols for Risk-response mechanism
mi_rate Rate-balance monitor
mirate(t) Value of mi_rate observed at time t
mi_inv Inventory-balance monitor
miinv(t) Value of mi_inv observed at time t
treview Review period length used in the risk-response mechanism
T˜demand(t) Exponentially smoothed value of demand interarrival time, for cal-
culating mi_rate
T˜supplier(t) Exponentially smoothed value of supplier material supply time, for
calculating mi_rate
T˜process(t) Exponentially smoothed value of bottleneck-stage process time, for
calculating mi_rate
T˜transport(t) Exponentially smoothed value of bottleneck-stage transport time,
for calculating mi_rate
I˜(t) Exponentially smoothed value of inventory level at customer stage,
for calculating mi_inv
B˜(t) Exponentially smoothed value of backlog level at customer stage,
for calculating mi_inv
sf Safety factor used to control the rate balance (sf = 1 + ε ≥ 1, ε is
a small positive value )
sfdt Smoothing weight factor of demand interarrival time,sfdt ∈ [0, 1]
sfpr Smoothing weight factor of single-machine service time, sfpr ∈ [0, 1]
sfsu Smoothing weight factor of supplier material supply time, sfsu ∈
[0, 1]
sfinv Smoothing weight factor of inventory and backlog level, sfinv ∈
[0, 1]
ss Safety stock level, baseline control limit of mi_inv
sslow Lower bound of ss, lower control limit of mi_inv
sshigh Upper bound of ss, upper control limit of mi_inv
LCLK Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing Kanban number
UCLK Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing Kanban number
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LCLTs Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing machine service time
UCLTs Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing machine service time
LCLNs Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing server number
UCLNs Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing server number
LCLsu Lower control limit of mi_rate for changing backup supplier pro-
portion
UCLsu Upper control limit of mi_rate for changing backup supplier pro-
portion
Abbreviations
CCI Central Composite Inscribed Design (for response surface model)
i.i.d Identically independently distributed
MINLP Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming
M,D,unif,gam Exponential, constant, uniform, gamma distribution type
RSM Response surface method
Stable Stable scenario for Kanban system operating environment
Demand++ Risk scenario with severe demand rate increase
Demand+ Risk scenario with slight demand rate increase
Demand−− Risk scenario with severe demand rate decrease
Demand− Risk scenario with severe demand rate decrease
Process− Risk scenario with longer machine process time
Supply− Risk scenario with longer supplier material supply time
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No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 91.2342 89.4543 92.9516
2 93.5024 96.7944 96.9218
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4 79.1866 87.0104 105.0413
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10 78.0213 77.0070 96.8206
11 -30.3960 -29.4169 44.4168
12 61.3204 58.6740 73.4434
13 92.2454 94.6947 91.6685
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Mean 76.9532 78.1904 85.3638
Table A.2: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in stable scenario
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Figure A.1: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in stable
scenario
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In Demand++ scenario
No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 -304.9718 -306.8301 -154.6765
2 -269.3062 -271.6045 -234.9415
3 -347.9497 -321.0208 -161.3619
4 -244.7640 -237.1276 -236.4190
5 -275.4073 -254.9275 -151.5239
6 -1023.2186 -988.6052 -300.3163
7 -296.0363 -300.1170 -95.1307
8 -252.6776 -201.8003 -149.2935
9 -372.4326 -354.1810 -212.5440
10 -277.6790 -260.4666 -265.0315
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16 -307.3150 -265.2903 -120.2247
17 -198.2311 -190.8804 -132.5458
18 -223.1352 -189.9306 -101.9791
19 -417.3477 -421.7664 -393.7813
20 -389.2169 -358.8232 -560.2741
21 -194.1453 -201.6655 -344.0620
22 -369.8286 -361.6170 -682.5342
23 -343.5128 -325.9804 -332.1536
24 -186.3129 -136.8305 -169.8686
25 -322.1822 -329.4883 -53.3413
26 -246.1030 -253.1087 -403.7278
27 -498.8631 -504.5791 -99.7916
28 -336.6220 -306.7913 -303.7212
29 -121.9158 -117.2835 -105.9248
30 -330.8018 -292.1479 18.4222
31 -152.1673 -151.0583 -123.8972
32 -441.2652 -413.7162 -450.5831
33 -362.2964 -333.1453 -310.0294
34 -109.6215 -101.2167 -175.8187
35 -257.3598 -234.7493 -108.7470
36 -552.3666 -539.4026 -306.2187
37 -335.2910 -340.1081 -81.4415
38 -449.8217 -433.9854 -252.0563
39 -240.6540 -223.1308 -68.7045
40 -408.7686 -379.2428 -257.8386
Mean -344.4317 -329.0224 -250.8245
Table A.3: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in Demand++ scenario
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A Appendix for Chapter 5
Netprofit_Inv
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-329.02
-344.43
15.4092
2.62098
20.7107
10.1078
40
0.99513
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
5.879187
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Inv-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-250.82
-344.43
93.6071
28.4707
151.195
36.0197
40
0.42201
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
3.287843
39
0.0021*
0.0011*
0.9989
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_Inv
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-250.82
-329.02
78.1979
28.0659
134.967
21.4293
40
0.43194
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
2.786226
39
0.0082*
0.0041*
0.9959
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_Inv
Test Statistic
Prob > |z|
Prob > z
Prob < z
328.000
Netprofit_Inv-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
244.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_0ld
0.0005*
0.0003*
0.9997
204.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_Inv
0.0046*
0.0023*
0.9977
Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
Matched Pairs
Figure A.2: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in De-
mand++ scenario
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In Demand+ scenario
No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 88.0894 86.9024 86.3152
2 89.9997 96.3503 90.0115
3 -137.2772 -99.9642 20.0056
4 33.6031 47.5491 98.4272
5 89.0296 87.1156 92.0817
6 -300.7801 -303.7624 -11.8286
7 38.0139 38.4577 88.4938
8 62.8663 61.1755 74.3388
9 81.9710 94.5113 71.8170
10 62.5387 73.2870 83.4488
11 -61.6015 -45.1513 48.9733
12 15.9557 18.8856 72.9689
13 65.7435 80.8264 89.0820
14 -132.6174 -93.6026 69.9177
15 82.8242 83.1432 92.5912
16 100.3472 100.3820 94.2412
17 79.2752 88.6388 90.0371
18 69.0516 78.4276 70.3534
19 1.1400 2.7576 49.4163
20 94.4536 91.9470 104.3459
21 84.8768 83.7258 101.4171
22 3.2636 42.5883 91.1611
23 27.1684 37.1069 83.7473
24 87.6229 89.9557 86.7060
25 88.7460 97.8080 88.0450
26 77.2010 75.2681 92.0086
27 -5.5553 8.5252 80.4234
28 93.2736 91.6776 101.7118
29 60.2920 71.3360 -22.5351
30 -39.1005 -6.8110 80.4531
31 79.4669 79.4717 96.4402
32 61.7883 56.5929 85.6830
33 43.9109 62.2095 92.1729
34 91.9336 90.1203 98.4711
35 70.1155 68.2383 93.8760
36 59.7369 66.1457 89.5209
37 94.3652 94.6423 92.5209
38 -21.0007 -24.4010 55.2297
39 82.2755 83.0755 89.3175
40 72.1029 82.9135 86.6513
Mean 38.3778 45.9516 78.4515
Table A.4: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in Demand+ scenario
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A Appendix for Chapter 5
Netprofit_Inv
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
45.9516
38.3778
7.57388
1.87388
11.3642
3.7836
40
0.98983
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
4.041812
39
0.0002*
0.0001*
0.9999
Difference: Netprofit_Inv-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
78.4515
38.3778
40.0737
10.1888
60.6826
19.4649
40
0.67307
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
3.933105
39
0.0003*
0.0002*
0.9998
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_Inv
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
78.4515
45.9516
32.4999
9.50938
51.7344
13.2653
40
0.68129
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
3.417662
39
0.0015*
0.0007*
0.9993
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_Inv
Test Statistic
Prob > |z|
Prob > z
Prob < z
244.000
Netprofit_Inv-
Netprofit_0ld
0.0005*
0.0003*
0.9997
339.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
304.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_Inv
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
Matched Pairs
Figure A.3: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in De-
mand+ scenario
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In Process− scenario
No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 -64.9877 -63.9269 6.8918
2 -515.2107 -501.9719 83.6970
3 -993.2621 -940.0293 89.8630
4 -596.0968 -563.5968 98.1597
5 11.2335 18.2701 98.3364
6 -590.0160 -563.9295 -13.0390
7 -353.2979 -333.8444 0.7669
8 -109.2742 -106.2351 69.8927
9 -450.3078 -429.1137 84.2582
10 -457.3063 -411.5812 -162.1767
11 -329.2708 -294.4688 -8.4441
12 -579.8243 -584.2517 58.6548
13 -420.9248 -373.7318 87.2533
14 -629.3506 -587.7255 73.7571
15 -627.5360 -549.0484 -106.5056
16 -138.8939 -131.4466 80.0528
17 -95.8657 -70.9914 9.8503
18 -353.5840 -338.9250 71.3914
19 -103.8118 -72.9365 32.7558
20 -617.4154 -609.8234 95.3328
21 -96.8720 -100.6885 96.4859
22 -534.6403 -495.7538 48.9806
23 -539.2762 -521.7194 84.7297
24 -247.8282 -202.9775 17.2056
25 -462.6755 -438.8960 16.8945
26 -366.4100 -344.9859 94.0939
27 -290.9528 -293.4579 83.5629
28 -693.8788 -699.4636 -149.0973
29 -346.9144 -351.0479 12.3604
30 -376.3319 -359.1453 -5.7389
31 -60.8962 -63.3178 92.3723
32 -344.9084 -348.8201 80.6703
33 -955.8770 -770.9828 85.3189
34 -408.0263 -412.5552 18.3340
35 -354.1185 -352.7197 89.4200
36 -563.6217 -540.1418 -267.0191
37 -82.3175 -66.5483 52.0439
38 -297.8510 -279.1779 11.9361
39 -251.7528 -243.3032 83.4498
40 -666.0859 -667.4502 81.0645
Mean -398.9060 -376.5615 34.4454
Table A.5: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in Process− scenario
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A Appendix for Chapter 5
Netprofit_Inv
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-376.56
-398.91
22.3444
5.16871
32.7992
11.8897
40
0.99184
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
4.323019
39
0.0001*
<.0001*
0.9999
Difference: Netprofit_Inv-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
34.4454
-398.91
433.351
37.571
509.346
357.357
40
0.15028
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
11.53419
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_Inv
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
34.4454
-376.56
411.007
35.4029
482.616
339.398
40
0.1494
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
11.6094
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_Inv
Test Statistic
Prob > |z|
Prob > z
Prob < z
342.000
Netprofit_Inv-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
410.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
410.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_Inv
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
Matched Pairs
Figure A.4: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in
Process− scenario
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In Supply− scenario
No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 -23.0608 23.9141 8.8959
2 -421.9243 -333.2498 -39.1163
3 -846.2549 -581.9388 -255.6826
4 -478.7209 -392.0528 -147.5170
5 87.2949 73.0338 62.2908
6 -350.9933 -313.5892 -225.4997
7 -91.8004 -95.0198 -159.1164
8 -24.9401 13.2754 -51.7349
9 -212.3581 -28.6106 -66.8419
10 -255.2012 -204.4313 -134.3748
11 -246.7253 -182.7780 -118.4038
12 -349.9054 -337.4865 -238.4250
13 -241.3644 -40.4179 -71.2024
14 -439.5109 -389.3618 -222.5858
15 -263.2580 -234.5651 -122.2664
16 -10.0203 9.4080 -16.5864
17 57.0378 38.3940 36.1370
18 -120.8362 -61.5040 -103.4488
19 46.1802 55.7129 68.2614
20 -471.0808 -490.9750 -262.3719
21 41.7174 21.5575 58.7297
22 -243.4352 32.3423 -100.4587
23 -337.9006 -249.9213 -134.0819
24 -52.1233 85.1598 1.5214
25 -378.2589 -213.3804 -147.1397
26 -224.8577 -149.8665 -58.7969
27 -50.4271 -41.1143 -78.6273
28 -172.9916 -195.3982 -125.3512
29 -214.5518 -166.8818 -136.6982
30 -195.3455 -219.8653 -10.4371
31 31.8160 29.8908 70.7947
32 -268.7941 -293.4048 -138.9518
33 -613.0938 -514.8576 -196.6678
34 -206.5553 -178.4559 -52.0845
35 -268.1098 -54.9297 -108.7835
36 -437.5678 -381.2930 -275.6142
37 33.6586 25.1124 55.4912
38 -203.6662 -222.3430 -133.0401
39 1.9614 35.9622 21.1506
40 -445.4363 -292.0623 -333.2527
Mean -221.5351 -160.3998 -97.0472
Table A.6: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in Supply− scenario
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A Appendix for Chapter 5
Netprofit_Inv
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-160.4
-221.54
61.1353
12.7634
86.9518
35.3189
40
0.9204
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
4.789888
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Inv-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-97.047
-221.54
124.488
21.0052
166.975
82.0009
40
0.82436
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
5.926535
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_Inv
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
-97.047
-160.4
63.3526
17.8316
99.4205
27.2847
40
0.81183
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
3.552819
39
0.0010*
0.0005*
0.9995
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_Inv
Test Statistic
Prob > |z|
Prob > z
Prob < z
315.000
Netprofit_Inv-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
362.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
224.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_Inv
0.0017*
0.0008*
0.9992
Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
Matched Pairs
Figure A.5: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in
Supply− scenario
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In Demand−− scenario
No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 67.7196 67.2651 62.7154
2 72.9226 76.5006 82.1748
3 -6.5676 -8.8084 34.6771
4 58.9119 57.2905 96.4548
5 73.4190 71.4219 78.1625
6 55.7980 54.4933 56.4016
7 70.3698 69.7525 77.2191
8 68.6396 68.2958 77.0803
9 69.6920 68.1169 49.5153
10 56.3818 54.7504 74.4598
11 74.0065 74.5534 84.2037
12 40.3821 37.3783 60.6216
13 70.5346 71.9964 59.3562
14 16.2983 58.4571 57.3044
15 74.4704 75.1781 81.5156
16 76.9172 77.2690 86.7925
17 73.2021 75.7750 80.3575
18 49.4565 57.6767 51.6746
19 76.5529 76.7728 73.8396
20 79.2818 76.9466 72.9737
21 76.0492 75.5217 94.4298
22 72.1856 70.2529 86.8039
23 59.4677 55.1744 83.4103
24 78.8789 72.2870 84.4024
25 74.6640 71.1420 81.7528
26 73.9870 69.7387 84.1428
27 79.0088 79.2911 77.5409
28 73.3384 71.0711 94.9659
29 69.6664 61.0602 82.0775
30 63.4594 62.4241 86.4495
31 67.5353 57.4185 94.3903
32 47.2421 38.3552 16.7795
33 61.7897 60.6759 74.5692
34 75.1656 73.1241 91.3997
35 77.0217 77.0403 93.6350
36 77.8870 73.3142 47.2795
37 73.8672 73.9475 81.9967
38 42.8261 40.1734 55.0937
39 72.5290 73.4857 86.4944
40 63.7164 73.8732 84.8727
Mean 64.9669 64.7613 74.4997
Table A.7: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in Demand−− scenario
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A Appendix for Chapter 5
Netprofit_Inv
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
64.7613
64.9669
-0.2055
1.23904
2.30064
-2.7117
40
0.89279
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
-0.16589
39
0.8691
0.5654
0.4346
Difference: Netprofit_Inv-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
74.4997
64.9669
9.5328
2.48598
14.5612
4.50443
40
0.59578
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
3.834626
39
0.0004*
0.0002*
0.9998
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_Inv
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
74.4997
64.7613
9.73834
2.4001
14.593
4.88368
40
0.59832
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
4.057474
39
0.0002*
0.0001*
0.9999
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_Inv
Test Statistic
Prob > |z|
Prob > z
Prob < z
-176.00
Netprofit_Inv-
Netprofit_0ld
0.0160*
0.9920
0.0080*
269.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
267.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_Inv
0.0001*
<.0001*
0.9999
Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
Matched Pairs
Figure A.6: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in
Demand−− scenario
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In Demand− scenario
No. Netprofit_Old Netprofit_Inv Netprofit_Robust
1 64.7582 65.8986 88.5620
2 71.0671 74.2001 83.9154
3 80.1485 79.9615 102.4858
4 76.0222 77.1881 103.8515
5 70.7527 70.5601 92.8091
6 78.9442 79.1463 97.6609
7 67.5650 64.8290 89.2494
8 62.8033 66.5798 70.1489
9 73.7031 74.6500 94.3879
10 68.8731 70.3077 90.2390
11 71.5264 74.8224 81.9277
12 65.8839 59.3078 86.2793
13 75.4072 77.0804 95.7979
14 71.2673 64.1989 64.7145
15 69.1726 71.2656 91.3140
16 73.1980 75.7739 84.9294
17 69.1586 73.1553 88.8933
18 47.0151 48.9252 68.3768
19 74.1157 78.7706 81.0120
20 75.5406 75.8724 94.1554
21 68.2604 69.5852 91.2094
22 76.7614 77.2899 103.5469
23 72.8865 72.2614 97.7846
24 76.7426 77.3624 98.1773
25 73.0585 73.8954 92.5272
26 67.3796 65.7252 95.0008
27 81.9575 81.8123 100.4611
28 66.8725 66.6475 89.7223
29 73.9526 73.2087 92.5813
30 65.7027 58.7534 74.1183
31 63.1156 64.3587 93.5486
32 40.4072 42.7709 78.8351
33 61.9936 61.9593 89.6052
34 70.0099 71.2276 96.7045
35 76.1776 77.4543 99.0115
36 74.7133 75.6794 94.5950
37 69.4198 70.5773 93.0536
38 75.3853 75.4980 90.8596
39 71.4986 71.8341 83.3810
40 70.7004 70.9163 78.6154
Mean 70.0980 70.5328 89.6012
Table A.8: Netprofit comparison results of 3 Kanban systems in Demand− scenario
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A Appendix for Chapter 5
Netprofit_Inv
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
70.5328
70.098
0.43481
0.40578
1.25559
-0.386
40
0.94809
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
1.071538
39
0.2905
0.1453
0.8547
Difference: Netprofit_Inv-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_0ld
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
89.6012
70.098
19.5033
1.24811
22.0278
16.9787
40
0.58579
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
15.62621
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_0ld
Netprofit_Robust
Netprofit_Inv
Mean Difference
Std Error
Upper 95%
Lower 95%
N
Correlation
89.6012
70.5328
19.0684
1.22875
21.5538
16.5831
40
0.60869
t-Ratio
DF
Prob > |t|
Prob > t
Prob < t
15.51856
39
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Difference: Netprofit_Robust-Netprofit_Inv
Test Statistic
Prob > |z|
Prob > z
Prob < z
187.000
Netprofit_Inv-
Netprofit_0ld
0.0101*
0.0050*
0.9950
409.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_0ld
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
410.000
Netprofit_Robust-
Netprofit_Inv
<.0001*
<.0001*
1.0000
Wilcoxon Sign-Rank
Matched Pairs
Figure A.7: Paired difference test results of Netprofit between 3 Kanban systems in
Demand− scenario
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B Appendix for Chapter 6
No. Pattern
Factor Response: Netprofit
sf sfdt sfinv ss Stable Demand++ Demand+
1 −−−− 1.006 0.93 0.6 3 99.4810 -84.0266 97.8495
2 −−−+ 1.006 0.93 0.6 5 99.9708 -44.2284 99.4707
3 −−+− 1.006 0.93 0.8 3 99.1097 -64.2392 95.9855
4 −−++ 1.006 0.93 0.8 5 99.1246 -43.2468 98.3858
5 −+−− 1.006 0.95 0.6 3 101.3698 -139.5758 97.1661
6 −+−+ 1.006 0.95 0.6 5 100.7389 -89.0789 99.1968
7 −++− 1.006 0.95 0.8 3 99.6940 -143.2461 95.3293
8 −+++ 1.006 0.95 0.8 5 99.5688 -92.6810 96.0579
9 +−−− 1.016 0.93 0.6 3 99.3137 -91.6491 96.4523
10 +−−+ 1.016 0.93 0.6 5 99.9654 -53.6188 98.3496
11 +−+− 1.016 0.93 0.8 3 98.7033 -72.1574 95.7991
12 +−++ 1.016 0.93 0.8 5 99.6988 -51.4441 98.0585
13 ++−− 1.016 0.95 0.6 3 100.4620 -151.1959 95.8215
14 ++−+ 1.016 0.95 0.6 5 98.7949 -76.4302 96.4271
15 +++− 1.016 0.95 0.8 3 99.5962 -144.4346 95.1881
16 ++++ 1.016 0.95 0.8 5 98.4388 -73.7973 96.2729
17 a000 1.001 0.94 0.7 4 100.1685 -79.7122 98.5849
18 A000 1.021 0.94 0.7 4 100.0603 -86.3490 97.2155
19 0a00 1.011 0.92 0.7 4 98.8730 -30.3040 96.1271
20 0A00 1.011 0.96 0.7 4 99.3438 -161.7218 96.7367
21 00a0 1.011 0.94 0.5 4 100.2418 -88.8592 97.7881
22 00A0 1.011 0.94 0.9 4 99.0846 -77.3313 95.7071
23 000a 1.011 0.94 0.7 2 99.6388 -105.2267 97.1576
24 000A 1.011 0.94 0.7 6 100.3108 -44.6837 97.7798
25 0000 1.011 0.94 0.7 4 101.1023 -86.1081 97.9081
Table B.1: Central composite design (Inscribed) table and response Netprofit results in 3
risk scenarios (stable, demand++, demand+)
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